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ABSTRACT

Financial futures are used by market participants for both hedging and
speculative reasons. Financial futures spreads provide investors with the opportunity to
profit by predicting relative price moves between two futures contracts.
This dissertation is a theoretical and empirical examination of the spread
between Treasury bill and Eurodollar futures, known as the TED spread. Theoretical
differences between Treasury bill and Eurodollar futures contracts are considered to
determine factors which should affect the magnitude of the TED spread. Theory predicts
that the magnitude of the TED spread should be influenced by default risk on Eurodollar
CDs, the difference in yield quotation conventions between the two contracts, tax effects,
reserve requirements, and the fact that Treasury bill futures settle to price while
Eurodollar futures settle to yield.
Empirically, the impact of reserve requirements, the differential yield
conventions, and the fact that Treasury bill futures settle to price while Eurodollar futures
settle to yield, are tested to determine their impact upon the TED spread. The impact of
reserve requirements is tested by comparing the competing hypotheses of Fabozzi and
Thurston (1986) with that of Fama (1985) and James (1987). The results are consistent
with Fama and James finding that Eurodollar CD reserve requirement changes do not
have a significant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread.
Treasury bill futures prices are quoted on a discount yield basis, while EurodoUar
futures prices are quoted on an add-on yield basis. Theoretically this difference should
cause the magnitude of the TED spread to increase when interest rates are high and
decrease when rates are low. Wlien considered in a long-run equilibrium framework, we
find no evidence that the differential yield conventions have a significant impact upon
the magnitude of the TED spread.

VI

Sundaresan (1991) predicts that the differential settlement procedures in the
Treasury bill and Eurodollar futures market should cause EurodoUar futures prices to be
higher holding other factors constant. We adapt this theory so as to test it within the
context of the TED spread. The results indicate that differential settlement conventions
have a significant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread, however, this effect is
not as pronounced as predicted by the theory of Sundaresan.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION OF FUTURES SPREADS

Introduction
The last 25 years have been an exciting period of growth and innovation in the
financial futures market. As futures traders have gained a better understanding of the
usefulness of financial futures as hedging tools, the popularity of these instruments has
increased dramatically. The ability of investors to quickly adjust their exposure to risk
due to changes in interest rates, exchange rates and security prices have allowed many
financial futures contracts to thrive in the past decade. As investors have gained a better
understanding of these contracts, they have begun trading them for purposes other than
strictly hedging certain exposures in their portfolio. One of the more popular ways
traders have done this is through the use of financial future spreads. Spreads allow
investors to speculate upon or hedge against relative price movements between similar
contracts with different expiration months, or contracts on different underlying
instruments.
Two different types of spreads are commonly used in both the commodity and
financial futures markets, calendar spreads and cross spreads. A calendar spread involves
buying and selling futures contracts on the same underlying instrument that expire in
different months. For example, an investor may purchase a March gold contract and sell a
June gold contract with the intention of capitalizing on expected differential price moves
in gold over the life of the given contracts. A cross spread is initiated by buying and
selling different types of futures contracts with the same expiration month. For example
an investor may choose to purchase a September Treasury biU futures contract and sell the
September EurodoIIar futures contract.
Several different cross spreads are used commonly in financial futures markets.
The primary speculative use of these spreads in the market for interest rate futures is to

take advantage of expected relative changes in the term structure of interest rates on two
separate interest rate sensitive instruments. During the Hfe of the GNMA futures
contract, many investors would establish cross spreads between the GNMA and Treasury
bond futures contracts. Today many of these spreads have become so commonly used that
the spread itself has been given a name. In the commodity markets a spread between
soybeans and soymeal or soyoil is known as a crush spread. Spread positions between
crude oil, heating oil, and unleaded gasoline futures contracts are known as crack spreads.
In the market for interest rate futures, the spread between Treasury notes and Treasury
bonds is known as the NOB spread (notes over bills).
Another commonly used interest rate spread is one between Treasury biU futures
and Eurodollar futures. This spread is commonly referred to as the TED spread. While
the TED spread is often referred to in the common press, as well as academic literature,
relatively little attention has been given to explaining why the TED spread behaves the
way it does. The goal of this research is to develop a theory of the behavior of the TED
spread, considering the long-run relationship between Treasury bill and EurodoUar
futures, and to empirically test propositions from this theory. The remaining portion of
this chapter summarizes the Treasury biU and Eurodollar futures contracts and introduces
the TED spread. Chapter II presents a literature review of research concerning the TED
spread. Chapter III develops a testable theory of the TED spread. Chapter IV presents
the methodology, data, and hypotheses tested with respect to the theory presented in
Chapter III. Chapter V presents the results of the empirical tests. Chapter VI provides
the summary and conclusions of this dissertation

Treasurv BiII Futures
In January of 1976, the 3- month Treasury Bill futures contract was introduced on
the Intemational Monetary Market (IMM) of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME).
Initial acceptance of this contract was not overly enthusiastic. However, wdth time the

usefulness of this contract as a hedge against moves in short-term interest rates became
more widely understood. This better understanding led to an increased popularity of the
contract, and by the early 1980'sthe Treasury bill futures contract had become the most
actively traded interest rate futures contract of that time.
Each individual contract is based on 90-day cash Treasury Bills wãth a face value
of $1 million. The Treasury Bill futures contract requires delivery of an underlying asset
with 90 days to maturity, although delivery of a Treasury Bill with 91 or 92 days
remaining until delivery is acceptable with the appropriate price adjustment. This
designation adds flexibility to the contract by increasing the number of Treasury BiIIs
that fulfiU the delivery requirements. It is estimated that in practice only about 3% of
open contracts actually end in delivery (Schwager 1984),^ with the rest being settled by
taking an offsetting position in the contract. In cases where an investor who holds a
position in the contract wishes to make or take delivery of the underlying instrument at
contract expiration, there are several steps that must occur before delivery is made or
taken. These steps are outlined by Powers and Vogel (1984), and are reproduced in
Appendix A.
Treasury Bill futures expire quarterly with expirations in March, June, September,
and December. Currently, the last trading day for an individual contract occurs during the
month of expiration on the last business day prior to the day when a previously issued 1year Treasury Bill has 13 weeks until maturity (91 days). Stated another way, the last
day of trading is the second day following the third Treasury Bill auction of the
expiration month. Delivery occurs on the day following the last day of trading. In cases
where deUvery is made, it is accomplished through banks that are registered with the
exchange and are members of the Federal Reserve System. Through these banks, the
Treasury Bills are deposited in the accounts of those individuals who are taking delivery.

^Chapterl: p. 2

At the present time, up to four separate expirations, or Treasury BiII futures contracts
with maturities ranging from a few days to one year, trade concurrently. However, open
interest in the contracts that are further than 90 days from delivery is usually small
relative to that of the nearby contracts. For example, on September 4,1995, open interest
in the December 1995 Treasury bill futures contract was 11,280, while open interest in the
March 1996 contract was only 2,932.
The quotation system for Treasury BiII futures uses many of the same conventions
seen in the Treasury BiU cash market. Treasury BiII futures contracts are quoted on a 360day year discount convention as is used in the spot market. The price of a futures contract
is derived from the IMM index, which is equal to 100 minus the discount yield of the
Treasury BiII futures. This equation is given in equation (1.1) below. The calculation of
the discount yield as a function of the price of the underlying asset is presented in equation
(1.2).
TBF = 100-DR
(1.1)
^„

100-F
100

360
90

,^^
(12)

Here TBF represents the index price of a Treasury BiII futures contract. The discount yield
or rate is represented by the variable DR. The variable P represents the dollar price of
the underlying security at maturity per $100 face value of the contract. If we know the
IMM index, the discount yield is found by subtracting the index price from 100. For
example, on September 4,1995, the Wall Street Journal quoted the closing discount yield
on the December 95 Treasury bill futures contract at 5.13. By subtracting 5.13 from 100 we
see that the closing Treasury biU futures price index for this contract was 94.87. It is
important to emphasize that the IMM index is not a doUar price. It is simply a quotation
convention that has been constructed in such a way that as the general level of interest
rates in the economy increases, the quoted futures index price wiU decrease. This occurs
because as interest rates increase, the discount yield increases. As the discount yield

increases, equation (1.1) indicates that the Treasury bill futures price index will decline.
Equation (1.2) indicates that if we know the dollar price paid for delivery of the
underlying asset at maturity, we may then use equation (1.2) to determine the discount
yield. Given the discount yield, we may calculate TBF by inserting the discount yield in
equation (1.1). For example, if the price of the underlying asset, P, is 98.00, we may
calculate the discount yield using equation (1.2). In this case the discount yield is equal to
8.00. Given the discount yield we may calculate the associated Treasury biU futures index
price by subtracting the discount yield from 100 as shown in equation (1.1). In this case
TBF would be equal to 92.00.
While TBF does not represent a doUar price paid for a given futures contract, we
may use TBF to determine the implied doUar price that would be paid or accepted in
order to take or make dehvery of the underlying Treasury bill security. This actual doUar
price associated with delivery of the underlying instrument will be referred to here as the
contract value. The contract value associated with a given Treasury bill futures index
price and discount yield may be calculated using equation (1.3).
Contract Value = $1,000,000 ^

^DR
100

90 V
360

(1.3)

The discount yield represents the annualized discount from par. The minimum price
fluctuation on the contract is 1 basis point of the annual yield. This pricing convention is
designed so that a 1 basis point change in the discount yield results in a $25 change in the
contract value."^ Additionally, it is structured in such a way as to replicate the behavior
of more familiar debt instruments, in that an increase in interest rates necessitates a
decline in the price of the contract.
Investors in Treasury biU futures are not required to pay the full $1 million face
value in order to secure a position in the contract. Since most contracts are not held until

^See Appendix B for the proof of this relationship.

maturity, but rather are offset by taking an opposing position, the profit or loss on a
position in Treasury biU futures is based upon the difference between the price at which
an individual 'bought" the futures and the price at which he or she "sold" the futures.
Since the risk of the Treasury bill futures index price falling from say 94.60 to 0 are
basically nil, the brokerage house allows investors to purchase futures contracts on
margin. There are two types of margins, the initial and the maintenance margin. The
initial margin is the amount an investor must deposit in his or her account to assume the
original position in the futures contract. The maintenance margin represents the minimum
amount of funds that the investor can have in his or her account before the brokerage
house calls upon the investor to deposit more money. This is known as a margin call, and
the investor is generally required to deposit an amount sufficient to bring his or her
account balance back up to the initial margin. Margin calls are necessary because most
futures accounts are marked-to-market daily. Marking-to-market refers to the process of
adjusting an investor's account for daily gains or losses on his or her futures positions.
With respect to Treasury biU futures, a change of one basis point in the price of the futures
contract represents an change in value of $25 to the investor. Therefore, an investor who
purchases a Treasury biU futures contract at 96.50 would have $25 credited to his or her
account if the next day's closing price was 96.51. However, if the price of the contract
dedines, then the account balance is reduced by $25 per basis point change in the price of
the contract. When an investor's account balance drops below the maintenance margin, he
or she is called upon to either deposit money into the account or reverse the position.
Recently the margin requirement for assuming a speculative position in Treasury Bill
futures was $750 per contract for originating a position, with a maintenance margin of
$550.'

Yind-Waldock "Speculative Margins" effective November 8, 1994.

Eurodollar Futures
In December 1981, the CME introduced the EurodoUar futures contract. Since this
time the Eurodollar futures have enjoyed widespread usage. In 1994, this contract
surpassed the Treasury Bill futures contract as the most actively traded short-term
interest rate futures instrument. Recently, open interest in the nearby Eurodollar futures
contract has exceeded that of the Treasury BiII futures by a factor of 40 to 1.
EurodoIIar futures are based on a three month Eurodollar rate, and each contract
has a face value of $1 million. Eurodollar futures are settled in cash, rather than by
delivery. These contracts expire during the same months as the Treasury BiU futiu-es,
March, June, September, and December. The last trading day for an individual contract
occurs two London business days before the third Wednesday of the contract month;
therefore the EurodoUar futures contract generally has a different expiration date than
the Treasury bill futures contract. The price of an individual contract is calculated using
the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR). Originally, six separate expirations were
traded simultaneously, but currently 40 expirations (ten years) are hsted in the Wall
Street Journal daily.
The quotation system for Eurodollar futures employs an IMM index defined as 100 LIBOR yield. The LIBOR used in determination of the Eurodollar futures index price is
referred to commonly as an add-on yield. The relationship between this add-on yield and
the Eurodollar futures index price is stated in equation (1.4) below.
EDF = 100-AO
(1.4)

'^The Waîî Street Journal has also recently started listing daily price data for
contracts that expire during the two nearest months prior to the next nearby quarterly
contract. For example on Jan. 10,1996 the listings include prices for the January and
February 1996 contracts as well as the 10 years worth of quarterly maturities mentioned
above.

Here EDF represents the Eurodollar futures index price and AO represents the annualized
add-on yield. While equation (1.4) is similar in form to equation (1.1), there is an
important difference between these two quotation systems. The Treasury Bill futures are
quoted on a discount yield basis, while the EurodoIIar contract uses an add-on yield
calculation in the pricing of the contract. The add-on yield is a function of the difference
between the face value of the contract and the actual price paid for the underlying
instrument. The difference between the face value of the contract and the actual price
paid for the underlying instrument is known as the dollar discount. The 90-day dollar
discount for the contract is calculated by subtracting the price of the underlying instrument
at deUvery, P, from 100. Next, by dividing the 90-day doUar discount by the price of the
underlying instrument at dehvery, we obtain the 90-day add-on yield. The underlying
instrument has a maturity of only 90 days, but the contract convention is to state the
futures index price as a function of the annualized add-on yield. The annualized add-on
yield is computed by multiplying the 90-day add-on yield by (360/90). Therefore, the
add-on yield is calculated as presented in equation (1.5).
^ ^ 100-P 360 ,^^
AO = — — X - — x i o o
Finally, the contract value is calculated using equation (1.6). This equation is identical to
that used for Treasury Bills in equation (1.3), except that the Eurodollar futures add-on
yield is substituted for the Treasury bill futures discount yield. For example, on
September 4,1995, the Walî Street Journal quoted the December 95 Eurodollar futures
contract at an add-on yield of 5.66. Therefore, the IMM index price for this contract is
equal to 100 - 5.66 or 94.34. Again, it is important to note that the EurodoIIar futures index
price is not representative of the dollar amount an investor would pay for the underlying
instrument. However, we may calculate this underlying contract value, given the
Eurodollar futures price index and using equation (1.6).
Contract Value = $^000,000 ^ 1 -

8

AO
90 ^
l, 100 ^" 360;

(1.6)

The Eurodollar futures contract is similar to its Treasury BiII counterpart in that a
1 basis point change in the add-on yield results in a gain or loss of $25 in the value of the
contract.

AIso, an inverse relationship exists between the value of the index and interest

rate movements. Eurodollar futures may also be purchased on margin. Recently the
initial margin on a speculative position in EurodoUar futures with less than one year to
maturity was $750 per contract with a maintenance margin of $550. For contracts with one
year or more until maturity the initial margin was $1,000, with a maintenance margin of
$750.

The TED Spread
Many text books on futures markets, as well as popular press articles, have
outlined the transaction known as the TED spread. The TED spread transaction is
implemented using Treasury bill and EurodoUar futures contracts of common maturity. A
position in the TED spread is taken by simultaneously purchasing one contract while
selling the other.^ The magnitude of the TED spread is equal to the quoted index price on
Treasury bill futures, less the quoted index price on Eurodollar futures, or in the notation
implemented here, TBF - EDF. For example, if the futures index prices for the March
Treasury bill, and Eurodollar contracts are 92.50 and 92.00 respectively, then the March
TED spread would be 92.50 - 92.00 = 0.50 or 50 basis points. This is also equivalent to the
differences in the quoted Eurodollar futures add-on yield and Treasury bill futures
discount yield. Given the index quotes above, it is possible to calculate the discount yield
and add-on yield using equations (1.1) and (1.4). This calculation indicates that the

^See Appendix B for the proof of this relationship.
^According to Slentz (1987), the name TED is taken from the combination or
contraction of the ticker symbols for each of the two contracts involved, TB for Treasury
bills and ED for EurodoIIars.

Treasury bill discount yield would be 7.50, and the Eurodollar add-on yield would be 8.00,
for a difference of .5% or 50 basis points.
The primary application of the TED spread is to speculate on how Eurodollar
interest rates wiU move in relation to Treasury bill interest rates between the present time
and some point in the future. The decision to engage in a long or short TED spread is
dependent upon an investor's expectations of the relative moves in these two rates. If an
investor expects the spread to widen in the future, he or she would purchase a Treasury
bill futures contract, and simultaneously sell a EurodoUar futures contract with the same
maturity month. This is known as buying or taking a long position in the TED spread.
Conversely, if an investor expected the spread to shrink in the future, he or she would
purchase a Eurodollar contract, and simultaneously sell a Treéisury bill contract with the
same maturity month. This is known as selling or shorting the TED spread. In either case,
if the spread changed in the anticipated direction, the investor would eam a profit of $25
per 1 basis point move in the spread. However, if the spread moved against an investor's
expectations, he or she would lose $25 per 1 basis point move in the spread.
For example, on Febmary 10,1995, the March '95 Treasury bill contract was quoted
at 94.15, and the March '95 EurodoUar contract was quoted at 93.56. The Treasury biU
discount yield is 100 - 94.15 = 5.85, while the Eurodollar add-on yield is 100 - 93.56 = 6.44,
and the spread is 94.15 - 93.56 = 0.59. An investor who expects the spread to widen would
purchase the Treasury biU futures at an impHed contract price of $985,375 per contract,^
and sell the EurodoIIar futures for an implied contract price of $983,900 per contract^' ^, or
equivalently "buy" the spread, for a implied net cash outflow of $1,475 ($983,900 $985,375 = -1,475). On March 2,1995, the Treasury bill contract was quoted at 94.24, and

^Contract Value = $1,000,000 (1- (.0585 (90/360)) = $985,375.
^Contract Value = $1,000,000 (1- (.0644 (90/360)) = $983,900.
^This price is impHed because investors actually purchase the contracts on margin.
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the Eurodollar contract was quoted at 93.74. The Treasury bill discount >aeld was 5.76,
while the EurodoIIar add-on yield was 6.26, and the spread had narrowed to 50 basis
points. Since the spread became smaller during this time period, the investor who took a
long position in the TED spread would have lost money. We can quickly compute the loss
on the position by determining the change in the spread and multiplying it by $25. In this
case, 50 - 59 equals a decrease of 9 basis points. Multiplying 9 basis points by $25 per basis
point indicates a loss of $225 on the position if it is reversed at these prices. So on March
1,1995 if our investor sells the Treasury bill futures for $985,600 per contract,^^ and buys
the Eiu-odollar futures for $984,350 per contract,^^ the implied net cash inflow would be
$1,250. When this is combined with the previous impUed net cash outflow of $1,475 our
investor would recognize a net loss of $225 dollars per pair of contracts or spread ($1,250 $1,475 = -$225).
The preceding example is provided as a simplified explanation of how the profit
or loss might be calculated on a TED spread position. In reality, investors are required to
post an initial margin when the position is first assumed. Once the initial margin is
posted, the value of the position is calculated at the end of each day and the account is
marked-to-market. If the investor profited on the position, the brokerage house credits
his or her account $25 per basis point per contract. The investor is then free to w ithdraw
money from the accoimt as long as the account balance remains above the maintenance
margin. If the investor lost money on the position, the brokerage house would withdravv
$25 per basis point per contract from the investor's account. If after the account has been
marked-to-market, the accoimt balance is below the maintenance margin, the investor
must make a deposit in order to bring the account back up to the initial margin. This
deposit must be made prior to the beginning of the next trading day or the investor's

^•^Contract Value = $1,000,000 (1- (.0576(90/360)) = $985,600.
^^Contract Value = $1,000,000 (1- (.0626(90/360)) = $984,350.
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position will be reversed by the brokerage house in order to cover his or her position. The
levels of the initial and maintenance margins differ across contracts, and are free to
change over time in response the changing economic conditions. Margin requirements on
spread positions are generally lower than those required on the purchase or sale of a
single contract, since the risk associated with the spread position is generally less than
that of holding a single contract. Recently the initial margin on a TED spread transaction
was $200 per spread with a maintenance margin of $150.^^

Summary
This chapter presents an introduction to the Treasury bill futures contract, the
Eurodollar futures contract and the TED spread. Some of the fundamental characteristics
and quotation conventions of the Treasury bill and EurodoIIar futures contracts are
described. The focus of this discussion is upon the similarities and differences in the
specification of these two contracts. One of the key differences between these contracts is
that the Treasury bill futures index price is quoted based upon a discount yield convention
while the Eurodollar futures index price is quoted based upon an add-on yield convention.
Following the introduction of these contracts, the TED spread is introduced as the
difference between the Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures index prices. By purchasing
one of the contracts and simultaneously selling the other an investor may assume a
position in the TED spread. An example of such a position is presented and the method for
calculating a gain or loss on a position in the TED spread is iUustrated.
The goal of this dissertation is to develop a theory of the TED spread and
formally test the implications of this theory. It will be shown that the difference in
yield conventions as presented in this chapter, can have a significant impact upon the

12 Lind-Waldock,

"Speculative Margins,' Effective November 8, 1994.
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magnitude of the TED spread over time. This issue is of interest particularly because
previous research on the TED spread has dismissed this difference in yield conventions as
being unimportant to the magnitude of the spread. The theory presented in this
dissertation posits that this difference in yield conventions is important for two reasons.
First, the differential yield conventions cause the magnitude of the TED spread to
increase as the level of interest rates in the economy increases. The difference in yield
conventions is stmctured m such a way so as to make a one basis point change in each
futures price index represent a $25 change in the value of the contract. However, in order
to achieve this similarity in the presence of different yield conventions an important
difference in the behavior of the futures price indices has been introduced. The important
difference is that for a given change in interest rates, the value of the Treasury biU and
Eurodollar futures index prices will change by differing amounts simply because of the
yield conventions. Second, ignoring the difference in yield conventions may lead to a bias
in the measurement of the default risk premium between Treasury bill and EurodoIIar
securities. The majority of previous research on the TED spread has considered it in a
long-mn equilibrium framework. This dissertation wiU attempt to show that failing to
account for the differential yield conventions is equivalent to ignoring a potential bias in
the default risk premium. It attempts to show that the existence of a bias in the default
risk premium may be responsible for some or all of the somewhat confusing results of
previous tests of stationarity on the TED spread.
Chapter II of this dissertation provides a summary of the relevant literature as it
applies to the TED spread. Chapter III presents a theory that focuses on the contractual
and economic factors that should have a significant impact upon the magnitude of the
TED spread. The primary contribution of this theory is that it formally accounts for the
differences in yield conventions between the Treasury bill and Eurodollar futures
contracts, which has been ignored by most previous studies of the TED spread. Chapter IV
presents the statistical methodology that was used to test the implications of tliis
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theory. The empirical results of these tests are presented in Chapter V. Finally, the
results of the statistical tests and conclusions drawn from those results are summarized in
Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
TIiis chapter reviews the prior research on the spread between Treasury bill and
EurodoIIar futures, commonly referred to as the TED spread. Additionally, some of the
literature that considers the characteristics of Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices
without specific reference to the TED spread is summarized. While the TED spread is
often mentioned briefly in most futures textbooks, relatively little research has
considered this specific relationsliip between Treasury bill and EurodoIIar futures prices.
However, some of the more recent studies discussed here provide valuable insight as to
the behavior of the TED spread over time.

Review of the Literature
Slentz (1987) outlines some prevalent market beliefs about the factors that have
the greatest impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. Wliile no empirical tests are
applied in this dissertation, the knowledge associated with understanding general
market perceptions of what factors influence the spread provides a starting point for
deriving a general theory of the TED spread. Slentz states that changes in the magnitude
of the TED spread are primarily caused by variation in market perceptions of the quality
or safety of Eurodollar deposits relative to investing in Treasury bills. Finance theory
refers to this factor as default risk, and in this case it refers to the risk of default by banks
accepting EurodoIIar deposits. If a bank or group of banks is unable to pay their investors
both principal and interest on their Eurodollar deposits, that bank is said to be in default.
Slentz states that when the market perceives that the financial stabiUty of the world
financial system has declined, the demand for Treasury bill securities rises relative to the
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demand for Eurodollar securities. This phenomenon is commonly known as the 'flight to
quality." Investors who perceive the Treasury bill as a risk-free instmment, wiU prefer
Treasury bill securities to Eurodollar securities during periods when there is a sharp
increase in default risk. This in tum causes the banks who act as "sellers" of EurodoIIar
securities to offer higher yields on these investments in order to induce investors to
purchase them instead of Treasury bills. Therefore, in periods where default risk is
perceived to be increasing, investors will bid the price of Treasury bills up, and the price
of Eurodollars down. To the extent that the spot and futures markets are related, this
movement in the spot market should cause Treasury bill futures prices to increase and
yields to fall relative to Eurodollar futures prices and yields. Therefore, an increase in
market perceptions of default risk should lead to an increase in the magnitude of the TED
spread.
Slentz states that many traders believe that there is a "normal" quality
relationship that persists over time. The "normal" quality relationship alludes to some
traders' belief that at a given level of interest rates and a given level of default potential
by banks accepting EurodoUar deposits, the TED spread tends to revert toward some
"normal" magnitude for those conditions. That is to say, that if some extemal shock
causes the TED spread to widen, investors believe that over time the TED spread will
revert back to some "normal" level or range. Therefore, some traders decide upon whether
to take a long or short position in the TED spread based upon their beliefs of what the
normal quality relationship should be under the current economic conditions, and when
they expect the current TED spread to move back in line with this normal level. Another
important factor addressed by Slentz is the level of short term interest rates. The general
perception of the TED spread is that its magnitude is positively associated with the
level of rates. For example, if an investor believes that when short term spot rates are
between 5 and 6%, that the 'normal" quality spread is 82 basis points, he or she must
adjust his or her expectations of the normal spread when short term rates move up or
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down. While Slentz does not provide much in way of the theory behind this factor, he
does state liis belief that it is an important consideration for many investors in the TED
spread.
Evans and Koch (1990) consider the fundamental determinants of the TED spread.
While the majority of futures textbooks state that the TED spread is caused solely by the
defauh risk premium on Eurodollar securities, Evans and Koch beUeve that certain other
factors may also be relevant in determining the magnitude of the spread. The purpose of
their work is to first identify these additional factors and test them empirically in order
to ascertain whether they have a significant impact upon the magnitude of the TED
spread. They identify and develop the theoretical framework for two additional factors,
which they refer to as the term stmcture and Uquidity premium factors. These two factors
are considered in conjunction with the previously mentioned default risk factor.
The default risk factor is based upon investors' generéd perception that Treasury
bill securities are default free, while Eurodollar securities exhibit some amount of default
risk. This perception is grounded in the fact that the U.S. govemment has the ability to
levy taxes or print currency in order to satisfy Treasury bill obligations if necessary,
whereas Eurodollar deposits are secured only by the financial resources of the issuing
banks. The default risk associated with Eurodollar securities, therefore, leads to a
default risk premium on these securities relative to Treasury biU yields. When investors'
perceptions of the creditworthiness of banks issuing Eurodollar deposits change, then the
default risk premiiun on Eiu"odollar deposits should also change. To the extent that the
futures market represents investors' expectations of future spot market rates, an increase in
the default risk factor should lead to a increase in the magnitude of the TED spread.
The factor referred to by Evans and Koch (1990) as the term stmcture factor is
based upon the idea that Treasury bill futures are priced according to a cash-and<arry
market, while EurodoIIar futures are priced as forward instmments. The cash-and-carry
framework states that the Treasury bill futures rate is determined as a pseudo forward
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rate, which is a function of the rate on the nearby deliverable bill and the ovemight repo
rate. The forward contract framework states that the Eurodollar futures rate is
determined based upon the implied forward rate between a Eurodollar deposit that
matures 13 weeks after maturity of the futures contract, and a Eurodollar deposit that
matures at the same time as the futures contract. The term stmcture factor is based upon
the theory that changes in the relative relationship between the yield curves for spot
market Treasury bill and Eiu-odoUar securities should lead to a change in the magnitude
of the TED spread. For example, if a sudden increase in the number of defaults on loans
issued by banks accepting EtirodoIIar deposits occurred, the spread between the nearby
dehverable Treasury bill and 13-week Eurodollar deposit maturing at the same time
should increase. This increase would be expected because of an increase in the default risk
premium on Eurodollar securities. Evans and Koch (1990) indicate that an increase in the
spot spread between Treasury bill and Eiu-odoUar securities should lead to a similar
increase in the magnitude of the TED spread.
According to Evans and Koch (1990), the liquidity premium factor is based upon
previous research that considers the existence of term or liquidity premiums in the spot
market for Treasury bills and EurodoUars. The evidence in this area generally concludes
that a term premium exists in longer term Treasury bill rates. Additional research has
found that no such term premium exists in the spot market for EurodoUars. While
different authors have attributed the existence of a term premium in Treasury biU yields
to different factors, Evans and Koch cite "many analysts" as attributing this term
premium to the Uquidity differences across different maturities. If a time varying term
premium exists in the Treasury biU market, then the greater the term premium, the
smaller the TED spread and vice versa. The potential determinants of this term premium
is discussed in Chapter III.
Evans and Koch use time series and regression methods to test the significance of
these three factors. Since there are no direct measures of default risk, they use the spread
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between the rates on the nearby deliverable Treasury bill and a EurodoUar deposit
maturing at the same time (R^^ - R^^^), as a proxy for the default risk and term stmcture
factors, holding n constant at 90 days. This variable is denoted cis CTED. Since this study
uses daily data, the variable CTED is filtered by first differencing the series in order to
remove any serial correlation. The resulting filtered variable represents the innovations
in CTED and is denoted as CTDIN. The same procedure is applied to the observed TED
spread resulting in the variable TDIN. Another variable (TS) is added to captiure the
effects of the shorter maturity spectmm of the term stmcture. The theory would dictate
that this vciriable be calculated as the spread between the EurodoUar rate maturing at
the expiration date of the futures contracts and the compound overnight repo rate over the
same period (R^^^ - RJ- However, m-day Eurodollar rates were not readily available, so
Evans and Koch use the difference between the rate on the deliverable Treasury biU and
the compound ovemight repo rate from the present time until maturity of the Treasury
biU futures contract (TS = R^^^ - RJ as a proxy for the shorter horizon of the term stmcture.
A final variable is added to the first regression to account for the effect of rates observed
during the last week of trading the nearby Treasury biU futures contract. This variable is
added in order to capture any differential pricing effects caused by traders moving out of
the nearby contract and into the next out contract, as well as pricing effects associated
with delivery. This variable DEXP takes a value of one for observations during the last
week of trading, and a value of zero elsewhere.
Evans and Koch regress TDIN on CTDIN, TS, and DEXP. The estimated regression
results are provided in equation (2.1) below. The t-statistics are reported in parentheses.
TDIN = -0.002 + 0.118 (CTDESÍ) - 0.001 (TS) + 0.005 PEXP)
(0.8) (3.9)
(0.6)
(05)
F - value = 5.11

R^ = 0.031

(2.1)

The results of this regression indicate that only CTDIN, the proxy for the default risk and
term stmcture factors, is statistically significant. This indicates that there is a strong
positive association between innovations in the TED spread, and unexpected changes in
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the "spot" TED spread. Evans and Koch interpret this result as support for a positive
relationship between the combined effect of default risk and term premiums in the TED
spread. There appears to be no quantifiable relationship between innovations in the TED
spread and either changes in the term stmcture of interest rates or the last week of
maturity. A second regression is run using the same variables plus a duiruny for months
untU expiration. The results of this regression are presented in equation (2.2).
TDIN = -0.001 + 0.158 (CTDIN) + 0.050 P3CTDIN)
(0.5) (1.2)
(0.7)
+0.121 (D2CTDIN) + 0.00 CTS) + 0.004 PEXP)
(1-7)
(0.1)
(0.4)
F - value = 3.38

^^'^^

R^ = 0.034

Here, D3 equals 1 if the observation occurs in January, April, July, or October and equals 0
otherwise. D2 equals 1 if the observation occurs in Febmary, May, August, or November
and equals 0 otherwise. The results of this regression indicate that none of the variables
has a significant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. In conclusion, this
dissertation finds some evidence that the TED spread is affected by changes in default
risk and the relative changes in the term stmctures of the Treasury bill and EurodoUar
market.
Kawaller and Koch (1992) develop a substitution mle for hedging short-term
interest rate exposures. While their study does not expUcitly address the theory of the
TED spread, their findings do have some important implications for the behavior of the
spread. The idea behind their substitution mle is that when an investor desires to use a
futures contract to hedge an interest rate exposure, his or her first goal should be to select a
futures contract whose value is closely correlated with the interest rate movements of the
exposure to be hedged. Since both the Treasury biU and EurodoIIar futures contracts may
be acceptable hedges for many such exposures, the second goal is to select the long (short)
hedge that is relatively inexpensive (expensive). In order to determine which contract is
a more cost effective hedge at a given point in time, Kawaller and Koch develop a
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substitution rule that compares the TED spread with the cash or spot market spread in
the Treasury bUI and EurodoUar markets. The concept that motivates this rule is that
the futures prices must converge on the spot prices as the futures approach maturity. So if
on average the TED spread adjusts to the cash spread, the mle should provide investors
with the lower cost hedge the majority of the time. However, if on average the futures
and spot spreads diverge from one another, or the spot spread converges on the futures
spread, the mle should not provide investors with the lower cost hedge.
Simulation analysis is employed by Kawaller and Koch (1992) to test the
profitabUity of the substitution mle before transaction costs relative to the profitabUity
of a straight Treasury bUl futures hedge before transaction costs. The analysis assumes
that the default hedge employs Treasury bUl futures untU the filter is activated, and a
substitution of Eurodollar futures is indicated. The mle for a long hedge is when the TED
spread less the spot spread is greater than the threshold filter value (15, 20, or 25 basis
points) buy the Eurodollar futures contract (or seU the Treasury biU futures contract).
When the TED spread minus the spot spread is less than the safety fUter value of 10 basis
points, the EurodoIIar hedge is reversed. Their results show that for long hedges, where a
financial futures contract is purchased in order to hedge the risk of a short-term interest
rate exposure, the substitution mle with a 25 basis point threshold filter provides a mean
incremental profit of 7 basis points per substitution versus the straight Treasury biU
futures hedge. For threshold filter values of 20 and 15 basis points the mean incremental
profits per substitution are 5 and 3 basis points, respectively. This mean incremental
hedge profit is significantly different from zero for both the 25 and 20 basis point filters,
but not for the 15 basis point filter. In aU three cases the proportion of profitable
substitutions is greater than 50%. The results for the short Eiu-odoUar substitutions were
not as strong primarily due to the limited number of observations.
It is important to note that transaction costs are not accounted for in this analysis.
Kawaller and Koch (1992) state that in practice transaction costs would represent between
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8 and 12 basis point annually. Therefore, the mean incremental hedge profit would be
exceeded by transaction costs. They also state that two other factors may have a
significant impact upon the success of this trading mle in practice. First, all substitutions
made in this study were based upon daily closing prices. Therefore, substitution
opportunities that occur during the day but are no longer present at the close of trading are
not represented in their results. Second, a potentially more important factor is that the
rule assumes that cash Treasury biU and EurodoUar prices 'will not move differentially
to any substantive degree." Therefore, in cases where a hedger expected this situation to
occur, he or she would not want to employ this substitution mle.
The results for the long EurodoUar substitution mle motivate the question: *Are
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices cointegrated?" The success of this substitution
rule implies that the TED spread maintains some long-mn relationship with the spot
spread. Since we know that the spot and futures prices in these markets must converge as
the futures contract reaches maturity, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the mle is
successful because of the existence of a long-mn equilibrium relationship between the two
markets in both the spot and futures markets. The substitution mle is successful because it
capitalizes upon two tendencies of these markets. The first is the tendency for the futures
prices of both contracts to converge upon the respective prevailing spot rates as the futures
contracts approach maturity. This prevents the magnitude of the TED spread from
departing greatly from the magnitude of the spot TED spread. The second important
tendency is for the Treasury bill and Eurodollar futures prices to maintain a long-mn
equilibrium relationship prior to maturity. This means that if the Treasury bill and
EurodoUar futures prices stray away from each other in the short-mn, the general
tendency is for these prices to move back toward an equiUbrium magnitude in the long-mn.
Therefore, since the rule is shown to be successfid by KawaUer and Koch (1992), there is
implicit evidence that Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices may be cointegrated.
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Fung and Lo (1995) consider the "ex ante intemational interest rate" transmission
mechanism in order to determine the extent and direction of causaUty between domestic
and extemal (foreign) interest rates. In their study, EurodoUar futures are used to proxy
extemal interest rates, while Treasury bill futures proxy internal or domestic futures
rates.

Previous studies primarily considered how domestic rates are influenced by

extemal rates. Some of the earlier studies provide evidence that domestic interest rates
are not directly influenced by foreign or extemal interest rates. However, more recent
studies in this area indicate that there is a dual causality between domestic and extemal
interest rates. Furthermore, these studies indicate that domestic rates exert a greater
influence over extemal rates than extemal rates have over domestic rates. Previous
studies of interest rates that compared domestic and extemal rates generaUy used ex post
interest rates in empirical tests. This study by Fung and Lo differs from previous work in
that it uses Treasury bUl and Eurodollar futures rates as ex ante estimates of future spot
rates. Fung and Lo use these futures rates to examine ex ante interest rate transmission
across intemal and extemal markets for the period 1982-1991. This is done by testing
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures for cointegration, and estimating an error correction
model in order in determine the direction of causality between these two markets.
While Fung and Lo are not formally considering the TED spread in their paper,
their data selection leads them to one of the very few empirical tests on this
relationship. They first test the futures rates on both contracts to see if they are

^^The terms "intemal" and "extemal" rates are those used in this body of
literature. In the strict sense, this terminology is imprecise in the context of the rates used
in the study. While Treasury bUl futures rates are appropriately labeled as intemal or
domestic rates, the EurodoUar futures rate is not tmly an extemal rate. EurodoUar
securities are denominated in U.S. doUars just like Treasury securities. An extemal rate
might be more accurately characterized as a rate paid on foreign denominated secmities.
Under this definition both Treasury biU and EurodoUar rates would be classified as
domestic rates. Therefore, the physical location where the security is traded should not
be the distinguishing characteristic when considering intemal and extemal rates, rather
the currency underlying the security should determine whether a rate is intemal or
external.
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integrated of order one. Finding that each series is 1(1) they then test for cointegration
between the futures rates on these two contracts. Their results indicate that Treasury biU
and EurodoIIar futures are cointegrated, and that these futures prices maintain some longrun equiUbrium level to which they tend to revert. The finding that these futures prices
éire cointegrated means that while both futures price series are integrated of order one,
there exists at least one linear combination of these two price series that is stationary.
The importance of this resuU is that it impUes that there is some 'normal" spread
between rates on these contracts, just as was suggested by Slentz.
Fung and Lo also estimate an error correction model in order to determine the
direction of causality in this relationship. They find that a dual causality exists, with
Treasury biU futures rates causing EurodoUar futures rates and vice versa. Additionally
they find that in recent periods, the adjustment process has happened more quickly. They
attribute this finding to the fact that world markets have become more integrated over
time, with fewer barriers in the form of regulations and restrictions.
Li, Mathur, Schwarz, and Szakmary (1994) consider the relative efficiency of the
Treasury bill and EurodoIIar futures markets with a focus on the behavior of the TED
spread. They use cointegration and error correction modeUng to evaluate futures prices at
10 minute intervals from 1983 to 1989. Their findings indicate that the Treasury bill and
Eurodollar futures prices are both nonstationary and cointegrated. However, their results
show that the cointegrating vector between Treasury bUI and EurodoUar futures prices is
significantly different from 1. The finding that the cointegrating vector is significantly
different from 1 means that while at least one stationary linear combination of Treasury
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biU and EurodoUar futures prices exists, the TED spread is not stationary.^'* Additionally
they find that estimates of the cointegrating parameter over yearly sub-periods are
significantly different from each other. Therefore they conclude that this finding of
cointegration between Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices is not evidence against
market effidency because the cointegrating relationship is not stable over time. They
condude that this instability of the estimated cointegrating parameter means that while
there is some equiUbrium level that the spread tends to revert toward, in the short-term
the spread is variable enough to be unpredictable. Estimation of an error correction model
indicates that the EurodoUar futures price adjusts to restore equilibrium rather than the
Treasury biU futures price. Finally they test a trading rule that indicates that significant
and abnormal retums may be observed by forming a trading rule based upon this error
correction model. However, the frequency of trades necessary to implement this strategy
cause the magnitude of the associated transactions costs to negate the profitabiUty of this
strategy in practice.
One important methodological feature of this study is that the futures price series
are not adjusted for differences in the yield quotation convention between contracts. Li,
Mathur, Schwarz, and Szakmary note that Treasury bill futures are quoted on a discount
yield convention, while EurodoIIar futures are quoted on an add-on yield basis. However,
they do not adjust the prices or formally incorporate this difference in their model. Their
original formulation of the TED spread indicates that the default risk premium is the
primary determinant of the spread. This model is spedfied as shown in equation (2.3).
TBF^- EDFt =Yt +RPt "*"^

(2.3)

^^We may consider a general linear combination of Treasury biU and EurodoUar
futures price series as TBF - A(EDF). TBF represents the Treasury bUl futures price series
while EDF represents the Eurodollar futures price series. The coeffident A represents the
cointegrating vector. If TBF and EDF are cointegrated with A = 1, then the TED spread is
stationary. If TBF and EDF are cointegrated with A Í* 1 then the specific linear
combination known as the TED spread is non-stationary.
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Here, TBF^ and EDF^ represent the U.S. Treasury bill futures price and Eurodollar futures
price at time t, respectively. The differential due to differences in institutional design is
denotedby Y j. RP^ represents the differential default risk premium at time t. I represents
a stationary random shock to the relationship at time t. They do point out that other
ir«titutionaI factors, including the differential yield conventions, may impact the
magnitude pf the spread, but their model assumes these factors to be smaU and stationary.
In a commentary on this paper Andersen (1994) states that the finding that the
cointegrating relationship was not stable may be caused by the use of unadjusted data.
His comments indicate that the non-stationarity of this relationship may simply be a
reflection of the changing impact of the differential yield conventions as interest rate
levels change.

Summarv
This chapter has provided a summary of the literature on the TED spread. This
survey indicates that the majority of research in this area has attributed the existence of
the TED spread to the default risk premium in EurodoUar securities. Additionally, we
see in the studies of Fung and Lo (1995), and Li, Mathur, Schwarz, and Szakmary (1994),
that a long-mn equilibrium relationship exists between Treasury biU and Eurodollar
futures prices. Generally, the studies surveyed here do not make any formal adjustment
for the differential yield conventions introduced in Chapter I. In the foUowing chapter,
this information is used to derive a testable theory of the TED spread.
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CHAPTER III
THE THEORY OF THE TED SPREAD

Introdudion
In order to develop a theory of the TED spread, it is important to identify any
potentially relevant factors that may impad the magnitude of the TED spread. This
chapter begjns by making an extensive set of simpUfying êissumptions. This set of
assumptions is admittedly unrealistic and not representative of conditions in the actual
markets where the TED spread is determined. However, by systematically relaxing
these assumptions, we are able to more accurately identify the contractual and economic
factors that should have the greatest differential impact upon the quoted prices of the
two contracts in theory. By identifying these factors and their impact upon the
individual contract prices, we may then develop a model that explains the existence of,
and changes in the magnitude of, the TED spread. Therefore the foUowing discussion
enumerates the original assumptions and proceeds to relax them one at a time. This
discussion provides insight as to what factors should theoretically have a significant
impact upon the TED spread. Finally, the discussion of these factors is used to provide a
group of testable theories on how certain economic and contractual factors should effect
the magnitude of the TED spread in practice.

Initial Assumptions
Since the TED spread is simply equal to the difference of the quoted index prices
on Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures, the process of developing a theory of the TED
spread does not require development of pricing models for each individual contrad.
Rather, the key to explaining the theory of the TED spread lies in identifying the factors
that have differential impads upon the prices of the two contracts. The foUowing
assumptions provide a theoretical "laboratory" setting, where all fadors should impact
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the futures prices in the same way, and the original futures prices are identical. The
initial assumptions presented in this sedion are stmctured so that theoretically the TED
spread should be equal to zero. As the initial assumptions are relaxed, the relevant
factors should cause the futures prices to differ and a positive TED spread should be
observed. The goal of this section is to identify the factors that have differential
impacts upon the futures prices and predict how changes in these underlying contractual
and economic fadors wiU affect the magrútude of the TED spread.
Let us assume that two futures contracts exist, a Treasury biU futures contract and a
EurodoUar futures contract. These contracts are originally assumed to be identical in all
respects other than name. Both contracts are traded with four maturity dates per year
occurring in March, June, September, and December. Each contract calls for delivery of
identical 90-day instruments with $1 miUion face values on the same predetermined day
during the expiration month. These identical deliverable spot market instmments are
called Treasury biUs and Eurodollar CDs, and are both free of any default risk.
Additionally, assume that income from either spot instmment is not taxable at any level
(or taxable at the same marginal rate at all points in time), and that there are no reserve
requirements on financial institutions that hold these securities in their investment
portfolios. Further assume that the cost of carrying a position in the spot market for these
securities is identical, and that no term premiums exist in the spot market rates for either
instmment. Finally assume that the futures index price for both securities is determined
using identical discount yield quotation conventions. '
Before considering the theoretical impact of relaxing the various assumptions, it
is helpful to define some important terms and discuss the impUcations of the initial
assumptions. The following discussion contains references to three different prices. The

^^This assumption is tme for the Treasury biU futures market in practice; however
it is not tme for the EurodoUar futures market, where the futures index price is based upon
an add-on-yield convention as explained in Chapter I.
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first is the doUar price paid at deUvery (P). This is the doUar amount (per $100 face
value) that is paid in order to take delivery of the underlying instmment at expiration of
the futures contract.

The previous assumptions suggest that the doUar price paid at

deUvery wiU be identical for both Treasury biUs and EurodoUar CDs. This is because two
identical instmments should provide investors with identical effective annual rates
(EAR) of return over a given time period. The mathematical relationship between prices
and retums dictates that if the EARs on two identical securities are the same, then the
dollar price paid for those securities must also be the same. Therefore, no distinction will
be made at this point between the doUar price paid for Treasury biUs and EurodoIIars at
delivery, since they are assumed to be equal for securities of identical maturity. This
assumption of identical doUar prices paid at delivery wiU serve as the starting point for
developing the theory of the TED spread. The doUar price paid at delivery for a 90-day
security will almost always be different from the quoted Treasury biU futures index price
(TBF) and the quoted EurodoUar futures index price (EDF).

These are quoted futures

prices, which are mathematically associated with the price investors are willing to pay
for the respective spot security at delivery. This distinction is of utmost importance since
the TED spread is defined as the difference between these two quoted futures index prices,
while the retum on a position in the futures market is calculated based upon the dollar
price paid for settlement or reversal of a position in these futures markets.

^^The doUar price paid at deUvery is equivalent to the contract value presented
in equations (1.2) and (1.5) except for here it is presented in terms of price per $100 face
value of the contrad. Since the face value of each contract is $1 miIUon, the doUar price
paid, represented here as P, wUl be equal to the actual doUar price paid divided by 1
miUion times 100. So a price of $900,000 here will be represented as P = 90.00. Appendix B
provides an example of how the contract value is calculated.
^^The exception to this mle is when the dollar price paid for the underlying
instmment is $1 million. In this case both P and the futures index price would be equal to
100. However, this exception should never be witnessed in the real world since it would
imply a retum of 0% on the underlying security.
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Under the current assumptions the Treasury bill and EurodoUar futures index
prices must be identical at all points in time. Since both index prices are assumed to be
calculated based upon a discount rate convention, these prices wiU be a function of the
appUcable discount rate at maturity as shown in equation (3.1).
TBF = EDF = 100 - DR
(3.1)
Here TBF represents the Treasury biU futures index price, EDF represents the EurodoUar
futures index price, and DR represents the quoted discount rate. This discount rate is a
function of the doUar price paid for the underlying security at deUvery (P) and is
calculated as shown in equation (3.2)
^„

100-P

DR =

360
X

100

,^^
X 100

90

(3.2)

Each doUar price paid for delivery, P, is uniquely related to a single annualized
discount rate. AdditionaUy, each quoted futures index price corresponds uniquely to an
expected spot price and discount rate. Therefore, based upon the current assumptions, we
are able to state the futures price indices for each contract as a function of the doUar price
paid at maturity as shown in equation (3.3).
TBF = EDF = 100 -

ri00-PY360^
LV

(100)
100 X 90 ^

(3.3)

It is important to consider the impact of uncertainty in this framework. When an
investor purchases either of these futures contracts at a quoted futures index price, the
price that he or she will pay in order to take delivery of the underlying security is
certain. That is to say that each futures price index is urúquely related to a single doUar
price paid at deUvery. What is not certain is whether the doUar price that the investor
has agreed to pay or receive at maturity of the futures contrad wiU be greater than, less
than, or equal to the spot market price of the deliverable security on the expiration date
of the futures contrad. This is because the market determined futures price is a
representation of the marginal investor's expectation of what the price of the underlying
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security wiU be at maturity. However, upon maturity of the futures contract, the realized
spot price of the deliverable instmment is often different than what was expected at some
point in time prior to maturity. If the spot market price of the deliverable security is less
than the doUar price paid for deUvery of the underlying instmment at mattuity, then
long investors wUI have lost money on their futures position. The amotmt of the loss wiU
be equal to the difference between the doUar price the investor actually paid for deUvery
of the underlying instmment, and the price the investor could have purchased the spot
market instmment at had he or she not locked into the higher price in the futures contract.
The importance of this distinction is that the prevaUing spot market price at the time of
delivery should be a function of the current 90-day risk-free rate. The doUar price paid
for deUvery of the underlying asset should be a function of investors' expectations of what
the prevailing 90-day risk free rate wiU be at the time of delivery. Therefore, under the
ciurent assumptions, the futures price indices for each contract should be a positive
function of the dollar price paid for deUvery, which is a negative function of the expected
90-day risk-free rate, r^, at maturity of the futures contract. This hypothesized
relationship is presented in equation (3.4).
TBF = EDF = /(P(r£))
(3.4)
Here, TBF and EDF represent the Treasury bill and EurodoUar futures price indices,
respectively. r represents the 90-day risk-free rate. P represents the doUar price paid for
deUvery of the underlying asset, which is a function of the risk-free rate. / represents a
general functional form where TBF and EDF are stated as functions of the doUar price
paid for delivery, which is in tum a function of the 90-day risk-free rate. When the
expeded risk-free rate increases, then the dollar price paid at maturity, as well as the
futures price index for each contrad, should decrease. So in this simplified framework,
the expeded spot market price for each security is a function of the expected risk-free
rate. Both futures prices, as well as the corresponding discount rate, are functions of the
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expected spot market price at the time of delivery, which is a function of the expected 90day risk-free rate.
Based on these assumptions of identical spot market instmments, we can state
that arbitrage trading should cause the Treasury biU éuid EurodoUar spot market
securities to sell for the same price at any point in time, therefore providing the same
effedive annual rate of retum at any point in time. Also, the assumptions of identical
futures contracts coupled with the effects of arbitrage trading should force the futures
price index and doUar price paid for deUvery to be identical for both contracts at any
point in time. Since the TED spread is defined as the Treasury biU futures price index
minus the EurodoUar futures price index, the TED spread must always equal zero under
these assumptions. Any short-mn non-zero TED spread would be immediately arbitraged
away in the market.
This simpUfied model provides us with a framework within which we may
systematically relax the previously described assumptions, and thus discern the impact of
various economic and contradual factors upon the magnitude of the TED spread. As the
relevant factors are identified, we may systematically develop a theory that accurately
describes the behavior of the TED spread over time by altering the theory presented in
the previous paragraphs.

Contract Specification Issues
In the real world where the current assumptions do not hold, the Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futures contracts have many distinct similarities and differences. This section

^^Note that while the individual futures index prices are functions of the level of
the risk-free rate, the magnitude TED spread is not under the current assumptions. This is
because a change in the level of interest rates should impact the Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futures prices identically at all times so the TED spread should always be
equéd to zero.
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begins the process of relaxing the previously made assumptions, with a focus on those
assumptions that apply diredly to the adual Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures
contract specifications. The goal here is to relax the assumptions appUed to the fictitious
contracts described in the previous sedion in order to reflect the characteristics of the
adual Treasury bill and EurodoUar futtires contracts. The key contradual differences that
have been assumed away and wiU be reinstated here deal with the issues of: (1) the yield
conventions; (2) deUvery versus. cash settlement; and (3) differential expiration dates.

Yield Conventions
Qven the previous assumptions we may begin the process of relaxing assumptions
and discussing the corresponding theoretical impact on the TED spread. The first
assumption to be relaxed is that of identical discount rate quotation conventions. This
assumption is unreaUstic because Treasury biU futures prices are quoted using a discount
yield convention, while EurodoUar futures prices are quoted using an add-on yield
convention. Previous research on the TED spread has not adequately addressed the
impact of differential yield conventions, whUe arguing that their effect is smaU enough
as to be negligible. The foUowing discussion shows that they are important determinants
of the TED spread. The discussion wiU indicate that the differential yield conventions
wiU cause the TED spread to be positive even when the prices of the underlying
deliverable instruments are identical. AdditionaUy, it will be shown that these
conventions cause the magnitude of the TED spread to be an increasing function of the
general level of interest rates in the economy.
The discount rate convention was presented and discussed in the previous section.
This is the convention that is aduaUy used in the Treasury bUl futures market.
Therefore, the relaxation of this assumption should have no theoretical impact upon the
Treasury biU futures index price. The add-on yield convention that is employed in the
EurodoUar futures markets is quite similar to the discount rate convention, except that the
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add-on yield divides the doUar discount by the spot market price, P, whUe the discount
yield divides the doUar discount by the face value of the contrad.^^ The add-on yield is
calculated as shown in equation (3.5)
.^ = —
100-P
AO
— X360
— x i o^^o
^

^"

(3.5)

Once the Eurodollar add-on yield is computed, the EiuodoUar futiu^s index price is fotmd
by subtracting AO from 100. The relaxation of the discount rate assumption has no impad
upon the theoretical form of the Treasury biU futures index price or the doUar price paid
for deUvery of either underlying instrument. TBF is stiU represented as shown in equation
(3.3), and the doUar price paid is stUl identical for delivery of the assimied identical
underlying instruments. The impad of relaxing this assumption is that the EurodoUar
futures index price wdU no longer be equal to TBF. The new representation of EDF is shown
in equation (3.6).
EDF = 100 -

n00-PY360^
(100)
U P A 90

(3.6)

The impact of relaxing the quotation convention assiunption is that even when the
doUar price paid for delivery of the identical underlying instruments is the same, the
quoted futures price indices wiU be different. This is because the Treasury bUI discount
rate convention divides the doUar discount by the face value of the instmment, whUe the
EurodoUar add-on yield convention divides the doUar discoimt by the doUar price paid
at deUvery. The add-on yield divides the doUar discount by a smaUer number, P, so when
the doUar price paid for deUvery is identical, the add-on yield wUl be greater than the
discount rate. It foUows that since the quoted indices are equal to the 100 minus the

^'The doUar discoimt is equal to the face value of the contract less the agreed upon
doUar price paid for delivery of the underlying instrument at maturity of the futures
contrad (100-P).
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respedive discount rate or add-on yield, that TBF wiU be greater than EDF even when
the doUar price paid, P, is identical for both securities.^^
The importance of this discussion for the present analysis is twofold. First, the
fad that TBF is not equal to EDF, even when the doUar price paid is equal for both
contracts, indicates that the TED spread vvdU not be equal to zero simply because of the
impad of the differential yield conventions. Second, we see that given a Treasury biU
futures contrad and a EurodoUar futures contrad that mature at the same time and require
deUvery of identical instmments, the quoted futures index price for the Treasiuy biU
contrad wiU be greater than that of the corresponding EurodoUar contrad. It foUows
that if the Treasury biU futiues price is greater than the EiuodoUar futiues price then the
TED spread wiU be positive. The mathematical reason for this occurrence is the different
denominators used in the discount yield and add-on yield conventions as explídned above.
The pradical and theoretical importance of this difference is an interesting issue to
consider. The stmcture of the Treasury biU and EurodoIIar futiues contrads is such that a
one basis point change in the futures price index represents a $25 doUar change in the
value of the contract. Since this is a shared charaderistic of these contracts, the same is
tme of a position in the TED spread in that a one basis point change in the magnitude of
the TED spread represents a $25 change in value to the investor who holds a position in
the TED spread. What is interesting about this feature of these contracts is that in
stmdiuing the futures price indices so that identical changes in the value of the indices
represent identical changes in the dollar value of the contract, an important difference in
the contrads was introduced. The difference is that a one percent move in the level of
interest rates wiU cause the futures price indices to move by different amoimts. So we see

^^Appendix C provides an example showing that even when the doUar price paid
for each security is identical, TBF and EDF wUI be different due to the differential yield
conventions.
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that under the current assumptions, the simple existence of differential yield conventions
wUI cause a positive TED spread to exist.
Given this discussion, we may represent the theoretical relationship between the
TED spread and the dollar price paid as is shown in equation (3.7) and the simplified
relationship in equation (3.8), where the underlying doUar price paid, P, is identical for
Treasiuy bills and EurodoUars.
TED = TBF - EDF
TED = UOO-

100-P^ 360'
(100)
v90,
LV 100

rioo-p^ r360^ (100)
-noop A9o;

^TED
^ ^ = -360
p2-200P + l 0.000
— X
90
P

(3.7)

(3.8)

The first partial derivative of the TED spread as stated in equation (3.8) with respect to
P is presented in equation (3.9).
aTED

,

p2-10,000
p2

dP

(3.9)

By considering the first partial derivative of equation (3.8) with respect to the dollar
price paid, we find that this model states that as the doUar price paid increases, the
magnitude of the TED spread decreases. This is seen in the fact that the first partial
derivative of TED with resped to P is always negative for any observable price, P.^^
Additionally, since the 90-day risk-free rate and the dollar price paid must necessarily
be negatively related, equation (3.8) impUes that the level of the 90-day risk-free rate
shoidd be positively related to the magnitude of the TED spread. If we define the
effedive yield on a 90-day Treasury bUI as the 90-day risk free rate, we may restate
equation (3.8) as a fundion of the risk-free rate. First, given the doUar price paid for

^^The doUar price paid, P, must always be between 0.00 and 100.00. If P = 100,
then the first partial of TED with resped to P would be equal to zero. However, this may
not occur in pradice since it would imply that the time value of money was 0%.
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deUvery of the underlying security, we may state the risk-free rate as given in equation
(3.10).
ri00-PY365^
V P }, 9 0 ,

(3.10)

Here, r^ is defined as the effedive rate of interest on a 90-day U.S. Treasury security that
matures in 90 days. This rate wiU be referred to as the risk-free rate. Next we may solve
equation (3.10) for the dollar price paid, P. This is done in equation (3.11).
P =

^'^
18 r^ + 73

(3.11)

Here we see that as the risk-free rate increases, the doUar price paid for delivery
decreases. We may now substitute the representation of P provided in equation (3.11), for
the variable P in equation (3.8). Substituting for P and simpUfying provides us with a
representation of the TED spread as a function of the risk-free rate in equation (3.12).
^^
/"129,600^
TED =
73

í18 r^'^+ 73 ^

(3.12)

Therefore, equation (3.12) states the TED spread as a function of the 90-day risk-free rate
of interest imder the current assiunptions. The first partial of equation (3.12) vsdth respect
to r^ is always positive, indicating that as the risk-free rate increases, the magnitude of
the TED spread increases. In more general terms we may state that as the level of interest
rates in the economy increases, the magnitude of the TED spread should increase.
This theory indicates that traders of the TED spread shoiUd account for the
impad of the differential yield conventions when considering the assumption of a
position. The two fadors that must be realized are that the yield convention itself causes
some of the TED spread, and that at higher interest rate levels the impad of this
difference in conventions increases.
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Deliverv versus Cash Settlement
The next contract charaderistic that must be considered in developing the theory
of the TED spread deals wâth the issue of delivery. The previous assumptiorw state that
both Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures contracts caU for deUvery of identical
instruments upon irwtiuity of the futiues contrads. In pradice this is not the case.
Treasiuy biU futures caU for deUvery of a Treasury biU that matures in 90 days.^^
Eiuodollar futures do not actuaUy call for deUvery of an instrument. Instead, EurodoUar
futures contracts are settled in cash at deUvery based upon the prevailing three month
LIBOR rate at mattuity of the futures contrad.
The prevailing three month LIBOR rate at maturity of the contrad is determined
by the dearinghouse after the dose of trading on the day that the contract expires. The
clearinghouse randomly selects 16 reference baiúcs from a pool of no less than 20
partidpating banks. Each of the 16 banks provides the dearinghouse with 'its
perception of the rate at which the three-month EurodoUar Time Deposit funds are
currently offered by the market to prime banks."

The Scmipled quotes are coUected by

the dearinghouse at two different times. The first is at the close of trading on the last
day a given EurodoUar futiues contrad trades, the second is randomly sampled wåthin 90
minutes after the dose of trading on that same day. The four highest and the foiu lowest
quotes are omitted, and the arithmetic average of the remaining eight quotes is
considered to be 'LIBOR at that time." The clearinghouse then uses this rate to calculate
the final settlement price. The final settlement price is calculated as 100 minus the
computed average LIBOR rate at the close of trading. For example, an average rate of 8
5 /8% is roxmded to 8.63 and then subtraded from 100 to determine the final settlement

^^DeUvery of a 91- or 92-day bUl are also aUowed but a price adjustment is made.
^^CME Futiues Rulebook.
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price of 91.37. EiuodoUar futures contrads are then settled by simply marking aU
contracts outstanding at maturity to the settlement price as stated by the clearinghouse,
With this discussion in mind we may address the unreaUstic assumption that
both contracts are settled by deUvery. In terms of the TED spread it is important to
consider the impad of relaxing this assumption on the relative prices of Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futures. The first group of proposed empirical tests in this dissertation were
conduded based upon the assumption that this difference in settlement pix)cedures wdU
have no significant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread. WhUe this
assumption is consistent with previous research on the TED spread, there is evidence from
other areas of research (that does not consider the TED spread) that this difference in
settlement procedxues may have some impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. This
possibiUty wiU be addressed in the following paragraphs, and an empirical test wiU be
proposed in order to determine if the difference in settlement procedures does in fact have
a significant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread.
Sxmdaresan (1991) considers the behavior of futures contracts that settle in céish
rather than delivery within the term stmcture model of Cox, IngersoU, and Ross (1985).
The focus of Simdaresan's paper is on the impad of settling to yield on EiuodoUar futures
contrads, and the implications of this settlement featiue for standard comparisons of
EiuodoUar futures rates with EiuodoUar forward rates and impUed forward rates derived
from the LIBOR yield curve. Simdaresan states that when futures contracts are settled in
deUvery, as is the case in the Treasury bUI futures market, the only difference between
futures and forward prices wUI be due to the effed of marking to market. Based upon the
results of simulation aimlysis, he states that this difference wiU be relatively smaU (4 to
6 basis points) for futures maturities of less that 90 days, but relatively large (16 to 21
basis points) for futures maturities of more than 180 days. When futiues contracts are
settled in cash, as is the case in the EurodoUar futures market, the difference between the
futiues and forward rates that is caused by marking to market wdU be sirrúlar to that of
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futures contracts that are settled in delivery. However, since EiuodoUar futures that are
held to maturity are not settled by delivery, Sundaresan shows that the implied forward
rates from the LIBOR term stmdiue are not appropriate for comparison with EurodoUar
futiues rates, even after accounting for the impact of marking to market. This additional
difference between EiuodoUar futures rates and impUed forwíird rates from the LIBOR
term stmdure is caused by the difference in expeded cash flow pattems in these two
positions.
The final expeded cash flow to the investor who is long in EurodoUar futiues, and
holds the contrad imtU maturity, occurs at maturity of the futures contrad. The final
expeded cash flow to the investor who takes a long synthetic forward position in the
EurodoUîu market occius 90 days after the matiuity of the corresponding EurodoUar
futiues contrad. This difference in expected cash flow pattems is iUustrated in Figure 3.1.
Loxig Eu odollar Futures

t
Long EDF
Long Implied Forward Position
t

s

s + 90

Long Spot
ShortSpot

Figure 3.1

Expeded Cash FIow Pattems for EurodoUar Futures and ImpUed Forward
Positions

Figiue 3.1 iUustrates the differences in the expeded cash flows from these two
positions. An investor who piuchases a EurodoUar futures contrad at time t and holds the
contrad imtU maturity wUI observe cash inflows or outflows over the Ufe of the contract
as his or her position is marked to market daily. Upon matiuity of the EurodoUar futures
contrad, the position is marked to market based upon the final settlement price as
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determined by the deaiinghouse at time s. Therefore, the final expeded cash flow to the
investor who is long the EurodoUar futures contract wiU occur at time s, the maturity of
the futures contract. After the futures contract has matiued, the position is dosed and no
fxuther cash flows assodated wdth this position wiU be eamed or incurred. The investor
who takes a long position in the impUed forward maiket may do so at time t by
ptuchasing a spot EurodoUar time deposit that matures at time s + 90; that is, 90 days
after the maturity of the EurodoUar futtues contrad, and simultaneously selling a
EiuodoUar time deposit that matiues at time s, or the matiuity of the futures contrad.
The net effed of these adions is to provide the investor with a position in a 90-day
Eiuodollar time deposit that begins at time s and matures 90 days hence. The final
expeded cash flow to this investor occurs at time s + 90 when the longer maturity time
deposit mattues. Therefore, since the final expeded cash flows assodated with these
positions occur at different points in time, Sundaresan states there wiU be a difference in
the EurodoUar futtues rate and the impUed forward rate. This difference does not occur in
other interest rate futures maikets where the contracts may be settled by deUvery. The
EurodoUar futures contrad is different because it calls for a cash settlement at maturity
rather than delivery of the underlying instrument.
Sundaresan (1991) states that this difference in the timing of the cash flows wiU
cause EiuodoUar futures prices to be bicised upwéud relative to the impUed forward prices
from the LIBOR term stmdtue. This is because the present value of receiving 90-day
LIBOR at maturity of the EurodoUar futures contract is greater than the present value of
receiving 90-day LIBOR, 90 days after the futtues contrad mattues. The difference
between these two prices (ignoring the impad of marking to market) wdU be equal to the
difference in present value terms of receiving 90-day LIBOR at time s and receiving 90day LIBOR at time s + 90. In the impUed forward transadion, 90-day LIBOR must be
discounted at the ovemight LIBOR from time s + 90 to time t. In the EiuodoUar futures
transadion, 90-day LIBOR is discounted at the ovemight LIBOR only from time s to time
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t. Therefore, the EurodoUar futures price wiU be greater than the implied forward price,
and the EtuodoUar futtues rate wiU be less than the impUed forward rate.
Sundaresan (1991) proceeds to derive representations of the EurodoUar forward
rate and impUed forward rate from the LIBOR term stmdtue that are consistent wdth the
implication of his theory when Eurodollar futures prices settle in cash rather than
deUvery. In general the difference between a forward and impUed forward rate is that
the forwcud rate represents an agreed upon rate for a spedfic contrad or transadion to
take place at some future date. An implied forward rate is derived from or impUed by an
existing spot market term stmdtue. Sundaresan uses simulation analysis to compare
EurodoUar futures rates, EtuodoUar forward rates, and implied forward rates. The
comparison between EurodoUar futures rates and EurodoUar forward rates aUows him to
identify the impact of marking to market. The comparison of EurodoUar futures rates and
impUed forward rates allows him to identify the impact of cash settlement as opposed to
settlement by delivery.
The restdts of Sundaresan (1991) have some interesting implications with respect
to the theory of the TED spread presented in this dissertation. The fact that Treasury
biU futures may be settled by delivery, whUe EtuodoUar futures are always settled in
cash, leads to an important difference in the timing of the cash flows assodated with a
position in these contrads. The difference in the timing of the cash flows between
Treasury bUI and EurodoUar futures contrads is simUar to the difference in the timing of
the cash flows between EurodoUar futtues contrads and impUed forward contracts from
the UBOR term stmdure. The difference occurs because investors who hold a Treasury
bUI futiues contrad to mattuity, take deUvery of Treasiuy bUI instruments with a face
value of $1 imUion upon maturity of the futures contrad. If they then hold the
deliverable Treasury bUls untU mattuity, they receive the $1 mUIion face value 90 days
after expiration of the futures contrad. Investors who hold a EurodoUar futures contrad
to maturity have their position dosed out at matiuity, and therefore any cash flow that
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has not been applied to their account balance prior to maturity of the futtues contract, is
received on the day the futtues contract matures. So whUe investors who hold a Treasury
biU futtues contract to maturity receive their final cash flow 90 days after maturity of the
futures contrad, investors in EurodoUar futures receive their final cash flow at mattuity
of the futtues contrad.
The implications of the analysis of Stmdaresan (1991) for the TED spread are that
the difference in the tinúng of the cash flows assodated with the Treastuy biU and
EtuodoUar futures contrad may cause important pridng differences in the contrads and
therefore impad the magnitude of the TED spread. Sundaresan's analysis impUes that
the Treastuy biU futures price should be equivalent to the impUed forward rate from the
Treasury biU term stmdure in the absence of marking to market, and the EtuodoUar
futtues price should not be equal to the impUed forward rate from the LIBOR term
stmdure. The difference between the EtuodoUar futtues price and the impUed forward
price should be equal to the difference in the present value of receiving 90-day LIBOR 90
days after mattuity of the futtues contrad, minus the present value of receiving 90-day
LIBOR at maturity of the futures contract. Sundaresan presents an equation that
quantifíes the difference between the EurodoUar futures rate and the impUed forward
rate. This difference is presented in equation (3.13).
ht(s)- /t(s.s+ 901 = b(t.s) xPVt[ls(90),sl - —

b(t,s)
-1
b(t,s+9Q

(3.13)

Here, the subscript t denotes the current day and the subscript s represents the day
the futures contrad matures, where s > t. h^(s) represents the EurodoUar futiues rate at
time t for the contrad that matiues at time s. /^(s,s+90) is the forward rate impUed by the
LIBOR term stmdure at time t, for the period beginning on the day the futiues contract
mattues and ending 90 days hence. PVJIJ90),s] represents the present value at time t, of
90-day LIBOR received at time s. b(t,s) is the price at date t of a time deposit that pays
$1 at date s. This equation provides us with a empiricaUy testable proposition that
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should aUow us to determine the impad of the differing settlement feattues upon the
magnitude of the TED spread. Since Sundaresan indicates that the Treasuiy biU futtues
rate should be equivalent to the impUed Treasuiy bill forward rate in the absence of
marking to market, we may substitute the Treasury biU futtues rate for the implied
EiuodoUau forward rate in equation (3.13) in order to determine the hypothesized impad
of settlement by deUvery verstis cash settlement on the magnitude of the TED spread.
Therefore, in Chapter IV we adapt the Sundaresan representation of the difference
between the EurodoUar futtues rate and the impUed forward rate from the LIBOR term
stmdure, to represent the difference between the EtuodoIIar futtues rate and the impUed
forward rate from the Treasury biU term stmdure. This difference was then tested to see
if the impad of the EurodoUar futures contract being settled in cash rather than deUvery
has a significant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread.

Differential Expiration Dates
Another contradual difference between Treasury bUI and EurodoUar futures is
their expiration date. The previous assumptions state that both contracts are issued with
mattuities in March, Jtme, September, and December, and that the actual maturity date of
the two contrads are the same. In pradice, both contrads expue in the same months, but
not on the same day of that month. The last day of trading for a Treasury bUI futures
contrad occurs dtiring the expiration month on the day before a 13-week bUI is issued and
a one year bUI has 13 weeks remaming to maturity. The last day of trading for a given
EiuodoUar futures contrad is spedfied as the second London business day before the third
Wednesday of the contrad month. Therefore the adual last day of trading for these
contrads often do not occtu on the same day of the expiration month.
Based on this fad let tis relax the asstunption of identical matiuity date, and
consider the impad of different mattuity dates on the current model of the TED spread.
Here the question becomes: what impact does the differential maturity date have upon
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the TED spread? The major impad of aUowing differential mattuity dates is that it
limits the potential holding period of a position in the TED spread to the maturity date
of the contract that expires first. For example, a trader that holds a position in the June
TED spread may be long in a Jtme Treastuy biU futtues contrad that expires on
Wednesday, June 27, and short in a June EtuodoUar contrad that expires on Monday, June
25. In this case the trader wdU only be able to maintain the Jime TED position untU Jtme 25
when the EurodoUar contract expires. This example should Ulustrate that differential
mattuity dates should have no impact upon the TED spread. This is because even though
the individuad contrads may expire on different days, an investor may maintain a TED
spread transadion only over periods where both contrads are trading simultaneously.
The TED spread itseU has only one maturity date, which is didated by the date that the
first futtues contrad matures. In the example, the June TED spread ceases to exist at the
close of trading on Jtme 25. Therefore, since a given TED spread has only one expiration
date, the fad that the individual contracts can mature on different days wiU be assumed
to have no significant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread.

Summary of Contractual Fadors
Based upon this discussion of the contractual differences between the Treastuy biU
and EtuodoUar futtues contrads, we see that three major differences exist. These
differences <ue the yield conventions, delivery versus cash settlement, and expiration
dates. The discussion of these differences and their potential impact upon the TED spread
indicates that the differential yield conventions should have a significant impact upon
the magnitude of the TED spread in theory. AdditionaUy, the theory of Sundaresan
(1991) indicates that the fad that Treastuy bUI futures contrads may be settled by
delivery, whUe EurodoUar futures contrads are always settled in cash, should have a
signifícant impad upon EurodoUar futtues prices and therefore a significant impad upon
the magnitude of the TED spread. Therefore, this dissertation investigates both of these
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issues empirically in order to determine if these theories are confírmed in the market
where these futtues contrads trade. Since the discussion of differential expiration dates
provided no indication that this factor should have a significant impact upon the
magnitude of the TED spread, it is not formaUy tested in this dissertation.

Eoonomic Issues
To this point we have assumed that aU relevant econonúc factors impact Treastuy
biU and EiuodoUar futures prices identicaUy. Obviously this is not the case m the actual
market where these contracts trade. In this section, we wiU continue to develop the
theory of the TED spread by relaxing many of the unreaUstic assumptions that apply
diredly to economic fadors and regulations. The goal is to adjust these assumptions in a
way that more accurately represents the actual charaderistics of the Treastuy biU and
EtuodoUar futures markets. The key issues that wiU be addressed in this section are: (1)
default risk; (2) tax effeds; (3) term premiums; and (4) reserve requirements, Another
economic issue that is not formaUy considered here, but may have an impact upon the
magnitude of the TED spread is contract liquidity when maturity is stUI relatively far
away. This issue will be mentioned briefly at the conclusion of this section

Default Risk
The first economic assumption to be relaxed is that of no default risk on either of
the underlying instmments. The previous sedions have assumed that neither Treasury
biUs or EurodoUar CDs contain any defatdt risk. This assiunption is generaUy accepted as
being reasonable with resped to Treasury bUI securities but unrealistic with respect to
EiuodoUar CDs. The question is: what impact does the existence of default risk in the
EiuodoUar nwrket have on the TED spread? This sedion compares the Treasury biU and
EtuodoUar markets with resped to default risk, and considers the behavior of the TED
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spread where the underlying instmments are identical except for their quotation
conventions and the existence of default risk in the EurodoUar market.
Treasury securities are issued and backed by the U.S. govemment and its abiUty to
levy taxes and create money. For this reason, Treasury instnunents are generaUy referred
to as being risk-free in that they have no defatdt risk. EtuodoUar deposits, on the other
hémd, are backed only by the finandal resotuces of the banks accepting those deposits.
Therefore, they are considered to be more risky than Treasury securities, Investors realize
this f ad and require a higher rate of retum on spot EtuodoUar securities relative to spot
Treasiuy securities of simUar maturity, in order to compensate them for this additional
risk, The impad of this risk is that the Treasury bill spot price wiU be greater than the
EtuodoUar spot price for identical maturities, Investors are wiUing to pay more for
Treasury biUs relative to EtuodoUar deposits that promise to pay the same amount at
maturity because of the greater risk that the issuer of the EtuodoUar deposit may default,
Therefore when the assumption of no default risk is relaxed, the doUar price paid for spot
market Treasuiy biU and EurodoIIar securities wUl no longer be the same.
With this in mind, it is easy to see that if default risk is the only relevant
difference between these two securities, then for instmments of identical maturity and
face value, the doUar price paid at maturity for delivery of a Treastuy biU wiU almost
always be greater than the doUar price paid for the Eurodollar security. Based on our
ciurent model, equations (3.3) and (3,6) indicate that with resped to the futtues markets,
this means that the Treasury bUl futures price mdex wUI always be greater than the
EurodoUar futures price index. So the existence of a defatdt risk premium in the spot
market for EurodoUar securities shotdd cause the TED spread to be positive, In tenns of
otu current theory, the fad that the doUar price paid for Treasury bUls and EtuodoUar
CDs at maturity of the futtues contrads wiU be different necessitates a distinction
between these two prices. To this pomt the doUar price paid, P, has been the same for
both contrads. The addition of defatdt risk causes the doUar price paid for Treastuy biUs
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at deUvery to be greater than that paid for EtuodoIIars at contract mattuity, The
addition of default risk leads us to state the theoretical model for the TED spread as
shovm in equation (3.14) and simpUfied in equation (3.15).
TED = ilOO-
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Here, the doUar price paid for Treastuy biUs at delivery is represented as TBP, and the
doUar price paid for EurodoUar sectuities at expiration of the futures contract is
represented as EDP. Since TBP should always be greater than EDP, we can state that TBF
(represented by the first bracketed term in equation (3.14)) should always be greater than
EDF (represented by the second bracketed term in equation (3.14)) because of the default
risk incorporated in the EurodoIIar futures price. If TBF is always greater than EDF then
the TED spread should always be positive. Therefore, based upon the current
assumptions, we have two fadors that both cause a positive TED spread, the differential
yield conventions and the default risk premium. Since both factors have similar effects
upon the magnitude of the TED spread, it is benefidal to further expand upon the causes
and behavior of the default risk premium in order to develop an empirically testable
theory of the behavior of the TED spread. The theory that the differential yield
conventions cause the magnitude of the TED spread to be positively related to the level of
interest rates has been discussed. Next it is important to first ascertain whether the
default risk premitun is time varying, and secondly, what causes it to expand or contract if
it is time varying.
WhUe the defatdt risk premitun is generaUy accepted as at least one of the
fadors contributing to the existence of the TED spread, many authors have characterized
this premium in sUghtly different ways. One common impUcation in most discussions of
this default risk premiiun is that the magnitude of the premium is time varying and
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dependent upon the behavior of other economic fadors such as the marginal level of risk
aversion in the market or expected levels of economic adivity. The foUowing discussion
considers some of the different charaderizations in order to better understand the nattue
and behavior of the default risk premium over time.
Kolb (1991, p. 321) characterizes the TED spread as a 'basic kind of speculation ...
on the changing risk stmdure of interest rates." Ftuther explanation of this statement
indicates that Kolb is referring to a change in the default risk premium required by
investors in EtuodoUar deposits. An increase in defaidt risk might be instigated by fadors
such as the market's realization that many third world nations may defauU on their
loans in the near future, thereby reducing commerdal banks' abUity to pay interest on
their EtuodoUar deposits. This factor would lead investors in EtuodoUar deposits to
reqtdre a higher rate of retum in order to compensate them for this higher level of defatdt
risk. Therefore, Kolb's discussion of the TED spread implies that the difference between
the rates on these two contrads is primarUy a function of a default risk premium required
on EtuodoIIar deposits. This default risk premium is a function of commerdal banks'
abUity to meet their EurodoUar obUgations on time, and their abiUty to do this is a
dired fundion of their borrowers' abiUty to repay their loans on time. Therefore, changes
in general economic conditions worldwide are the primary determinant of the magnitude
of the default risk premium. When investors perceive a increase in the probabUity of
defaidt by banks issuing EtuodoUar securities, the default risk premium on EurodoUars
increases. This increase causes EurodoUar spot and futures prices to decrease and the
magnitude of the TED spread to increase.
Daigler (1993) also attributes a portion of the TED spread to what he refers to as
a credit risk relationship between Eurodollar and Treasiuy biU futtues, This premium is
analogous to the defauU risk premium discussed by Kolb, However, Daigler emphasizes
an important point that is sometimes ignored or taken for granted, He charaderizes the
default risk premium as a relative premium between Treasury biUs and EurodoUars,
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rather than an absolute premium that is solely attributed to the EurodoUéir contract. This
is a key to tmderstanding the useftdness of the TED spread as a speculative instnunent and
why it behaves the way that it does. This spread is caused not solely by the individual
default risk premium required on EurodoUar futures, but rather by the relative movements
or changes in the credit risk relationship between these two underlying securities.
Merrick (1990, p. 59) states that 'the TED spread reflects the default premium
attached to the riskiness of tininsured three-month EurodoUar deposit retums over the
riskless three-month U.S, Treasury bUl retum," Therefore, m his opinion, if investor risk
aversion is accepted, this default risk premitun wiU cause the TED spread to always be
positive, However, the spread obviously varies over time. Merrick provides a general
explanation for changes in the magnitude of the spread. Changes in the general
creditworthiness of banks issuing EurodoUar securities and the marginal level of risk
aversion in the economy are two key sub-factors that influence the default risk premium.
As the abUity of the average finandal institution to pay back their EurodoIIar deposits
dedines, the def ault risk premium expands, and the TED spread widens. By the same
token, as the marginal investor in the TED spread becomes more risk averse, he or she
requires a higher rate of retum on EurodoIIar deposits relative to Treastuy sectuities, and
therefore is wUling to pay less for EurodoUar futures. This effect is not witnessed in the
Treasuiy bill market, since these securities are generally assumed to be risk free,
Therefore an increase in the general level of risk aversion in the economy, should not have
a dired impad upon the price investors are wiUing to pay for Treasury biUs and Treasury
biU futiues. The net effed of an increase in the level of risk aversion in the economy is to
increase the magnitude of the TED spread by lowering the price mvestors are wiUing to
pay for EiuodoUar sectuities and EtuodoUar futures contracts relative to Treasury biU and
Treasury biU futures contrads.
In stunmary, the magnitude of the TED spread should be an increasing function of
the default risk premium. The defaidt risk premitim is in tum a function of the general
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creditworthiness of banks issuing EurodoIIar securities, the marginal level of risk
aversion in the economy, and the abiUty of borrowers to repay loans made by banks that
issue 90-day EurodoUar sectuities. With resped to the TED spread, the adive
assumptions prior to discussion of the default risk premium indicate that the TED spread
should always be positive due to the ûnpact of the differential yield conventions. The
addition of default risk to this theoiy should cause the magnitude of the spread to remain
positive and be greater in magnitude than in the case where only the only relevant
difference in the contracts was the yield conventions. Therefore, this theoretical
framework leads us to hypothesize that the size of the TED spread should be positively
related to the size of the default risk premium.

Tax Effeds
The next assumption to be relaxed deals with the tax UabiUty assodated with
income from the underlying securities, The cturent asstunptions assume that income on
Trecisury BiUs and EtuodoIIars is not taxable at any level, This is obviously tmrealistic in
the U,S, where these contrads are traded, as weU as most other nations. Let us assume
first that taxes exist and that the marginal tax rates for investors in both Treasury and
Etuodollar sectuities are the same. In this situation if we are presented with two
identical securities, investors that purchase either security should reaUze the same
before-tax retum. Since these identical before-tax retums are asstuned to be subject to the
same marginal tax rate, the after-tax retums on the sectuities should also be identical at
the margin. Therefore, the existence of identical marginal tax rates should have no
differential impad upon the dollar price paid for deUvery of either security. By the
same token, the existence of identical marginal tax rates should have no differential
impad upon the Treasury bUl or EurodoUar futures price mdex, and the magnitude of the
TED spread should not be affeded.
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In the céise where the iruirginal tax rates on income generated by the tmderlying
securities are not identical, then the impact of taxes on the doUar price paid for deUvery
of these securities should not be the same, and the ntagnitude of the TED spread shoidd be
affeded. This is because if investors reaUze that the after-tax rettun on one of the
securities wiU be greater than the other, they should be wUling to pay more for this
security. If investors are willing to pay more for deUvery of one security than they are for
the other, then the futiues price indices of these securities should differ and the
magnitude of the TED spread should change.
Fabozzi and Thurston (1986) consider the spot markets for Treastuy bills,
EurodoUar CDs, and several other money market instruments for the years 1971 through
1980. They state that whUe many people attribute the spreads between Treasury biU
spot rates and other money market instmments to a default or Uqtiidity risk premium, the
tme cause of these spreads stems from the fact that income on Treasury biUs is exempt
from state and local taxes. While their argument is extended to several money market
instmments, the discussion here will focus primarUy upon their evidence as it relates to
the relationship between Treasury biU and EurodoUar CD yields. They propose this
differential tax treatment as an altemative explanation to the existence of the spread
between Treastuy biUs and EurodoUar CDs that may account for both the magnitude of
the spread and its tendency to increase as the level of rates increases.
Their argument is motivated by the foUowing example. The investor who
realizes income from a EurodoIIar CD is responsible for paying both federal and state
income taxes on that mcome, whUe the investor who purchases Treasury biUs is
responsible only for federal mcome taxes on the income from that mvestment, Therefore
under the asstimptions of maiket effidency and risk neutraUty, the equUibrium
relationship between Treasury bUI yields and EtuodoUar CD yields shotdd represented as
shovm in equation (3,16),
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r e d [ ^ - t f ( l - t s ) - t s ] = rtb(l-tf)
(3,16)
Where r^^ is the yield on EtuodoUar CDs, r^^^ is the yield on Treasury bUIs, t^ represents the
marginal federal tax rate, and t^ is the marginal state and local tax rate, This equation is
then solved for the spread between the Treasury and EtuodoUar spot maiket instmments
in equation (3,17), This spread wiU be referred to here as the spot TED spread,
r e d - % = ( ^ %

(3.17)

Equation (3,17) impUes that the spot TED spread is a ftmction of both the marginal state
tax rate and the level of Treasury bUI rates. This formidation of the relationship is
consistent with the MiUer (1977) charaderization of the relationship between taxable
and tax-exempt bond yields, in that it implies that the tax exempt rate is grossed up by
one minus the tax rate in order to maintain equilibrium with the taxable rate. AIso it
implies that as the level of rates increases, the spot market spread increases. So this
theory proposes that the increase in the spread as the level of rates increases is not due to
an increase in risk aversion associated with the default risk premium, but rather is caused
by a tax affect in the same sense as MiUer,
Fabozzi and Thurston estimate a regression of equation (3,17) using spot rates in
order to determine an implied state tax rate, This is done by regressmg the spread on the
Treasury biU yield, The intercept in this regression is not constrained to be zero, The
regression results indicate that under the assumption of risk neutraUty, the level of
Treasury biU yields is significant and the estimated ûnplied state tax rate assodated
with this spread is 12,9%, The constant term m this regression is estimated as 5674 and is
significant. This result is different from those of simUar regressions estimated using other
money market instruments where the constant term was never found to be signifícantly
different from zeio, Fabozzi and Thurston attribute the signifícance of the constant in the
spot TED spread to differences in reserve requirements. The issue of reserve requirements
and their impad on the TED spread v ^ be presented m a later sedion of this chapter.
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The discussion of these regression residts indicates that Fabozzi and Thtuston beUeve that
12,9% is a reasonable estimate of the marg^al state tax rate over this time period,
Additionally, they believe that the marginal state tax rate is roughly constant over
time.
Theu discussion condudes that this tax effed is not only an influential fador in
the spot TED spread but actuaUy the dominant factor. AdditionaUy, their analysis
recognizes the differential yield conventions in the Treasury bUI and EurodoUar CD
markets.

This realization leads them to adjust the data tised in the previously

discussed regression for the differences in yield conventions. In this case, the money
market sectuities that are quoted based upon a discount basis (Treastuy biUs, bankers'
acceptances, and commerdal paper) are quoted on a simple interest basis consistent with
that used for domestic and EtuodoIIar CDs. Therefore, their analysis implies that the
differential yield conventions and the tax effect are major determinants of the spot TED
spread, vnth the remaining portion being attributed to the default risk premium or
reserve requirements on these securities,
The impUcations of Fabozzi and Thurston's analysis for the TED spread in a
world where the futtues markets for these two instruments are relatively effídent, are
that the existence of differential tax treatment between the two spot securities might be
responsible for a portion of the TED spread, Their theory implies that the greater the
marginal state tax rate, the lower the before tax rettun on spot Treasury instruments. This
lower before tax retiun translates to a higher Treastuy bUI spot price and doUar paid for
deUvery of Treastuy biUs under the cturent assumptions of this dissertation. The greater
the doUar price paid, the greater the Treastuy biU futures price, Therefore if the effect
of exemption of Treasury bUI income from state and local taxes is to increase the Treasury

^^Note that while the mathematical representation of the impact of the
differential yield conventions is slightly different in the spot market than in the futures
markets, the underljdng cause and effed are very simUar.
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bUI futtues price, the TED spread shotdd widen all other things held constant, So the
greater the level of the marginal state tax rate, the greater the magnitude of the TED
spread.

TermPremiums
The next assumption that wiU be relaxed is that of no term premitun in either of
the spot markets for Treasury biUs or EiuodoUars. This assumptíon is relaxed based upon
the evidence that a term premium does exist in the spot market for Treasury bUl
seciuities, and that it may exist in the spot market for EurodoUar securities, An
important feature of spot and futures markets that has been witnessed in some of the
research on term premiums is that the fact that a term premitun exists in the spot market
for a gjven security does not insure that the futures market for the same security wiU
exhibit the same behavior, Therefore, this section fírst considers the evidence on term
premiums as it applies to the spot market for Treastuy bill and EurodoUar sectuities,
Next the evidence on the impact of term premiums on Treasury bUI and EurodoUar futtues
prices vdll be presented, Finally, this evidence vdll be integrated into our present theory
of the TED spread,
Rowe, Lawler, and Cook (1986) state that while a great deal of research has
found that the Treasury biU spot market does not conform to the pure expectations theory
of the term stmdure,

little research has been done v^ith respect to how other money

market sectuities perform with resped to this theory, Theû findings are that the pure
expedations hypothesis is rejeded with resped to the Treasury biU market, This finding
is consistent with previous research (Fama 1986, as well as others) that found a term
premium in the Treasuiy bUl spot market. However, when the same test is applied to

25

That is, it contains a term premium.
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domestic CDs, EurodoUars, and conunerdal paper, Rowe, Lawler and Cook (1986) cannot
reject the pure expectations theory. These residts imply that the Treasury biU market
differs in some way from the maikets for private (non-govemment issued) money maiket
instmments, They feel that the major difference between these markets is that only the
Treasury can issue Treasury biUs, but many different sources are able to offer private
money maiket instruments, Therefore, where a term premium in the private markets
would be arbitraged away by issuers of private money market instmments, market
partidpants are not capable of issuing new Treasury biUs to arbitrage the term premium in
this market away, Only the Treastuy is capable of arbitraging this term premium away.
They conclude that the Treasury is wUUng to pay a term premium at some maturities of
the Treasury biU market, which investors are incapable of removing through arbitrage, in
order to provide simUar and consistent liquidity for three and six-month Treastuy biUs.
Fama (1986) performed an analysis that was similar to that of Rowe, Lawler, and
Cook, with a few exceptions. The first exception was that Fama examined commerdal
paper, bankers' acceptances, and domestic CD's, but not EurodoUar CD's. The second
difference was that Fama finds that term premiums exist in both private and pubUc
money market instruments across aU maturities,
Therefore, there is some disagreement regarding the existence of a term premium
in the spot market for Treasury bUIs and EurodoUars, The Treastuy bUI market is
generally accepted as containing a term premium that is an increasing function of
maturity, However, the evidence on term premiums in the EiuodoUar maiket is stiU not
condusive. Nevertheless, the subsequent discussion of the evidence on the existence of
term premiums in futtues maikets may prove benefídal in shedding some Ught on this
subjed with resped to the effed of term premiums on the TED spread.
Evans and Koch (1990) develop the theoretical relationship between the term
stmdtue of interest rates and the TED spread under the assiunptions of a positive term
premium in the spot maiket for Treastuy bUIs and no term premitim in the EurodoUar spot
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market. Since the behavior of the futures markets for these two securities should be
closely related to the behavior of the spot market instruments, they beUeve that the
same fadors that affed the spot spread should affed the futures spread. The evidence
presented by Rowe, Lawler, and Cook (1986) shows that the Treasiuy biU term premitun is
an increasing function of time to mattuity. Therefore, Evans and Koch (1990) feel that the
TED spread should be smaller when the time to maturity of the futures contrads is further
away, and the spread should widen as the contracts approach expiration, aU other things
being equal. Evans and Koch test this theory by regressing innovations in the TED spread
on dummy variables representing two, one, and zero months to futures contrad mattuity, as
well as other variables that are discussed in the Uterattue review in Chapter n.^^ The
results of this regression indicate that the time to maturity does not have a signifícant
impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread. This restdt is consistent with the
condusion of Hein and MacDonald (1989), who find that Treasury biU futures prices do
not incorporate the term premium that is v^dtnessed in the spot market,
In summéiry, empirical evidence indicates that a term premium exists in the spot
market for Treastuy biUs, but the evidence with resped to the existence of a term premium
in the EurodoUar spot market is mixed, With respect to finandal futtues markets, the
most recent empirical evidence indicates that even when a spot market term premium
exists, it is not wdtnessed m same security futures prices. Therefore the evidence indicates
that term premiums shotdd have no signifícant impad upon the magnitude of the TED
spread, and thus wiU not be formally incorporated into the theory presented here.

^^The other variables indude iimovations in the spot TED spread, a term stmdure
variable, and a dtunmy variable which is equal to one for observations occurring in the
last week of trading in the neait)y Treasury bUI contrad, and zero otherwise.
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Reserve Requirements
Another potentially important factor in the determination of the TED spread is
reserve reqtúrements. WhUe Fabozzi and Thtuston (1986) provide some indired evidence
indicatmg that reserve requirements have a significant impad on the magnitude of the
spot TED spread, James (1987) provides evidence to the contrary with resped to the
spread between domestic and EurodoUar CDs. This section stunmarizes the literature
with respect to the impact of reserve requirements on spot money maiket spreads. Next
the assumption of no reserve requirements for Treasury bUI and EurodoUar spot
instmments is relaxed, and the theoretical impad of reserve requirements on the
magnitude of the TED spread wiU be discussed.
Fabozzi and Thurston state that the spread between domestic and EtuodoUar CDs
is usuaUy attributed to some combination of Uquidity risk, default risk on EurodoUar
deposits, and the difference in reserve requirements on domestic and EtuodoUar CDs.
Duiing the time period covered in their study, domestic CDs were subjed to reserve
requirements under Federal Reserve regulations, while EurodoUar CDs were not. They
condude that in equilibrium, and under risk neutraUty, this difference in reserve
requirements wUI cause the spread between these two securities to be positive in order for
the reserve adjusted rates on domestic CDs to be equal to the reserve adjusted rates on
EurodoUar CDs,^'' Fabozzi and Thtuston use a graphical analysis to show that the
difference in reserve requirements wiU be the dominating factor in the determination of
this spread, Since their study was pubUshed, reserve requirements have been placed on
EtuodoUar CDs (November 1980), and more recently have been removed (as of December

^^Fabozzi and Thurston (1986) define the eqtiUibriiun relationship between
reserve adjusted rates asT^{l + yj) = (1 + Ycd) ^cd- Here, r^ and r^^ represent the rate on
EurodoUar and domestic CDs respedively, ycd represents the fradional reserve
requirement against domestic CDs. yu^ represents the fradional reserve reqt rement
against EurodoUar CDs.
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1990). So according to their theory and under current laws, reserve requirements shotdd no
longer have an impact upon the spread between domestic and EurodoUar CDs.
The previous sedion, which considered the effect of taxes on the TED spread,
noted that when Fabozzi and Thurston regressed the spread between EurodoIIar spot rates
and Treasury biU spot rates upon the Treasury biU spot rate, the constant term was
statisticaUy signifícant. This is in contrast to simUar regressions that used different
money market spreads. Fabozzi and Thurston attribute the fad that the constant term of
the regression of the spot TED spread on Treastuy bUI yields is signifícantly different
from zero, to the difference in reserve requirements on EurodoUar CDs as compared to
domestic instmments. One problem with tnterpreting this analysis is that Fabozzi and
Thurston originaUy consider the issue of reserve requirements when addressing the spot
TED spread. However, when they explain the mechanism by which reserve requirements
affect money market spreads, they address the spread between domestic and EurodoUar
CDs. However, they do state that when reserve requirements on Treastuy bUl and
EuiodoUar spot securities are different, reserve requirements shotdd affect the magnitude
of the spot TED spread. After considering the remaining evidence wdth resped to reserve
reqtdrements and various money market spreads, the TED spread wdU be considered in the
light of these theories and the theoretical impact of reserve requûements wUl be added
to the current theory of the TED spread.
James (1987) considers the tmiqueness of bank loans in an event study that measures
the impad of announcements of different types of finandng upon the stock price of the fum
making the annotmcement. His disctission of reserve reqtdrements on CDs considers them to
be a tax that the bank wUI attempt to 'pass on' to either CD holders or bank borrowers.
Fama (1985) previously addressed this issue and concluded that reserve requuements did
not have a signifícant impact upon CD yields, so the reserve requirement tax must be
passed on to bank borrowers, This condtision was reached by comparing yields on CDs,
commerdal paper, and bankers' acceptances, where no significant difference in yields was
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found, James felt that this evidence was not suffídent to draw such a condusion, This is
because Fama's evidence did not mle out two other possibilities, First, the FDIC may be
bearing the reserve requirement tax by providing deposit insurance at a price that is less
than is actuarially fair, Second, negotiable CDs are uisured up to amounts of $100,000
whUe the typical denonúnation is $1 miUion, Therefore, CD rates might indude a
default risk premium,
In order to predude these two possibUities, James appUes an empirical event
study that considers any potential changes in the spread between CDs and both
commerdal paper and Treasury biUs, during a period where reserve requirements were
increased, The time period for this study is January 1,1977 to January 1,1985. Dtuing this
period reserve requirements on CDs were raised from 3% to 5% for all CDs in excess of
$100,000. This increase in reserve requirements was appUed during November, 1978 and
repealed in July, 1980. James tests for significant differences in the spreads between these
various securities under the 3% reserve requirement and under the 5% reserve requirement.
His results indicate that an increase in reserve requirements did not lead to any
signifícant change in the spreads between CDs and other money market sectuities.
Therefore he condudes that increases in reserve requirements are passed on to bank
borrowers and have no signifícant impact upon the domestic CD rate.
The evidence and arguments provided by both Fama and James would imply that
reserve requirements shotdd have no impad on domestic or Eurodollar CD rates.
However, Fabozzi and Thtuston (1986) theorize that reserve requirements wiU have a
strong impad on money market spreads. With resped to the TED spread, it is important
to consider the reserve requirement regtdations on Treasury biU and EurodoUar sectuities
since the introdudion of EtuodoUar futtues contrads in December of 1981. AppUcable
reserve requirements on Treastuy biU and EurodoUar securities held by U.S, finandal
institutions are presented in Table 3,1,
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Table 3.1

Treasury BUI and EurodoUar CD Reserve Requirement Ratios
Year

Treasury BiII (%)

EurodoIIar CD (%)

Nov. 1980 - Nov. 1990

0

3

Dec. 1990-Jun. 1995

0

0

Considering these reserve requirements over different time periods within the
context of Fabozzi and Thurston's theory should aUow us to fírst develop the theoretical
impad of reserve requirements on the TED spread, and second to provide a time table of
different reserve requirement regimes in order to test the theoretical impUcations of otu
model.
According to the theory of Fabozzi and Thurston, as well as James, reserve
reqidrements should have a potentiaUy signifícant impad on money market spreads only
when the required reserve percentage differs between the two instmments, Since
December 1991 the reserve requirements on Treasury biUs and EtuodoUars have both been
0%, Therefore, these theories would indicate that currently, reserve requirements should
have no impad upon the spot TED spread, and therefore no impad upon the TED spread.
However, during the period from November 1980 to November 1990, when the reserve
requirements on the two securities were not equal, Fabozzi and Thtirston indicate that the
spot spread wiU be effeded, whUe James as weU as Fama would predid no impact on the
spread.
Since we know that the reserve requirement ratios on EurodoUar CDs dtuing the
period from November 1980 to November 1990 was 3% and was lowered to 0% in December
of 1990, it is possible to predid the impad of the reserve reqtiirement change on the
magnitude of the TED spread within the context of Fabozzi and Thurston's theory. Given
that EurodoUar futures rates were between 7% and 7-1/2% dtuing this time, the
relaxation of the reserve requirement should cause an increase in the magnitude of the
TED spiead of around 20 to 22 basis points, according the theory of Fabozzi and Thurston.
The TED spread ranged between 117 and 130 basis point around the time of the reserve
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requirement announcement, Therefore, if Fabozzi and Thurston's impUcations are corred,
we wotdd exped to see an approximate 15% increase in the magnitude of the TED spread
édter the annoimcement of the reserve requirement change,
Since the empirical evidence presented by James (1987) as weU as Fanta (1985) is
in disagreement with the theory of Fabozzi and Thurston (1986) with resped to the
impad of reserve requirements on spreads between domestic and EurodoUar CDs, this
dissertation empiricaUy examines the impad of reserve requirements on the magnitude of
the TED spread. The theory presented here posits that during periods where reserve
requirements on Treasury biU and EurodoUar spot sectuities are different, reserve
requirements wiU have a signifícant impact upon the TED spread, Ehiring periods where
these requirements are the same, they shotdd have no impad upon the TED spread. If the
empirical evidence of this study indicates that this theory is tme, then Fabozzi and
Thurston's work is supported and we may infer that the reserve requirement tax is
deduded from the retum on the reservable instmment. If the theory does not fínd
empirical support, then it wiU serve as support for James, who argues that reserve
requirement taxes have no impact upon money market spreads since they are passed on to
borrowers of the finandal intermediaries accepting these time deposits.

Liquiditv
The issue of liquidity is not formally addressed in the theoretical or empuical
sedions of this dissertation, However, it is possible that Uquidity issues may have a
signifícant impad upon empúical tests of the TED spread. In the early 1980's, the
Treasury biU futiues contrad was the most adively traded interest rate futtues contrad,
whUe the EtuodoUar futures contrad was jtist being introduced, In more recent years, the
volume of the EurodoUar futtues has dwarfed that of the Treasury biU futures market.
WhUe contrads that are relatively dose to maturity have generally been actively
traded in the case of both markets, contrads that are relatively ftuther from maturity are
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often accompanied by signifícantly lower volume. In these cases, it is possible that this
iUiquidity may lead to 'stale" prices in both contrads, In the early 1980s, an EtuodoUar
futures contrad that had a long time untU deliveiy may not have always had suffídent
liquidity to provide an acctuate, market determined price at all points in time, The same
may be said about Treasury biU futures today, The theory presented here does not
expUdtly deal with these types of effídency issues.

Summary
This chapter has considered the theoretical impUcations of several different
contradual and economic fadors that may potentiaUy effed the magnitude of the TED
spread over time, The contractual differences between the Treasury biU and EtuodoUar
futures contrads that are considered here éire: (1) the yield conventions; (2) deUvery
versus, cash settlement; and (3) differential maturity dates. The economic factors
considered here are: (1) default risk; (2) tax effeds; (3) term premiums; and (4) reserve
requirements. The theoretical analysis and summary of previotis work in these areas was
then used to determine the factors that theoretically have an impad upon the magnitude
of the TED spread. The relevant factors as identified in this chapter are the differential
yield conventions, defatdt risk, tax effeds, reserve reqtdrements, and potentially deUvery
versus cash settlement. The hypothesized impad of each of these factors is summarized
in Table 3.2.
Due to the diffículty in determining the margmal state tax rate in these markets,
the impad of margmal state tax rates on the TED spread is not formaUy tested in this
dissertation. The next chapter outUnes the hypotheses and methodological procedures
that were used in a formal empirical investigation of the impad of the yield conventions,
defatdt risk, and reserve requirements on the magnitude of the TED spread. Each of these
tests were conduded under the assumption that the issue of deUvery versus cash
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settlement has no impad upon the TED spread. However, the issue of deUvery versus
cash settlement is formally considered in a separate test.

Table 3.2

Fadors That Affed the ]Vlagnitude of the TED Spread

Primary Factors
Differential Yield
Conventions
Defaidt Risk Premium
Tax Effects
Reserve Requirements

+
+
+
+
-

Additional Fador
DeUvery vs. Cash
Settlement

Change in Fador
An increase in the general
level of interest rates
Increases
An increase in the marginal
state tax rate
Reserve requirements of 3% on
Eurodollar CDs
No reserve requirements on
EtuodoUar CDs
Impad on Futures Prices
Inflates EDF due to timing of
cash flows
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Responseofthe
TEDspread
Increases
Increases
Increases
Decreases
Increases

Responseofthe
'i'EU spread
Decreases

CHAPTERIV
HYPOTFIESIS DEVELOPMENT, EMPIRICAL
METHODOLOGY, AND DATA

Introdudion
This chapter discusses the theories and hypotheses to be tested as weU as the
methodology and data used in these tests, The first hypothesis tested here considers the
impad of reserve reqidrements on the magnitude of the TED spread, The residts of this
test allowed tis to determine whether a reserve requirement adjustment shotdd be
incorporated in subsequent tests.
As was noted in the Uterature review presented in Chapter II of this dissertation,
the majority of empirical research on the TED spread has considered Treasury biU and
EtuodoUar futures prices in the context of a long-mn eqtúlibritun relationship. Since each
of these studies f inds some evidence of a long-mn equiUbritun relationship between
Treasury bUl and EtuodoUar futures prices, this chapter provides a summary of the
cointegration literature on the TED spread. The second and third testable hypotheses
presented in this chapter consider the impad of differential yield conventions on the
magnitude of the TED spread withm a long-mn equUibrium framework.
The fotuth testable hypothesis addresses the issue of delivery versus cash
settlement and its impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread. This chapter presents
the motivation, hypothesis, methodology, data, and impUcations assodated wUh each
of these four issues.

Reserve Reqturements
The first hypothesis considered here involves an investigation of the impact of a
change in reserve requirements on the magnitude of the TED spread and the effedive TED
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spread, The effedive TED spread is defined here as the difference between the add-on
yield adjtisted Treasiuy biU futures price minus the EiuodoUar futiues price, The method
for determining the add-on yield adjusted Treasiuy bUI futtues price (TBF') is described in
detaU later in this chapter, The purpose of adjusting the Treasury biU futtues price to an
add-on yield equivalent is to remove the impact of the differential yield conventions
from the TED spread, The difference between these two futtues prices, which are
calculated based an identical add-on yield conventions, wdU be referred to as the
'effedive' TED spread and wiU be denoted as TED',
Upon introdudion of the EurodoUar futures contrad, reserve requirements on
EurodoUar CDs were 3%, whUe there was no reserve requirement on Treasury biU
securities. In December 1990, reserve requirements on EurodoUar CDs were removed and
neither seciuity has been subjed to reserve reqtúrements since that time.^* The theory of
Fabozzi and Thtuston (1986) impUes that when reserve requirements on Treasury biU and
EtuodoUar securities are identical, reserve requirements should not have a signifícant
impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread. However, in periods where reserve
reqtiirements on Treastuy biU and EurodoUar securities are different, reserve requirements
should have a signifícant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. Their theory
indicates that the reserve requirement tax is passed on to CD holders in the form of lower
CD yields. If this is the case, then in the period where EurodoUar CDs were subject to a
3% reserve requirement, the yield on EurodoUar CDs shotdd have been lower than it
would be if they were not reservable. Lower EurodoUar CD yields should theoreticaUy
increase the price of the EurodoUar futtues contrad and all other things equal, should
decrease the magnitude of the TED spread.

^^Table 3.1 provides a summary of reserve requirements on Treasury bills and
EurodoUar CDs since the introdudion of the EtuodoUar futiues contrad, Reserve
requirements on these sectuities prior to this time are not relevant to this study since the
TED spread did not exist untU the introdudion of the EiuodoUar futtues contract.
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The empirical work of Fama (1985) as well as James (1987) impUes that when
reserve reqiúrements are present, the reserve requirement tax is bome by bank borrowers.
This finding contrasts that of Fabozzi and Thurston (1986) because it indicates that during
the period when reserve requirements on Treasury bUI and EurodoUar CDs were different,
the reserve requirement tax shoidd have been passed on to bank borrowers and therefore
have no ûnpact on EurodoIIar CD yields, If this is the case, then the existence of reserve
requirements on EurodoUar CDs woidd have no ûnpact on the EuiodoUar futures contract,
and therefore no impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. Since previous research
on the impad of reserve requirements on money market spreads provides confUcting
opinions about what impact reserve requirements wUI have upon the magnitude of the
TED spread, this issue is formally tested here.

Model and Hypothesis
This study empiricaUy considers the impact of reserve requirements on the
magnitude of the TED spread by applying an event study to the time interval surrounding
the announcement of the removal of reserve reqtiirements on EtuodoUar CDs. The
annotmcement of this change in reserve requirements was pubUshed in the Wall Street
Journal on December 5,1990. The impad of this change was tested empiricaUy using a
mean t-test to determine if the magnitude of the TED spread and effedive TED spread is
significantly smaller in the period prior to the removal of the 3% reserve requirement on
EurodoUar CDs, compared to the period just after this reserve requirement was removed.
More specifícaUy, we tested to see if the average of the daily TED spread and effective
TED spread, 30 business days prior to December 5,1990 (when EurodoUar CDs were subject
to a 3% reserve requirement) was significantly smaller than the average daily TED
spread and effedive TED spread in the 30 business days after December 5,1990 (when
EtuodoUar CDs were no longer reservable).
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This test is sin lar to that used by James (1987) except for the fact that his test
considered the impact of reserve requirements on domestic CD yields, and the 'window"
around the reserve requirement changes in his test was much larger than the 'window"
used here. James considered average annual yield spreads between domestic CDs and
several other money market instruments over a time period where two reserve requirement
changes were instated. Therefore, his event study encompassed the period from January
1977 to December 1984, or a seven-year period. This relatively large event period is
problematic writh regard to this test because we wish to consider the impad of reserve
requirements, holding aU other factors constant. Over a seven-year period it is very
difficult to defend the notion that interest rates, default risk, and other relevant economic
factors were constant for the entire period.
The test implemented here sought to nrdnimize the únpact of these other factors
by narrowing the time period under consideration to two months. The hypotheses tested
here are presented below.
Hl^:

The mean of the daily TED spread in the 30 business days prior to December 5,
1990 is greater than or equal to the mean of the daUy TED spread m the 30
business days foUowing December 5,1990.

Hl^:

The mean of the daUy effedive TED spread in the 30 business days prior to
December 5,1990 is greater than or equal to the mean of the daily effective
TED spread in the 30 business days foUowing December 5,1990.

The first hypothesis tests to see if the relaxation of reserve requirements in 1990,
caused signifícant decrease in the magnitude of the TED spread. The second hypothesis
considers whether this reserve requirement change caused a signifícant decrease in the
magnitude of the effedive TED spread. These hypotheses were investigated using a ttest for difference in means. Each of these hypotheses is appUed to perpetual futiues
price series with maturities of 120, 150, and 180 days. Additionally each hypothesis was
appUed to three, 'raw" futures price series, where no roUover or adjustment method
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occurs. We are able to apply these first tests to raw futtues price data because the time
period of interest m the test is not greater than the 'life" of a single futures contract,^^
AU six price series (three raw and three perpetual) were composed of 60
observations each with 30 observations on either side of the aimotmcement date, The
Jarque-Bera test was tised to determine if each of these six price series were
approximately normaUy distributed, In each test we were unable to reject the ntdl
hypothesis of normaUty at any reasonable level of signifícance. Next, a F-test was used
to determine if the variance of each series was significantly different in the period prior
to and after the announcement date, In each case, the restdts of these tests were used to
select the appropriate version of the t-test for difference m means, Having determined
the nature of the variance in the 'before" and 'after" periods, a t-test was used to see if
there was a significant difference in the mean of the TED and effedive TED spreads in
the period 30 days before and 30 days after the armouncement date,
If these h^^otheses were rejeded, then the evidence is not inconsistent with the
theory of Fabozzi and Thurston that reserve requirements in the EtuodoUar CD maiket
are bome by the holders of these instruments, and reserve requirements have a signifícant
impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread, AdditionaUy this wotdd be an indication
that subsequent tests shotdd be adjusted to refled the impad of reserve requirements on
the TED spread, If we faUed to reject these hypotheses, then the findings would be
consistent vdth the theories of Fama (1985) and James (1987), and we cannot say that
reserve requirements have a signifícant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread. If
this is the case then the successive tests of this dissertation do not need to be adjusted to
incorporate the impad of reserve requirements.

^^The raw futures price series to be used in these tests are the March, June, and
September 1991 Treasury biU and EurodoIIar futures prices.
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Due to the potential impad of seasonal effeds on the restdts of these tests, we
also appUed the same tests to data taken 30 days before and after December 5 in each of
the years from 1982 to 1994 (exduding 1990), These restdts were then compared with those
from December 1990 in order to determine if there is a consistent seasonal trend in the
behavior of the TED spread diuing this time each year.

Long-nm EquiUbritun
Chapter n discussed the work of KawaUer and Koch (1992) and theû
development of a substitution mle for hedgjng short-term interest rate exposures with
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures. This rule was shown empiricaUy to provide
investors with the relatively inexpensive (expensive) long (short) hedge for short-term
interest rate expostues. This is accompUshed by comparing the current TED spread with
the spread between the spot Treasury biU and EurodoUar instmments (the spot TED
spread) at the same point in time. The mle states that when the TED spread exceeds the
spot TED spread by a predetermined amount, the appropriate hedge involves buying
EtuodoUar futtues against a long position or selling Treasury bUI futures against a short
position, If the TED spread is smaUer than the spot TED spread by the predetermined
amount, the investor should hedge long exposures by purchasing the Treastuy bUI futures
contrad, and short expostues by selling EtuodoUar futures. The rule is designed so that
Treasury biU futures are taken as the defatdt hedge, and when the difference between the
TED spread and the spot TED spread exceeds a preset fílter level, a substitution is made
by repladng the Treasury biU futtues hedge with a EurodoUar futures hedge.
Empirical tests of this substitution rtde were conduded for fUter levels of 15, 20,
and 25 basis points. The results indicate that the two larger fílters wotdd provide the
investor hedgjng a long interest rate exposure vdth signifícant incremental profits over
the period from 1985 to 1989. Investors hedgmg short interest rate exposures observed
signifícant incremental profits by using the smaller fUter of 15 basis pomts.
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WhUe KawaUer and Koch's discussion of these results focuses primarily upon
hedging concems, the success of this rtde has important impUcations for the long-run
behavior of the TED spread. The fad that the substitution rule provides superior retums
to a strategy of always using the Treasury biU futures contrad as a hedge suggests that
over time the TED spread may be mean reverting. The substitution rtde uses the difference
between the spot TED spread and the TED spread as the triggering device that indicates
when the TED spread has departed from its long-nm equiUbrium level and should move
back toward that level in the future. We may think of the spot TED spread m this context
as a proxy for that long-rtm equiUbrium level that the TED spread must rettun to if
Treasury bUI and EurodoUar futures price are cointegrated. If Treasury bUI and
EurodoUar futiues price are cointegrated, it means that even though the magnitude of the
TED spread is time varying and may depart from this long-run equiUbrium level over
time, the behavior of the market is such that in the long-mn the magnitude of the TED
spread wUI move back toward this equiUbrium level.
The idea of a long-mn eqi Ubrium relationship in the TED spread is consistent
with Slentz' (1987) belief that traders in the spread base their trading decisions on what
they beUeve the 'normal" level of the TED spread should be at prevaUing mterest rates
and economic conditions. His discussion indicates that traders attempt to identtfy shortterm deviations from the long-nm equiUbriiun level, and assume positions that wiU aUow
them to profit when the magnitude of the spread retums to that equUibrium level. WhUe
the fíndings of KawaUer and Koch along with the comments of Slentz may imply that
some long-mn equUibrium relationship exists between Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar futures
prices, neither paper provides any empirical evidence on this point. However, empirical
research by others has focused upon the long-mn relationship between the prices of these
two contrads.
The empirical findings of Fimg and Lo (1995) indicate that the reasoning of the
previotis discussion may be vaUd. They find that Treasury bUl futures rates are
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cointegrated with EurodoU<ir futures rates, and therefore a long-mn equUibrium
relationship exists. This result is confirmed by Li, Mathur, Schwarz, and Szakmary
(1994), who find Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures to be cointegrated using data
sampled every 10 minutes.
The current study sought to add to previous work that examines the long-run
behavior of the TED in several ways. First, Fimg and Lo did not consider the long-run
relationship between these futtues prices in the context of the TED spread, Their study
focused on the transmission mechanism between domestic and foreign interest rates. This
study provides a theoretical basis that explains why Treasury biU and EtuodoUar futtues
prices should be expeded to iricdntain some long-run equiUbrium relationship. Second,
Fung and Lo identify this relationship between observed Treastuy biU and EurodoUar
futtues prices without considering the important differences in the individual contrads,
the most important difference being the yield conventions used in the individual futures
price indices, Li, Mathur, Schwarz, and Szakmary improve upon the work of Fung and Lo
by providing a theoretical model of the long-run behavior of the TED spread. Their
model indicates that the TED spread should be a function of the defatdt risk premium and
differences in institutional design between the contrads. This model is an improvement
from previous work in this area, but is lacking m two respects. First, Li et al. (1994) faU to
provide a theoretical basis for why Treasury bUI and EtuodoUar futtues prices should be
cointegrated. In other words, they do not provide any theoretical motivation for
applying cointegration analysis to these two futiues price series. Why shotdd we exped
these two series to maintain some long-rtm relationship instead of just wandering apart
from each other arbitrarily? This dissertation states that Treasiuy bUI and EurodoUar
futiues prices should be cointegrated because whUe they are both non-stationary
variables, the fadors that determine the difference between them shoidd be stationary
once the difference in yield conventions is accounted for. This leads to the second
improvement provided by the model used in this dissertation. Here, the differential
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yield convention is formally and thoroughly considered where as Li et al. (1994) fail to
recognize the importance of the differential yield conventions.
This dissertation sought to improve upon the model employed by Li et al, by
incorporating the impad of these differential yield conventions m the model of the TED
spread. According to the theory of this dissertation, we expected to confirm the residts of
previotis studies that fínd that Treasiuy biU and EurodoUar futtues prices are
cointegrated. This study sought to improve upon the previous woik in this area by
showing that the TED spread shoidd not be stationary because of the impad of the
differential yield conventions, Furthermore, this theory states that if we adjust the TED
spread for the differential yield conventions, providing us with what we wiU refer to as
the effective TED spread, that the yield adjusted or effective TED spread should be
stationary over time,
Possibly the most important contribution that this dissertation makes is to clearly
state why Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices should be cointegrated, Previous
research has casually applied cointegration methodology to the relationship between
these two futures prices, but has faUed to state why anyone should expect these two prices
to maintain some long-nm equiUbrium relationship, This question is formally addressed
in the foUowing paragraphs,
The model used by Li et al, is specifíed as shown in equation (4,1),
TBFt - EDI\ = Y t + RPt + ^t

(41)

Here, TBF and EDF^ represent the U,S, Treasury biU futures price and EtuodoUar futtues
price at time t, respectively, The differential due to differences in institutional design is
denotedby Y • RP, represents the differential default risk premium at time t, L represents
a stationary random shock to the relationship at time t, Their tests of this model involve
testing for cointegration between Treastuy biU and EurodoUar futures prices because of
their beUef that Treasury biU and EurodoIIar futures prices maintain some long-mn
eqtdUbrium relationship, Assuming that TBF and EDF are both mtegrated of order one,
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this test for cointegration within the context of the model in (4.1) impUdtly assumes that
aU variables on the right hand side of the equation are stationary or 1(0). This is because
the definition of cointegration mdicates that if TBF and EDF are both 1(1) and
comtegrated with comtegratmg vedor [1, -1], and if equation (4.1) is corredly spedfíed,
then aU variables on the right hand side of the equation mtist be 1(0).
Their restdts indicate that Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar futtues prices are
cointegrated, but that the TED spread is not stationary over time. It is critical that we
fidly understand what this finding means in order to comprehend the key difference
between the model of Li et al. (1994) and the theory presented in this dissertation. The
finding of cointegration between these two 1(1) series means that one or more Unear
combination of the non-stationary variables TBF and EDF exists that results m a
stationary series, The finding of non-stationarity in the TED spread mdicates that under
their model spedfícation, the Unear combination of TBF minus EDF does not restdt in a
stationary series, Therefore a strict interpretation of these restdts indicates that equation
(4.1) is rejected since it is misspecifíed. TBF minus EDF is not the linear combination of
these two variables that represents the long-mn equilibrium relationship. This
misspedfícation may be due to the omission of an important explanatory variable or the
fact that not aU of the variables on the right-hand side of equation (4.1) are stationary.
According to the theory presented in Chapter ni, the model used by Li et al.
(1994) is misspedfíed because it does not expUdtly account for the impad of the
differential yield conventions.^'' Their model does spedfy gamma as a term accounting for
differences in institutional design, and specifically mentions the differential yield
conventions as one of these differences. However, their methodology requires that the

^°The term "differential yield conventions" wiU be used to refer to the differences
between the discount yield convention used in Treasury biU futures index price quotes and
the add-on yield convention used in EtuodoUar futures index price quotes.
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impad of the differential yield conventions is stationary over time if the TED is to be
stationary.
The previous discussion of the yield conventions noted that their impact is a
function of the level of mterest rates associated with the tmderlying securities. With this
in mind, it is likely that the npad of the yield convention is non-stationary over túne.
If this is tme then it predudes the possibUity of the TED spread being a stationary Unear
combmation of TBF and EDF. This is because if TBF and EDF are comtegrated, in order for
TBF - EDF to be stationary, all factors on the right hand side of equation (4,1) must also be
stationary. If the term gamma in the model of Li et al. (1994) captures part or aU of the
impad of the differential yield conventions and that únpad is non-stationary, then it is
impossible for the Unear combination TBF - EDF, better known as the TED spread, to be
stationary.
The theory presented in this dissertation contends that the model in equation
(4.1) is misspedfíed because if faUs to explidtly account for the impact of the
differential yield conventions between Treasury bUl and EurodoUar futures contracts. The
theory presented in this dissertation states that Treasury bUl and EurodoUar futures
prices wiU maintain some long-mn equiUbrium relationship because of the specifíc time
series behavior of the fadors that determine the TED spread, This theory posits that the
primary factors that determine the TED spread are the default risk premium on
EurodoUar securities and the differential yield conventions used in determining the
quoted futures price indices, The theory assumes that the portion of the TED spread that
is caused by the default risk premium is stationary because of the cycUcal natiue of the
U.S. economy. AIso we provide a testable proposition that wUI be considered in
conjunction vsrith this theory that predicts that the impact of the differential yield
conventions on the TED spread is non-stationary over time, We intended to show that
when the differential yield conventior^ are formaUy accounted for, the TED spread is
stationary over time. This is in contrast to the model of Li et al, (1994), who by ignoring
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the impact of the differential yield conventions fínd that the TED spread is nonstationary.
In order to dearly iUustrate the differences between the model of Li et al. (1994)
and the theory presented m this dissertation, equation (4.2) is presented as one
representation of the theory presented here.
TBFt - EDFt = Yt + RPt + YCt+1^

(4-2)

Here, the term YC^ represents the differential impad of the yield convention factor at
time t. It is important to note that equation (4.2) is presented for Ulustration purposes
only and is not formaUy tested here. This equation indicates that the difference between
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices is a linear function of the default risk premitim,
differential yield conventions, and institutional differences as represented by Yt-^^ The
most strict interpretation of the long-mn relationship impUed by this model can be stated
as foUows: the spread between the two 1(1) variables TBF and EDF is stationary if the
default risk premium and yield convention variables are stationary and no important
variables have been excluded from the model.
The discussion of the differential yield conventions in the previous chapter
described why we shotdd expect equation (4.2) to be a better representation of the TED
spread than the model used by Li et al. (1994) However, the results of the Li et al. study
may also be interpreted as indicating a need for an additional factor in their model.
Equation (3.14) in the previous chapter indicates that the TED spread is equivalent to the
difference between the Treasury bUI and EtuodoUar futures prices. Examination of the

This Unear specifícation is presented simply to maintain consistency v\rith the
work of Li et al. A more generalized spedfícation of this relationship is presented below.
TBFt - EDFt = Yt + f(RPt,YCt) + 1^
Here, aU variables are defíned as above except that f(RPt, YQ) represents a generalized
fundion of the defatdt risk premitim and differential yield conventions respectively.
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specifícation in equation (3.14) indicates that the difference in these futtues prices is
catised by differences in the prices of the tmderlying instmments, TBP and EDP, as weU as
the differential yield conventions. The restdts of Li et al. (1994) do indicate that
Treastuy biU and EurodoUar futtues prices are cointegrated over the time period from 1983
to 1989. Additionally, they are able to rejed the hypothesis of non-cointegration for aU
yearly sub-periods except for the years 1983 and 1984. However, they fmd that the slope
coeffident of the cointegrating vedor is signifícantly different from one for the entire
period. They then use an F-test to see if the estimates of the slope cæffident of the
cointegrating vedor are stable across the yearly sub-periods. They fínd that the slope
coeffídents are signifícantly different and therefore not stable over time.
According to the theory presented in this dissertation, the instabiUty of the slope
coeffídent of the cointegrating vector over time may be caused by the changing level of
interest rates across sub-periods, which should be transmitted to the price spread via the
differential jdeld conventions, Therefore, this analysis of the long-nm behavior of the
TED spread attempts to improve upon the models employed by previous studies by
incorporating the impad of interest rate levels as transmitted through the differential
yield conventions over time, This was done by adjusting the TED spread for the
differential yield conventions in order to obtain what we refer to as the effedive TED
spread, In terms of equation (4.2), this adjustment is equivalent to movmg the yield
conventíon term, YCt to the left-hand side of the equation, If this adjustment is made
corredly, then the only other relevant fador becomes the defatdt risk premium, Asstiming
that the default risk premium is stationaiy, this theoiy predids that the effedive TED
spread wiU be stationary and the relationship between the effedive TED spread and the
defatdt risk premium wiU be one to one,
The previous chapter presented a detailed discussion of the theoretical impact of
these quotation conventions. The core argument of that discussion is that the spread
between the Treasury biU and Eurodollar futures prices should be influenced by the
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existence of differential quotation conventions between the méirkets. Spedfícally, this
theory states that the impad of these conventions are of such a nature that as interest
rate levels increase, the magnitude of the TED spread wiU increase, holding all other
fadors constant. That is, while the futures price indices are constmded so that a one basis
point change in the index results in a $25 gain or loss on the contract, it is also tme that
this constmdion causes a one basis point move in the risk-free rate to have tmequal
impacts upon the Treasury biU and EtuodoUar futures prices. As has been explained in
previous sediortô, this behavior is caused by the difference in yield conventions between
the two contracts, The second and third hypotheses tested in this dissertation address
several issues related to the long-run behavior of Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures
prices over time, (1) The model of Li et al, (1994), as presented in equation (4,1), is reexamined by testing to see if the TED spread is stationary over time, (2) Two methods of
incorporating the variable YC from equation (4,2) into a testable model of the TED spread
are presented and discussed, (3) The theory upon which the model presented in equation
(4,2) is based is tested to empiricaUy examine the impact of the differential yield
conventions/Ievel of interest rates upon the magnitude of the TED spread in the context of
a long-rtm equiUbrium relationship.

Data and Related Issues
The futures price data used in these tests were obtained from Tick Data Inc. and
compUed using the Tick® Data Management Software, The futures price series are made
up of daUy observations of Treastuy BiU and EiuodoUar futures dosing prices on the IMM
fiom Febmary 1,1982 to November 2,1995. Six futures price series were used in the tests
presented here. AU six series were made up of daUy closmg observations for the Treasury
biU and EurodoUar futures contrads. The fírst three price series were distortion-free,
peipetual futtues price indices that were constmded tising the method explained by Geiss
(1995). The only difference between the three perpetual price series is that they were
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constmded with differing fbced ntaturities of 90,120, and 150 days, The rationale for
using these perpetual price series as weU as the method used to constmd them is disctissed
in detail later in this sedion. The fourth futures price series set indudes daily dosing
observations on the Jtme 1987 contrads, for the entire Ufe of those contrads, with no
roUover or Unking of contract prices being appUed. The fifth and sixth futures price series
were composed of daUy dosing prices on the contract that was dosest to expiration. These
series wiU be referred to as the neaiby series. The difference between these two series is
that one is simply the raw prices on the nearby contract at all points in time, whUe the
other is adjusted for discrete jumps in the data at the roUover point. A comparison of the
results of otu statistical tests on each of these futures price series aUowed us to determine
the impad of the roUover issue on the results of our statistical tests,
Two important methodological issues present themselves when dealing with this
partictdar group of futtues data series, The first is dealing vsrith the differential
quotation conventions by either mathematical adjustment or addition of a yield
convention variable to the model. The theoretical impact of this issue has been discussed
in detail. The methods for dealing with this problem in pradice wiU be addressed here.
The second methodologjcal issue is the seledion of appropriate futtues price series that
are representative of market prices as weU as free of any distortion that may artifídaUy
influence the restdts of our statistical tests. This issue wiU be referred to as the roUover
method and is discussed in the second part of this sedion.

Yield Convention Effects
According to the theory presented in the previous chapter, the fad that Treasury
biU and EurodoUar futures prices are quoted based upon different conventions suggests
some adjustment or corredion be made to the data or model spedfícation in order to accotmt
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for this difference.

The issue here is that Treasury biU futures index prices are quoted

based upon a discotmt rate convention, whUe EurodoUar futures index prices are quoted
based upon an add-on yield convention. The theory presented in the previotis chapter
indicates that it is important to consider this difference in yield conventions for several
reasons. First, the existence of differential yield conventions between these two contracts
wiU cause the TED spread to be positive even when the prices of the imderlying assets are
identical. Second, when the prices of the underljdng instmments are not identical because
of some fador such as defatdt risk, the differential yield conventions vdU cause the
magnitude of the TED spread to be greater than it would be if the same default risk
existed and the yield conventions were the same. Third, when considering the TED
spread m a long-run equiUbrium setting, faUure to account for the differential yield
convention as in the case of Li et al. (1994), wUl cause any estimate of the defatdt risk
premium to be biased, in that it also incorporates the impact of the differential yield
conventions as weU as the interaction between the default risk premium and the
differential yield conventions. The goal of any adjustment to these data is to state each
price series in comparable terms using the same quotation convention. This mathematical
adjustment may be made in one of two ways. We may convert the series TBF^ to an add-on
yield equivalent, or we may convert the series EDF^ to a discotmt rate equivalent, but
before any adjustment is made, it is important to determine if there is any reason to prefer
one adjustment to the other.
In order to determine which of these adjustments is more appropriate, we must
consider the theoretíccd differences between the Treastuy biU futures discount yield as

^^Under the assumption that the yield convention variable is non-stationary, it is
logical to adjust the data for this difference prior to investigating the long-run
equiUbrium properties of these series. In relation to equation (4.2) this adjustment may be
thought of as moving aU the non-stationary variables to the left-hand side of the
equation. If some linear combination of this non-stationary variables restdts in a
stationary series, we say that the non-stationary variables are cointegrated.
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presented in equation (1.2) and the EiuodoUar futtues add-on yield as presented in
equation (1.5). Both yield conventions use the difference between the face value of the
contrad 100, and the doUar price paid for the underlying sectuity, P, m the numerator.
This difference (100-P) is referred to as the doUar discount since it represents the
difference between what an investor pays for the security relatíve to its face value. Both
yield conventions are annualized based upon a 360-day year as is common for money
market instruments. The major difference between these two conventions is that the
discount jdeld divides the doUar discount by the face value of the contrad, while the
add-on yield divides the doUar discount by the dollar price of the underlying security.
The impact of this difference is that the discount yield is understated relative to the
add-on yield. The add-on yield is a more acctuate measure of the retum that will be
eamed on the security because it divides the doUar discount by the amotmt invested
rather thém the face value of the contrad, The add-on yield is identical to the standard
calculation of effedive yields except for the fad that the add-on is annuaUzed based
upon a 360-day year, whUe the effedive yield is annualized béised upon a 365-day year,
Therefore, in order to adjust for the differential yield conventions, we converted the
Treastuy biU futures index price to an add-on yield equivalent, The foUowing section
detaUs the procedtue of adjusting the Treasury biU futures price to an add-on yield
equivalent, The adjusted Treasury biU futures price vnW be denoted as TBF'. Since the
series TBF' and EDF wiU both be based upon an add-on yield that is very simUar to the
effedive yield on the sectuities, we v\dU refer to the spread between TBF' and EDF as the
effedive TED spread defined as shown in equation (4,3),
TED'=TBF-EDF

(4.3)

Here, TBF' represents the Treasury biU futtue index price quoted on an add-on yield basis,
EDF represents the standard EurodoUar futures index price, and TED' represents the
effedive TED spread.
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Mathematical Adjustment
The first step in adjusting the Treasury biU futures for the differential yiel d
convention is to calctdate the price of the underlying spot instmment, TBP, impUed by the
futtues index price, TBF. Let the Treastuy biU and EurodoUar futures prices be represented
as ftmdions of the impUed price of the underlying instmment as shown in equations (4.4)
and (4.5).
TBF = 100-

100-TBPY360'i
(100)
100
V90;
LV

(4.4)

EDF = 100-

ri00-EDPY360^
Y360^
(100)
EDP A 9 0 ;
LV

(4.5)

Next, given TBF, we may solve equation (4.4) for the price of the underlying instnunent,
TBP. This is done in equation (4.6).
TBP = -- X TBF + 75
4

(4.6)

Given the underlying price of the deliverable Treasury bUI security, TBP, compute the
add-on yield eqtdvalent Treasury biU futures price as shown in equation (4.7). The
Treasury biU futures add-on jdeld equivalent is denoted as TBF'.
TBF' = 100-

aOO-TBPY^^
TBP A 90

(4.7)

Equation (4.7) calctdates an adjusted Treastuy bUl futures index price that is based
upon an add-on yield convention rather than the discount yield convention. Given this
adjustment we may calculate the effedive TED spread as was previotisly shown m
equation (4.3). The effedive TED spread represents a measure of the TED spread where
the impad of the differential yield conventions has been removed. An additional benefit
of the effective TED spread is that it is a function of two futtues index prices that are
based upon the add-on yield convention that is the standard used in the EurodoUar futtues
market. This add-on yield is superior to the discount yield because it is calctdated by
dividing the contrad doUar discotmt by the doUar price paid for the underlying security
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rather than the face value of the security. This causes the add-on yield to be closer to the
adual expeded yield since it is calctdated based upon the adual amount of money
invested in the security, instead of the face value of the sectuity.

Deriving YC
An altemative method for dealing v^th the differential yield conventions
involves deriving a time series to serve as the variable YC in equation (4.2). The goal of
this procedure is to develop a series that accurately captures the theoretical impact of
the differential yield conventions upon the TED spread. If the theoretical development
of this factor presented in Chapter in, as weU as the procedure developed in this section
are corred, then the series shotdd be such that when equation (4.2) is estimated, the
estimated coeffídent on the variable YC should be very close to unity.
In order to derive the series YC, we assume that both contracts use identical
discotmt rate conventions in detennining the quoted futures prices, however, we do not
force these futures prices to be identical. Since we have not yet tested any of the
previotisly presented theories, the cause of any difference in these prices wiU not be
formaUy labeled. This difference in prices might be caused by the defatdt risk premium.
However, the generality of the formulation presented here does not Umit the price
difference to any single fador. In this case where the impUed underlying prices, TBP and
EDP, are aUowed to differ, but both contrads use a discount rate quotation convention, the
TED spread is modeled as shown in equation (4.8). This equation is then simpUfíed as
presented in equation (4.9).
TED = 100-

100-TBPY360'i
Y360^
(100)
Ll 100 A90^

100-

ri00-EDPY360^

X

YCl = 4 X (TBP - EDP)
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100

"

A 90 } ^ ^ \

(4.8)

(4.9)

Equation (4,8) is simply a mathematical representation of the Treasury biU
futtues price, TBF, minus the EurodoUar futtues price, EDF, under the asstunption that the
quotatíon conventions are identical, Note that the fírst bracketed term represents TBF
which is a ftmction of the underlying Treasury biU spot price, TBP, whUe the second term
represents EDF and is a fundion of the tmderlying EtuodoUar spot price, EDP, The
simplification of this model m equation (4,9) indicates that any difference between TBP
and EDP leads to a TED spread of exadly 4 times this difference. That is to say if there is
a one basis point difference between the tmderlying prices of the respective 90-day spot
market securities, the TED spread, which is quoted on an aimualized basis, would be equal
to 4 basis points tmder these assumptions. The term YCl is not a function of the
differential yield conventions, but rather a meastue of how the TED spread would behave
if the conventions were identical when the underlying prices where not. We may think of
this term as a 'pure price difference" effect that would occtu if both contracts used the
same quotation convention, but were based on different underlying prices. It is important
to identify this term because it will aUow us to identify the impad of the differential
impact of the yield conventions.
In order to accomplish this, let us consider another situation where the implied
doUar price paid for the underlying securities are identical, and that no default risk
premium exists in either price, but the yield conventions used in computing the
corresponding futtues prices are different. If the Treasury biU futures price is based upon a
discount rate convention and the EtuodoUar futures price is based upon an add-on yield
convention, it has been pointed out that the futures prices wUI be different and the TED
spread wiU be positive, Under these assumptions, the sole determinant of the TED spread
should be the differential yield conventions, Therefore we can meastue the Unpact of the
yield conventions under these assumptions by simpUfying our general representation of
the TED spread. The original theoretical form of the spread under these assumptions was
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presented in Chapter m as (3,7). This relationship was then simpUfíed in equation (3.14)
which is restated in terms of TBP here m (4.10),^^
^ ^ ^ ^ TBp2 - 200TBP + 10.000
YC 2 = 4 X
——
TBP
This equation shotdd provide us with a value for YC2 that is equal to the portion
of the TED spread caused by the yield conventions when the impUed underlying price of
Treasury bUIs, TBP, is the same as that for EurodoUars, EDP, and no default risk premium
exists for either security. This term may be thought of as the 'ptue yield convention"
effed, Since TBP is assumed equal to EDP, the equation is a function of a single variable
TBP. The fírst partial derivative of YC2 with resped to TBP indicates that as the
implied price of the underlying securities increases, the impact of the yield conventions on
the magnitude of the TED spread decreases. The magnitude of YC2 is bounded by the
constraints of the contrads in that as TBP approaches 100, the value of YC2 approaches 0,
This effect may also be considered in terms of the level of interest rates, As interest rates
increase, the prices of the contracts decUne. This decUne in prices catises the differential
yield conventions to have a greater impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread.
Therefore, equation (4.10) provides us with the theoretical impact of the level of impUed
prices of the underlying sectuities on the magnitude of the TED spread in basis points, as
transmitted through the differential yield conventions.
As was previously mentioned, equation (4.10) is derived assuming that the
underlying prices of the securities are identical. Therefore it is stated in terms of TBP.
We just as easUy could have stated YC2 as a ftmction of EDP with no change in result since
TBP is assumed to equal EDP. Let us consider the practical impad of this dedsion in a
world where the underljdng prices are not identical. One behavioral asped of the

^''Here the general term used to represent the doUar price paid, P, has been
replaced by the implied tmderlying Treasury biU futures price, TBP, to maintain
consistency with the other equations presented in this sedion.
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(4.10)

variable YC2(TBP) is that in pradice it wiU be a dovmward biased estimate of the total
yield convention unpact. This is due to two features of the TED spread. Fúst, in pradice,
the underlying prices of the two securities are generally not equal; rather, EDP is
traditionally less than TBP. Since the magnitude of YC2 increases as the level of the
underlying price moves away from 100, YC2 wiU be downward biased m that it is stated
as a function of the higher of the two prices. If we choose to state YC2 as a ftmction of
EDP, then the opposite effect will be witnessed and YC2 wUI be consistently larger than
the actual ptue effed.
If the implied tmderlying dollar price of Treasury biUs and EurodoUars were
always the same, then equation YC2 would be the only term needed to represent the
impact of the yield conventions on the TED spread. However, this is generaUy not the
case. In pradice we witness a difference in these prices caused by the defatdt risk
premium or some other factor. Investors are observed to be wiUing to pay more for
underljdng Treasury biU securities than they are for EtuodoUar securities, prestunably
because Treasury biUs are assumed to be default risk free. This feature of the contracts
should have an important impad upon the influence of the differential yield conventions.
When the underlying prices are identical, the conventions cause a difference in the quoted
futures prices. When the underlying prices differ, the impad of the yield conventions
wiU be magnifíed to some degree, depending upon the level of prices and the magnitude of
the difference between the two underlying prices. So in order to capttue the entire
theoretícal impad of the yield conventions on the TED spread, we must also consider its
impad in the situation where the impUed doUar prices paid for the tmderlying securities
are different. YCl capttues the portion of the TED spread caused by different tmderlying
prices under identical quotation conventions, and YC2 captures the difference in the
spread caused by different quotation conventions when the tmderlying prices are the same.
The third and final term, derived here, captures the interadion of these two effects.
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WhUe it may be possible to derive this interadion term, YC3, using a method
simUar to the one used to obtain YCl and YC2, a relatively simple procedtue wiU aUow us
to develop YC3. Once again let us remove all previous assumptions and consider a model
of the TED spread where the tmderlying sectuity prices are aUowed to differ, and the
quotation conventions are as they are in pradice. In this framework, the TED spread may
be represented as previously presented m equation (3,14) and simplifíed in (3,15),
Equation (3,15) represents the impact of a change in the underlying prices of the sectuities
when quotation conventions are different, That is, it should contain the entire impad of
the differential yield conventions as weU as the impact of differing tmderlying prices.
Here we are concemed about the impact of the yield conventions. The effed of differing
underlying prices is represented in model (4.2) by the default risk premium, and has been
further developed in equation (4.9). Therefore, this impact should not be included as part
of the variable YC in equation (4.2), The variable we wish to isolate should optimally
indude the effed of the yield conventions when the tmderlying prices are the same, plus
the incremental effed when the prices are different. In order to identify this factor we
wiU take the ftdl representation of the TED spread from (3,15) and subtract the terms YCl
and YC2. Since the ftdl representation contédns each of the previously mentioned effects,
subtracting YCl and YC2 from (3.15) shotdd leave us with a term that represents the
incremental impad of the differential yield conventions when the underlying prices
differ, The procedure is presented in equation (4,11) and simplifíed in (4,12),
YC3 = 4 x

-200(EDP)+ CrBP)^DP) +10.000"
EDP
/

,
((TBP - EDP) X 4) + 4

-200(TBP) + TBP 2+ 10.000
X

i

TBP

J-i
(4.11)

^^^

-(TBP^(EDP) + 10.000CrBP)+ CrBP)(EDP^)- 10,000(EDP)
^^'
CrBP)(EDP)
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YC3 represents the interadion impad of the differential yield conventions when
the underlying prices are different, The problem with YC3 vdth respect to deriving a
series YC is that it is impossible to separate the impad of the differential yield
conventions from the impad of the difference in prices, YC3 may be thought of as the
effed of everything else above and beyond the pure price difference and yield conventíon
effeds, Therefore the best theoretical estúnate of the variable YC is what is referred to
here as the 'pure yield convention" effect denoted as YC2, Note that the representation
of YC2 is identical in form to equations (4.9) and (4.10). This is an mdication that the
magnitude of the variable YC is identical to the impad of adjusting the raw futures price
series for the differential yield conventions. Since these two methods are identical, this
analysis employed the first method of adjusting the raw futiues series for the differential
yield conventions as explained in the previous section.

Rollover Method
One problem that is common to most studies that use lengthy^* futures price time
series is that of selecting a roUover point. Time series of common stock prices do not
generaUy have a maturity date. Therefore, if a given eqtdty security is adively traded,
it is relatively easy to obtain a continuous time series of prices for that security. Futtues
price series differ from common stock series in several ways, First, a gjven type of futures
contrad generally has many different maturities trading at émy given point in time, The
Wall Street Joumal generaUy quotes up to fotu different Treasury bUl futtues maturities
and up to 40 different EurodoUar futtues mattuities daUy, Therefore in constmding a
futtues time series we must dedde which contrad price or prices to include at each point in

^The term lengthy refers to constmcted futures price series that extend over a
time period that exceeds the normal length of time in which a single futures contract is
adively traded.
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time. The standard procedure in most futures Uterature, when a lengthy time series is
required, is to use what is referred to as a nearby price series. A nearby price series is
generaUy defined as a series of prices of the futures contrad that is nearest to expuation,
For example, m Febmary 1995, the nearby futtues contrad wotdd be the March 1995
expiratíon, while in July 1995, the nearby futures contrad would be the September 1995
expiration, The nearby price series is commonly used because the open interest and daUy
volume is tisuaUy greatest for the neari^y contrad and therefore has a higher lUcelUtood
of providing a competitively determined market price,
A problem that is common to the use of the nearby series, as weU as many other
roUover methods, is selecting the point at which we roU out of the nearby contract and
into the next out contract. When consideiing the roUover point for a single futtues price
series, there is often a problem with discrete jtunps in the data at the roUover point, This
is because the observation prior to the rollover date matures in a relatively few number of
days, whUe the observation at the roUover point will have approximately three months
to maturity, In the context of Treéisury biU or EtuodoUar futtues prices, this leads to a
theoretical problem in that as a time series approaches a roUover point, the daUy cost of
carry to mattuity declines steadUy as we move forward in time. If the roUover date is the
maturity date of the nearby contrad, then on the day prior to the roUover, the observed
price incorporates one day of carrying costs. The observation foUovmig the roUover date
wotdd refled approximately 90 days of carrying costs and therefore often leads to a
relatively large, discrete jump in the time series, This problem was formaUy identified
by Ma, Mercer, and Walker (1992), They showed that the selection of different rollover
dates can lead to dramatic differences in empirical results on tests of lengthy futures price
series,
The reason that this issue is important for standard time series analysis is that it
is quite possible that the existence of large discrete moves in a series at the roUover date,
may drive the results of statistical tests on that series. For example, two series may be
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totally unrelated to one another over time, but at the rollover point, they always exhibit
a large jump in the same diredion. Statistical tests on these types of series may identify
these jumps as a correlation between the two series when in fad they are not related and
the test is being 'triggered" by the roUover method, not the behavior of the series.
Within the context of the long-run equiUbrium relationship between Treastuy bUl
and EiuodoUar futures prices, the existence of large discrete moves in the price series that
are caused by the seledion of a particular roUover method, have a very strong potential
to influence the results of statistical tests on these series. Here are two examples of how
these discrete moves might drive the restdts of statistical tests. First, it is possible that
these discrete moves may impart non-stationarity to a time series that is trtdy stationary.
This can happen if the time series behaves in such a way that these discrete jtunps are
interpreted by statistical tests as being a one time shock to the system that restdted in a
permanent change in the level of the system. Since this is one way of defíning a nonstationary series, it is reasonable to conjedure that discrete jtunps in the series that are
caused by the roUover method, and not by market forces, might lead us to condude that a
time series is non-stationaiy, when it is actually stationary. Second, with respect to tests
of cointegration between two futures time series, if these discrete moves occtu at the same
time, as they would with nearby Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures price series, it is
possible that those moves may lead us to find cointegration between the two series even if
they are not trtdy cointegrated. This is an interesting possibUity because the same
occurrence that might lead us to condude that a stationaiy series is non-stationary, might
also lead us to believe that two series are cointegrated when they reaUy are not. To the
extent that simUar roUover dates cause discrete jumps of simUar size and frequency in two
time series, statistical tests for cointegration between these two series may be 'tricked"
into fínding that these large, non-market driven moves are representative of a long-nm
equiUbrium relationship between the two series, when they are aduaUy just an artifact
of the particidar spUdng or roUover method used to create a lengthy futtues time series.
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Schwager (1984) outUnes some of the more commonly tised methods for dealing
with the problem of creating a futures time series that is representative of market
determined prices, and free of any artifidal distortion that may influence the outcome of
statistical tests. One of the methods explained by Schwager is commonly referred to as a
constant maturity or perpetual price series. A perpetual price series is an index that iis
composed of quotes for prices a constant amotmt of time forward. WhUe several methods
of constmding a perpetual series exist, the most common method involves computing a
weighted average of observed futtues prices for contracts with different maturities. The
index is constmded in such a way that the daUy carrying cost represented in the index
price is constant at all points in time.
Constmction of lengthy futures price series was addressed by Geiss (1995) in a more
rigorous fashion than had been previously presented. Geiss examines the problem of
constmding a futtues time series that is appropriate for statistical tests. Geiss (1995, p.
809) states that 'aU of the characteristics of a futtues price index necessary to create a
meaningftd lengthy time series may be defined by seven properties," He proceeds to
develop these seven properties and defíne a famUy of price index ftmctions that wiU
provide a seamless, distortion-free perpetual futures price index. Having identified the
desirable properties of a lengthy futures time series, Geiss presents an index that meets
aU seven of these conditions, The general representation of this index function is
presented in equation (4,13),
n
i=l

Here, p . represents the observed futtues price on contract mattuity i, at time t, < >
represents the value of the index fundion at time t, as a function of i different futures
prices on i different contrad matiuities. c^. represents the weight assigned to contrad
mattuity i at time t. The value n used in the summation represents the total number of
contrads to be included in the price index at a single point in time. Geiss states that a
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futures price index derived using this fundional form wiU have the foUowdng
mathematical traits: it is a function of a single group of variables, cturently observed
futures prices; any theoreticaUy meaningftd addition or mtdtiplication to the futures
price wiU have the same impad and interpretation for the index; changes in the futtues
price level v\rUI be represented by changes of similar sign and magnitude in the index. The
ftmctional form of this index also produces a time series with the foUowing desirable
traits v^rith resped to time: if prices do not change, then the only movement in the value
of the index wiU be due to changes in daUy carrying costs; and if two sub-periods of the
futures price series exhibit identical prices, the perpetual price index wiU exhibit
identical index prices over those two periods of time. Therefore, the data sets used in this
study induded perpetual price indices constmded using a two-price weight ftmction using
the index famUy presented in equation (4.13), Formally the index was calculated as
shown in equations (4,13a) and (4,13b).
* *t(Pt.l.Pt,2) = Ct,iPt,i + Ct,2Pt^
d? - M

(4.13a)

M - di

In equation (4.13a), the value of the perpetual index as a ftmction is represented by $t.
This index value is a weighted average of two futures prices on contrads with differing
maturities, denoted as p, 1 and p, 2- hi each of the indices used in this dissertation, the
former price represents the observed daUy closing price on the nearby contract, while the
latter is the observed daUy dosing price on the next-out contract, The weights applied to
each of these respedive prices are denoted as Cti andQ2- Equation(4.13b) presentsthe
method by which these weights are obtained, Here, M is the constant days untU
'maturity' for each partictdar index, The variable d^ is the number of days tmtU the
nearby contrad matures whUe d^ is the number of days tmtU the next-out contrad matures,
Series with perpetual mattuity of 90,120 and 150 days were constmded and used
in each of the empirical tests, Each index was composed of two futures prices at each
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point in time (the nearby and next-out prices), The use of futures price indices should
proted against the potential statistical problems assodated vsdth discrete moves m the
price series and non-constant carrying costs over the dtuation of the time series according
to Geiss (1995), The roUover date, or point where the prices on a contract that is close to
expiration, are deleted from the index and a contract that is further from maturity is
added to the index, must stiU be seleded in order to constmd these perpetual series.
With resped to seleding the actual roUover date when studying the TED spread,
there is very Uttle precedent as to what the appropriate roUover date is. Geiss (1995)
states that the seledion of an appropriate roUover date depends upon the spedfic series
being investigated and should be seleded based upon theory when possible. Li et al.
(1994) addressed the issue of selecting a roUover date when analyzing the TED spread, by
roUing from the nearby contrad into the next out contract on the 15th day of the month
prior to the deUveiy month. They selected this date based upon their discussion with the
CME, which indicated that this is the approximate date on which the pit committee for
the EurodoUcir contrad announces a rotation of the designated nearby contrad. The
impad of this annotmcement is that the physical location of trading changes within the
futures pit. Additionally, they examined the data on trading volume for both the nearby
and next-out contrads and felt that the shift in volume justified this roUover date.
Therefore, based upon the work of Li et al., this study uses the 15th day of the month
prior to the deUvery month as the standard roUover date for the perpetual futures price
index series.

^^Pre-seledion of a fixed mattuity length for any perpetual series limits the
possible roUover dates that may be used with that index. In the case of the 90-day
perpetual series, the roUover date is always on the 15th of the month prior to the
deUvery month. For the longer maturity perpetual series, this roUover date does not
always faU within a range that aUows us to maintain this constant maturity. In these
cases, the roUover date seleded was as dose as possible to the 15th of the month prior to
the delivery month.
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In sununary, the perpetual price index series used in this study are constmded
using the method described by Geiss (1995). Each mdex observation is a weighted average
of the prices observed on two contrad mattuities, the nearby and the next out maturities.
The roUover date or date when the nearby contract is removed from the index and the
third shortest mattuity contract is added to the index is the 15th day of the month prior
to the deUvery month as suggested by Li et al. (1994). This method of deriving a lengthy
futtues price series eliminates any discrete price jtunps at the point where the series roUs
from one contract to another. AdditionaUy, it allows us to control for mattuity effects
that may drive the statistical resuUs by holding the days to maturity constant thiough
out the life of the time series.

Testing the Theories
This sedion provides an explanation of the methodology to be used in testing the
long-nm behavior of the TED spread over time, as well as the specifíc hypotheses
considered here. First, a brief introdudion to cointegration and the methodology
employed in testing for stationarity in a time series is presented. Second, one method of
testing for cointegration is described. The fincd section presents the four hypotheses that
were tested and the specific methodology used to test each one.

Methodoloev
The theory of comtegration as developed by Engle and Granger (1987) aUows us to
test whether two time series maintain some long-nm equiUbrium relationship. Two time
series are said to be cointegrated if each individual series is non-stationary, but a linear
combination of those series exists that is stationary. Assume a time series exists that is
non-stationary in level form, but stationary in fírst difference form. Such a time series is
said to be integrated of order one and is denoted as 1(1). Let x^ and y^ represent two time
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series that are known to be 1(1). If we wish to test whether these two series are
cointegrated, we may do so by estimating a cointegrating regression as is showm in
equation (4.14).
Xt = a + Pyt+Ut

(4.14)

If the estinuited error term of this regression, u^ is stationary (that is 1(0)), then x^ and y^
are comtegrated vdth cointegrating vedor [1, -PJ. This means that whUe each individual
series is non-stationary and the two may drift away from equiUbrium in the short-mn, a
long-term equUibrium relationship exists such that in the long-mn the two series wiU
tend to maintídn some equUibrium assodation. This means that the series wiU not drift
apart forever, but tend to move back toward some 'normal" relationship over time. If the
estimated P coeffídent is equal to one then the long-nm relationship is one-to-one. If the
estimated P coeffídent is equal to -1 then the long-mn relationship is one-to-one in
opposing directions.
With respect to the TED spread, this is done by first confirming previous results
that indicate that Treasury biU and EurodoUar futtues prices are 1(1), If this is the case,
then an ordinary least squares regression in the form of equation (4,14) may be estimated
to determine if these two series maintain some long-mn equiUbrium relationship, and
that some Unear combination of the 1(1) variables TBF and EDF exists that is 1(0),
However, the fínding that TBF and EDF are cointegrated does not necessarily mean that
the TED spread is stationary, The TED spread is a spedfíc linear combination of these
variables, that in terms of equation (4,14) is denoted as [1, -1]. The P coeffídent in
equation (4.14) is able to take on any value when considering cointegration between TBF
and EDF, but when considering the stationarity of the TED spread we are restricting p to
equal unity, It is important to note that this partictdar linear combination may or may not
restdt in an 1(0) series, This spedfíc Unear combination must be tested empiricaUy in
order to detennine whether the TED spread is stationary.
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Different methodologies are available for determining the nature of the long-mn
equiUbrium relationship between Treastuy biU and EtuodoIIar futures prices, The
seledion of the appropriate methodology is dependent upon the stationarity of the time
series used as weU as any priors specifíed by the theory to be tested, The next two sedions
outline the general methodology of tests for stationarity and cointegration.

Tests of Stationarity
In order to determine the most suitable method for examining the long-run
equiUbrium relationship between Treasury biU and EtuodoUar futures prices, we must
first identify the time series properties of the individual series. One of the most
commonly used tests of stationarity is the unit root test developed by Dickey and FuUer
(1979). Suppose that series x conforms to the definition of an AR(1) process and may be
represented as shown in equation (4.15).
Xt = CXXt-l+£t

(4.15)
Here, x represents an observation of time series x at time period t, x^ ^ represents the
previous observation of x at time period t-1, the coefficient a measures the impact of x^ ^. on
X. and e^ is the error term, We may therefore state the first difference of this process as
presented in equation (4,16).
Axt = <I>Xt_i+ Vt

(4,16)
Here, Ax represents the change in series x from time period t-1 to t, the coeffícient <I>
meastues the impad of x^ ^ on Ax^, and u^ represents the error term, The unit root test for
stationarity is implemented by examining the ntdl hypothesis that coeffídent < > in
equation (4,16) is equal to zero, This is done using a simple t-statistic on the coeffídent
4>.^ If the ntdl hypothesis is rejeded it is an indication that time series x foUows a

^^Dickey and Fuller (1979) pomt out that the distribution of this statistic is
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random waUc and is therefore non-stationary. The definition of a random walk indicates
that the best estimate of the level of series x next period is the level of the series in the
current period. Failiue to rejed this hypothesis indicates that the series is in fad
stationary in levels and not appropriate for standard tests of cointegration.
One problem with this methodology is that often the residuals from equation
(4.16) are not white noise. Kmenta (1971) has shovm that when these residuals are not
white noise a mispedfication of the autoregressive model is indicated and the coeffident
estimate of < > wUl be ineffident. The cause of the mispedfícation is the omission of
important explanatory variables, in this case additional lagged values of series x. When
this is the case, then the observation x^ is no longer the best estimate of x . One method
of correcting this problem is to include additional lagged values of x^ tmtU the residuals of
the process become white noise. The general form of this procedtue is presented in
equation (4.17).
n
Axt = 4>xt-i+£eiAxt-i+Vt

(4.17)

i=l

Here 6. is the coeffídent on the lagged values of Ax^.. In order to use this specification of
the AR process we must first dedde upon the number of lags to be induded when
explaining the change in x. For the tests of stationarity used in this dissertation, the
appropriate number of lags to use in equation (4.17), was determined using a method
described by Schwert (1987). The method he proposes uses a rtde of thumb where the
appropriate number of lags to be included in the stationarity test is calculated as
l„ = Int{n(T/100)''"}

skewed to the left émd may not be compared to the student-t distribution, but instead
comes from what is referred to as the Dickey-Ftdler distribution. MacKinnon (1991)
improves upon the critical value tables of Dickey and FuUer by providing a method for
estimating asymptotic critical values for all sample sizes, Therefore, the method of
estimating critical values used in this paper is that of MacKinnon (1991),
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where I,, represents the number of lags to be induded in the stationarity test, n is the
ntimber of periods per year, and T is the number of observations induded in the time series,
The use of additional lags of x when testing for stationarity is known as the
augmented Dickey-FuUer test (ADF), The t-statistic on <l> is stiU distributed according
the Dickey-Fuller distribution and is independent of the number of lagged values of x that
are included,
There are three series we wish to test for stationarity in order to test the
hypotheses presented in the next sedion, These three time series are Treasury biU futures
prices, TBF, EtuodoUar futures prices, EDF, and yield adjusted Treastuy biU futures prices,
TBF'. The series TBF and EDF represent observed daily dosing prices on these two
contracts. The yield adjusted Treastuy bUl futures price series represents observed
Treastuy biU futures prices that have been adjusted to an add-on yield basis in order to
adjust for the differential yield conventions,
The mathematical models used to test for stationarity in these three series are
presented in the equations below.
ATBI\ = < >tbfTBFt -1 + I e i ATBFt- ^ + Vtb^t

(^-^^)

i=l

AEDI^ = ^edf EDFt-1 -^ I ^i ^ ^ F t - i + v^^^
i=l
n
ATBFt' = < >tbf'TBFt'-i + £ 6^ ATBFt'_i + Vti^'t
i=l

(4.19)

(^-^^^

Previous studies by Fimg and Lo (1995) as weU as Li et al, (1994) have fotmd the
raw futures price series referred to m equation (4,18) and (4.19) to be 1(1) processes. This

^^Here the adjustment refers to the process of converting the Treastuy biU futures
price to an add-on yield basis. It does not refer to the rollover or spUdng method that is
appUed to these series. The spUdng methods used in these tests indude perpetual series
with constant mattuity of 90,120, and 150 days, a raw series that uses no spUdng method,
and two nearby series. One nearby series is adjusted to remove discrete jiunps in the series
at the roUover point whUe the other is not.
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study was expeded to and in fad did confírm previousresuUswith respect to raw futtues
price series. The properties of the yield adjusted Treasury biU futures series presented m
equation (4.20) have not been analyzed by previous studies. However, with respect to the
adjusted series, we expeded to fínd similar characteristics, since Treasiuy bUl futiues
prices are thought to be non-stationary and the adjustment simply converts the Treasury
biU futures price to an add-on yield equivalent. This expectation was also confírmed and
wiU be disctissed further m Chapter V: Empirical Results.

Tests of Cointegration
Previous empirical evidence provided by Fung and Lo as weU as Li et al.,
indicates that there is a long-mn equilibrium relationship between Treasury biU and
EtuodoUar futures prices. The tool employed by this analysis to identify the nattue of
this long-mn equiUbrium relationship is cointegration éis developed by Engle and Granger
(1987). The idea behind cointegration of two variables is that while in the short-run a
péiir of economic variables may drift away from equilibrium, in the long-mn the economic
forces that drive these variables vdll force them back toward their long-mn equUibrium
level.
According to Engje and Granger, one of the necessary conditions for two variables
to be cointegrated is that each must be non-stationary. A time series that has a constant
mean and constant covariance for any pair of observations that are the same distance
apart, is said to be covariance stationary. Often we find that time series data «ue nonstationary and must be differenced in order to produce a stationarity time series. Based
upon this need for differendng, Engle and Granger (1987, p. 83) defíned the concept of
integration as ' a series with no deterministic component which has a stationary,
invertible, ARMA representation after differencmg d túnes." A series, x^, that is
integrated of order d is referred to using the notation x^« I(d). In this dissertation the
symbol« is read 'is distributed as." For example, a tUne series that reqtúres no
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differendng to induce stationarity is denoted as 1(0), where a series that must be first
differenced to achieve stationarity is denoted as 1(1).
The application of cointegration analysis in academic research has increased
steadUy since its introdudion by Engle and Granger. One of the reasons for this is that
cointegration is a spedal relationship between two variables that is generaUy not
expeded to occtu, This is because if two time series are integrated of the same order, then
linear combinations of these variables wiU also be integrated of the same order in most
cases. For example, given time series x « I(d) and time series y « I(d), and a linear
combination of the two w^ = x^ - By^ then it is generally the case that w wUl also be
integrated of order d and non-stationary. Cointegration is a spedal case where there
exists some linear combination of two non-stationary series x^« I(d) and y^« I(d), that is
integrated of order d-1. If series x^ and y^ are both integrated of order one, then they are
cointegrated only if a Unear combination of the two series exists that is 1(0) and therefore
stationary with a zero mean. This linear combination may be represented by z^ = x^ - Ay^
and its charaderistics are denoted as z^« 1(0). If such a linear combination exists, then x^
and y are said to be cointegrated with A. The coeffident A is defined by Engle and
Granger as the cointegrating parameter.
Therefore, when considering two series that are 1(1), cointegration is a special
occurrence where two non-stationary variables maintain some long-mn equiUbrium
relationship such that at least one linear combination of the two variables wiU be
stationary over time wdth a mean of zero. If the two variables are not cointegrated, then
no long-mn equiUbrium relationship exists and any linear combination of the two may
vary greatly over túne with no tendency to move back toward zero.
There are several different methods that may be used to test for cointegration.
When theory spedfíes a spedfic linear combination of two variables, we may test this
linear combination for cointegration by simply testing to see if it is stationary over time.
If U is stationary then it may be said that the Unear combination is cointegrated. When
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theory does not spedfy a linear combination a priori, then the method introduced by Engle
and Granger may be used to determine if a stationary linear combination of the two
variables exists,
In general, the method of Engle and Granger says that in order to test two I(d)
variables x^ and y^, for cointegration we may estimate the regressions presented in
equations (4.21) and (4.22).
zi,t = xt-Ai(yt)

(4.21)

Z2,t =yt-A2(xt)

(4.22)

These equations are used to estimate the residuals of these relationships, z. Here,
the coeffident A is referred to as the cointegrating vector. These residuals represent
departures from or disequUibrium relative to the long-nm equUibrium relationship. In
order for these variables to be cointegrated it is necessary that the residuals of these
relationships be integrated of order d-1, where d is the order of integration assodated
with the pairs of individual price series. This may be tested using a method simUar to
the augmented Dickey-FuIIer test as described in the previous section on stationarity.
The difference in this test is that the critical values must be compared to the distributions
provided by Engle and Yoo (1987). Engle and Granger (1991) add that more predse critical
values are provided by MacKinnon (1991), If the pairs of futures price series are found to
be I(d) and the assodated residuals are I(d-l) then we may condude that those two price
series are cointegrated v^th cointegrating vector A. If x^ and y^ are integrated of order one,
this means that some linear combination of x and y exists that results in a stationary time
series, The spedfíc linear combination based on this formulation would be [1, A].

Testable Hvpotheses
With the previous discussion in mind, we empiricaUy address two major questioris
that relate to this dissertation's theory on the long-nm behavior of Treasury biU and
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EurodoUar futiues prices. (1) Is the unadjusted TED spread stationary? (2) Is the effedive
TED spread stationary? It is important to note that previous research has found TBF and
EDF to be cointegrated. That is not the specifíc question addressed here, These tests deal
wUh spedfic theoretical spedfications of the TED spread, and the stationarity of the
linear combinations impUed by these theories,
At this pomt, it is important to note that for all tests of stationarity and
comtegration implemented in this dissertation, the nattual log of the price series was
used. This conventíon is used for reporting piuposes due to the symmetrical nature of log
price changes relative to those of raw price changes. In each case the tests were édso
applied to the raw price series with little or no difference in residt. Therefore, in both
the discussion and restdts of the stationarity and cointegration tests, the variables TBF,
EDF, and TBF' will refer to the natural log of the Treasury biU, EurodoUar, and yield
adjusted Treasury biU futures prices respectively.
The first group of tests here re-examine the theory of the TED spread as presented
by Li et al. (1994). In order to do this it is important to empiricaUy examine the time
series characteristics of TBF and EDF. Previous results indicate that TBF and EDF should
both be 1(1) variables. The stationarity tests described in the previous sedion were
expeded to confirm previous results. The empirical results presented in Chapter V will
show that this was the case. The model of Li et al. (1994), impUes that the defatdt risk
premium series is stationary over time. While the time series properties of the default
risk premium are not formally analyzed in this study, if Treastuy biU and EurodoUar
futures prices are found to be 1(1) and the linear combination known as the TED spread is
stationary, then it is impUdt that the fadors that deternúne the spread between these
prices are stationary. If this is the case and we assume that the defatdt risk premium has
a signifícant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread, then it must be stationary.
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Therefore the second hypothesis tested here is presented as H2 below.
H2^:

The linear combmation TBF - EDF is non-stationary. (i.e., the TED spread is
non-stationary)

This hypothesis is a test of the model presented by Li et al. (1994) shown in
equation (4.1). Theu model states that the TED spread is a fundion of institutional
differences and the defatdt risk prendum. Their fínding that TBF and EDF are
cointegrated impUes that both the institutional differences and risk prenrdum are
stationaiy. However, this finding of cointegration does not indicate that the specifíc
linear combination of these variables known as the TED spread is stationaiy. Their
finding that the cointegrating parameter is signifícantly different from one is evidence
against this theory, since the theory specifíes the cointegrating parameter to be equal to
one. This hypothesis was re-tested here in order to spedfícally test the relationship
stated by their. Rejection of this hypothesis using the ADF test, indicates that the linear
combination of TBF and EDF represented as [1, -1] is stationary. AdditionaUy, it wotdd
cast doubt upon the need for induding the term YC in the theoretical model of the TED
spread.
The results of the above mentioned stationarity tests v ^ provide us with some
evidence as to the long-mn behavior of the TED spread. If these tests fail to reject H2^
then we know that the TED spread is not stationary. However, this faUure to reject
wotdd not necessarUy indicate that TBF and EDF are not cointegrated. It is possible that
TBF and EDF are cointegrated, but the linear combination that we refer to as the TED
spread, is not one of the Unear combinations of these two variables that produces an 1(0) or
stationary series. If this is the case, then we v^sh to know what linear combination of
TBF and EDF results in a stationary time series. Therefore, if we cannot reject this
hypothesis, a comtegrating regression wiU be estimated for TBF and EDF in order to
determine the linear combination of these two variables that resuUs m a stationary time
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series. This procedtue involves first estimating equations (4.23) and (4.24) using ordinary
least squares regression, in order to obtain the residuals, z.
zi^t = TBFt - ai - Pi (EDFt)

(4.23)

Z2,t=EDFt-a2-P2(TBFt)

(4.24)

These residuals are then tested for stationarity using the ADF test and the Engle
and Yoo distribution. If the futures price series are 1(1), then in order for them to
cointegrated, the residuals from equations (4.23) and (4,24) must be stationary or 1(0), If
these residuals are stationary, then Treasury biU and EurodoIIar futures prices are
cointegrated with cointegrating vector p, In the case where we fínd that the TED spread
is not stationary, then this procedure wiU aUow us to see if any linear combinations of
TBF and EDF are cointegrated, and if so, what the cointegrating vedor is.
If the restdts of these tests indicate that the TED spread is stationary, and the
theoretical model of Li et al. (1994) is correctly specified, then the impUcation is that aU
of the variables on the right-hand side of equation (4,1) are stationary, In the case of this
theory, this means that the default risk premium as well as the impact of the unspecified
institutional differences are integrated of order zero,
The next group of hypotheses tests the vaUdity of the theory of the TED spread
as presented in this dissertation, The primary difference between this theory and that of
Li et al, (1994), is m the treatment of the differential yield conventions, Before formally
testmg this theory, it was important to consider the tûne series characteristics of the
yield adjusted futtues series, TBF', Based upon previous fíndings that Treastuy biU
futtues price series are 1(1), and the ptuely mathematical nattue of the adjustment used to
derive TBF', we wotdd exped the adjusted series to also be integrated of order one. As was
stated in the sectíon on tests of stationarity, the time series properties of TBF' v ^ be
formally investigated usmg the ADF test, prior to any tests of cointegration. If TBF' is not
integrated of the same order as EDF, then the third hypothesis is of little interest since
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this means that these two variables cannot be cointegrated. If TBF' is an 1(1) series, then
we may proceed to test for stationarity TBF' and EDF within the context of the Unear
combination we have labeled the effedive TED spread,
The third hypothesis tested here is presented as H3 below,
H3^:

The Unear combination TBF' - EDF is non-stationary, (i,e„ the effective TED
spread is non-stationary)

This hypothesis is the fírst test of the theory presented in this dissertation as
iUustrated in equation (4,2), The nuU hypothesis is equivalent to the statement, the
effedive TED spread is non-stationéuy. If this hypothesis is rejeded then we may say
that the effedive TED spread is stationary, This wotdd be an indication that the model
of Li et al. may be misspecifíed in that it does not expUdtly account for the differences in
TBF and EDF induced by the differences in the yield conventions, espedally if the results
indicate that the effedive TED spread is stationary but the TED spread is nonstationauy, AIso it would provide evidence that the instabUity in the cointegrating
relationship estimated by Li et al, (1994) was due to the effects of the differential yield
conventíons,
If the test fails to rejed this hypothesis, then the effective TED spread is not
stationary, Again it is possible that the series used to form the effective TED spread are
cointegrated, but the spedfíc linear combination considered in the previously described
test is not a stationary linear combination of the two variables. If this is the case, we may
stUl investigate the relationship between yield adjusted Treasury biU futiues prices and
EurodoUar futures prices in order to determine if some linear combination of these series is
stationary. This wUI be done by estimating a comtegratmg regression between TBF' and
EDF. This is done by fírst estimating the residuals from the foUowing regressions
presented in equations (4.25) and (4.26),
Z3t = TBFt'-a3-P3(EDFt)
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(4.25)

Z4.t = EDFt - a4 - P^CTBFt')

(4.26)

Next, the residuals from these regressions are tested for stationarity using the
ADF test and the Engje and Yoo distribution. In the case where we find that the effedive
TED spread is not stationary, then this procedtue wUl allow us to see if any Unear
combination of TBF' and EDF are cointegrated, and if so, what the cointegrating vector is.
Rejedion of the ntdl hypothesis of non-cointegration for the effedive TED spread wotdd
provide evidence that previous studies of the TED spread that ignored the impact of the
differential yield conventions have omitted an important explanatory variable from
their theory of the TED spread, Fédlure to rejed the hypothesis of non-cointegration
wotdd provide evidence in favor of previous theories that have ignored the impad of the
differential yield conventions on the assumption that their impad on the TED spread is
non-signifícant.

Deliverv versus Cash Settlement
The fourth and fínal hypothesis tested here focuses on the impact of the
difference in settlement procedures between the Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures
contracts, In Chapter III, the fad that Treasury bUI futures may be settled by delivery
whUe EurodoUar futtues are always settled in cash was discussed, The primary impact of
this procedure is that the final expeded cash flow from taking deUvery on a Treasury biU
futtues contrad occurs 90 days after maturity of the contract, whUe the fínal expeded
cash flow from holding an EurodoUar futtues contract to mattuity occurs at nuiturity of the
contrad. This fad catises the EurodoUar futtues price to be inflated relative to what it
woidd be if both contrads were deUverable and the final expected cash flows occurred at
the same time, Therefore, the differential deUvery conventions should catise the
magnitude of the TED spread to be biased dovmward relative to what it would be if both
contrads were deUverable. According to Sundaresan (1991), the amotmt of this downward
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bias should be equal to the difference between the present value of receiving the final
cash flow at maturity of the EtuodoUar futures contract and the present value of receiving
the final cash flow 90 days after maturity of the Treastuy bUl futures contrad, holding
aH else constant.

Testable Proposition
Stmdaresan (1991) provides a testable proposition that theoretically defínes the
impad of this feature of the EtuodoUar futures contract upon comparisons between the
EurodoUar futures, foiward and implied forward rates, The implications of Stmdaresan's
(1991) theory with respect to the TED spread were also discussed in Chapter III. If
Sundaresan's theory is corred, then prices of futures contracts that are settled in cash
should be biased upward relative to prices of futtues contrads that are settled by
delivery. AdditionaUy, the theory implies that futures rates on contracts that by
deUvery may be appropriately computed as impUed forward rates in the absence of
marking to market, Equation (3.13) presents Sundaresan's theoretical representation of
the difference between the EtuodoUar futures rate and the impUed forward rate from the
LIBOR term stmcture, Since his theory indicates that the Treasury biU futures rate
shotdd be priced as an impUed forward rate, we may restate equation (3.13) as the
difference between the EurodoUar and Treasury bUI futures rates, which is equivalent to
the TED spread,
A compUcation in stating equation (3,13) m terms of the TED spread occurs because
of the fad that quoted Treasury bUl rates are stated on a discount rate basis whUe
EurodoUar rates employ an add-on yield convention, In order to accoimt for the fad that
the TED spread is a fimdion of two separate conventions, we wiU use the bUl parity
method as described by Stigum (1981) in order to calctdate a Treastuy bUI implied
forward rate that is quoted on a discount rate basis. Equation (4,27) states the Stmdaresan
theory presented m equation (3.13) in terms of the TED spread.
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Here, EDR^ represents the quoted annualized EurodoUar futures rate which is equal to 100
- EDF^. TBRj represents the quoted annuaUzed Treasury bUI futures rate which is equal to
100 - TBF^.

The term b(t,s) denotes the price at date t of a time deposit that pays $1 at

date s, The annualized 90-day LIBOR rate at date s is denoted by 1^(90). PV^p(,s]
represents the present value at date t, of receiving cash flow X at date s, The appropriate
discount rate to use in calculating present values in the context of the Sundaresan theory is
the compound ovemight LIBOR. dl represents the discount rate at time t on a Treasury
biU security that matures three-months after maturity of the Treasury biU futures
contrad while t l represents the number of days to maturity on the same security at time t.
d2 represents the discotmt rate at time t on a Treasury biU sectuity that matures on the
same date as the Treasury bUl futures contract and t2^ represents the number of days to
maturity on the same security at time t, In order to obtain a meaningful impUed forward
rate from the Treasury biU term stmdure, tl^ must be greater than t2^. According to the
theory of Stmdaresan (1991), equation (4,27) should incorporate the impact of the
different deUvery conventions on the magnitude of the TED spread.
By looking at equation (4,27) fíom a somewhat simpUfíed perspective, we may
iUustrate why the TED spread provides a desirable framework for testing the theory of
Simdaresan, In broad terms, equation (4,27) states that the EtuodoUar futtues rate (EDR)
mintis the Treastuy biU futtues rate (TBR), is equal to the impUed forward rate from the
LIBOR term stmdure (ED/) minus the impUed forward rate from the Treasury bUI term

^^^Note that EDR - TBR is equal to TBF - EDF which is defined as the TED spread.
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stmctiue (TB/).

Given these variable definitions we may restate equation (4,27) more

simply as shown below m equation (4.28).
EDRt -TBRt = ED/t - TB/^

(4.28)

Furthermore, if we asstune that the only difference between the respedive futures and
implied forward rates is that the futures rates refled marking to market, we may restate
the futtues rates as shovm in equation (4,29).
EDRt =ED/t - 5 t
TBR^ = TB/^ - ôt

^^'^'^^

Here Ô^ represents the effects of marking to market on the Treasury biU and EurodoUar
futures rates. If we asstune that the impact of marking to market is fairly súnilar between
these two markets, then we may restate the difference between the futtues rates (which is
equal to the TED spread) as shown in equation (4.30).
EDRt - TBRt = (ED/t - 0^) - (TBf, - b,)
= ED/t - TB/t
This simplification shows that if the impact of marking to market is
approximately the same in both the EurodoIIar and Treasury biU futures markets, and the
Sundaresan characterization of the Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures rates are
accurate, then the futures rate spread should be equivalent to the impUed forward rate
spread. Therefore, investigating the impact of EurodoUar futures contracts settling to
yield instead of settling to price within the context of the TED spread allows us to
ndtigate the impad of marking to market effects in a way that wotdd not be possible if we
considered the EurodoUar futtues market in isolation,
We may use equation (4,27) to develop a testable proposition in order to determine
if the difference in delivery procedtires between the Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar futtues

^^Note that ED/ is not an impUed forward rate in the conventional sense of the
term, but rather within the context of Simdaresan's formtdation. The term TB/ is a
conventional únpUed forward rate calcidated using the bUl parity method.
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contracts, has a signifícant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. Equation (4,27)
accotmts for this difference and states that the relationship between the right-hand side
of the equation and the left-hand side of the equation shotdd be one-to-one. Therefore we
may empuically examine the relationship spedfied in equation (4.27) in order to
determine if the difference in deUvery procedures between these two futtues contracts has
a signifícant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. Under a strict interpretation
of Stmdaresan's theory, the relationship between these two spreads is predicted by to be
one-to-one,
Note that equation (3,13) represents the impad of the deUvery conventions when
marking to maiket is ignored. Sundaresan (1991) shows that marking to market wiU have
a significant impact upon the spread between Eurodollar futures rates and impUed
forward rates from the LIBOR term stmcture because the futures contract is marked to
market daUy, while the impUed forward position is not marked to market. With resped
to equation (4,27) marking to mêirket is being ignored. However, in this context marking to
market wiU be assumed to have no significant differential impact, since both the
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures contract are méirked to market daUy. This
assumption implies that the differential impad of marking each contract to market daily
wiU be negligible,
There is a problem v^th diredly testing equation (4.27) as spedfíed above. Note
that aU variables on the left-hand side of the equation are observable at date t. AIso
note that aU of the variables on the right-hand side of the equation are observable at
date t, except for I (90) and the compound ovemight LIBOR used to fínd the present value
of 1 (90) at time t. In order to develop a testable proposition from equation (4.27) we must
employ a forecasting approach under the asstunption of rational expectations. We may do
this by solving equatíon (4.27) for the present value at time t, of 90-day LIBOR received
at time s. This is done in equation (4.31). Note that the variable TED has been
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substituted for the difference between the EDR and TBR in the interest of conserving
space.
PVt[ls(9Q.s] = (-360CrEDt)(mlt) + (TEDt)(mlt)(d2t)(m2t)+ 360CrEDt)(m2t)
- CrEDt)(d2t)(m2t2) + 360(d2t)(m2t) - 360(dlt)(mlt))

(^-^^)

+ ((nút - m2t )((-360 + (d2t)(m2t))(b(t,s)))
According to Sundaresan, the fad that EurodoUar futtues contrads settle in cash,
causes them to be priced differently than contrads, like the Treastuy bUI futtues that are
deUverable. If this is tme, then this difference in settlement procedtues should also cause
the magnitude of the TED spread to be different from what it wotdd be if both contracts
settled in deUvery, This testable proposition may be considered within the context of
equation (4,31). Since equation (4.31) is a mathematical simplifícation of the
relationship that Stmdaresan's theory predicts should exist between the TED spread and
the spread between the impUed forward rates for Treastuy bUIs and EtuodoUars, we may
test it empirically to determine if the dUferential deUvery conventions have a
signifícant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread.
A strict interpretation of the theory of Sundaresan implies that the relationship
between the right- and left-hand sides of equation (4.31) should be one to one. If the
empirical results are consistent with a one to one relationship then the most strict form of
the Sundaresan theory is supported. This would be an indication that the difference in
deUvery procedures has an impact on the TED spread that is consistent with the únpact
predided by Simdaresan. If there is no statistically significant relationship between
these two terms, then the theory of Stmdaresan is not supported. This type of evidence
wotdd be consistent with the idea that the difference in delivery procedtues m the
Treastuy bUl and EurodoUar futures maikets, does not have a signifícant impad upon the
magnitude of the TED spread. If there is a statisticaUy signifícant relationship between
these two terms, but the relationship is not one to one, then there is evidence that the
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differential deUvery procedures have a significant impact upon the magnitude of the
TED spread, but not precisely in the way predicted by Simdaresan.

Model and Hvpothesis
With the previous discussion m mind, the fotirth hypothesis tested, addresses the
theory of Sundaresan (1991) that the difference in deUvery conventíons between Treasury
biU and EurodoUar futures contracts has a significant impad upon the magnitude of the
TED spread, This hypothesis was tested by regressing the present value at time t, of the
90-day LIBOR at time s, on the right-hand side of equation (4,31), The data used m this
test were composed of two sets of quéirterly observations on each vcuiable over the period
from January 1982 to Jtme 1992, The only difference in the two data sets is time imtU
maturity, The first set is made up of quarterly observations taken three months prior to
the mattuity date of the futures contracts. The second set is composed of quarterly
observations taken six months prior to the mattuity date of the futtues contrad,
Considering both three and six month mattuities aUows us to determine if the impact of
the settlement conventions has a consistent impact across these two maturities, The
Treasury bUl discotmt rates (dl and d2), EurodoUar time deposit prices (b(t,s)), and
ovemight LIBOR are taken from the Federal Reserve H.15 tapes. The Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futures rates (TED) and the 90-day LIBOR were obtained from Tick Data Inc.
and compUed tising the Tick® Data Management Software,
Next we present the model that was empiricaUy tested to determine the impact
of the differential settlement conventions on the magnitude of the TED spread, If we let
Y represent the right-hand side of equation (4.31), the regression to be estimated is
presented in equatíon (4.32).
PV[l3(90),s]=a + ^ ( ¥ t )
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(4.32)

In equation (4,32), a represents the intercept term of the estimated regression
while p^ represents the estimated slope coeffident. The formal representation of the
fourth hypothesis is presented below.
H4 :
oa

H4^:

a = 0 ; S =1
' '^l

p,=0

The fotuth hypothesis was examined by testing if the intercept is significantly
different from zero and if the coeffident P^ in equation (4.32) is significcmtly different
from tmity. If p^ is not significantly different from unity, and a is not signifícantly
different from zero, then we may not reject the proposition that the difference in deUvery
conventions has a significant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. Such a
finding would be an indication that Sundaresan's charaderization of this issue was
acctuate and that formal adjustments may be necessary to account for the impact of the
differential delivery conventions on the TED spread. If the test finds that P^ is
signifícantly different from unity, it is an indication that the difference in delivery
conventions does not impact the magnitude of the TED spread in a manner that is perfectly
consistent vdth Sundaresan. If this is the case, then we also wish to know if P^ is
signifícantly different from zero. If ^ is signifícantly different from zero, then there is
evidence of some sort of relationship between the present value of 90-day LIBOR and the
expression in equation (4.31) labeled ^ T that should be considered in more detaU.
SimUarly, if the estimated intercept coeffident is signifícantly different from zero, then
there is evidence of bias m the estûnate relative to what is predided by the theory.
In order to mamtain consistency with each of the previously stated hypotheses,
the fourth hypothesis wUI be tested fírst using the TED spread and then the effedive
TED spread. The tests on the TED spread are stridly consistent with the theory of
Stmdaresan. The tests on the effedive TED spread shotdd aUow us to more dearly
examine the impad of cash settlement versus deUvery by removing the impad of the
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differential yield conventions and any confounding impad they might have upon the
results of these tests.

Summary
This chapter has outlined the research methodologies used in testing the
proposed hypotheses. The theories under consideration are reviewed and the related
testable hypotheses are stated. For each hypothesis, the methodology used is presented
and expected condusions of the tests are summarized. The primary issue addressed by
these tests is the impact of the differential yield conventions in the Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futtues markets on the TED spread. These primary tests framed in such a way
as to test the validity of the theory of the TED spread presented by Li, Mathiu, Schwarz,
émd Szakmary (1994) against the competing theory presented in this dissertation. Two
secondary issues addressed by these tests are the impact of reserve requirements and the
impact of the differential delivery procedures on the magnitude of the TED spread. The
issue of reserve requirements is considered in a way that tests the theory of Fama (1985)
and James (1987), against that of Fabozzi and Thurston (1986). The issue of differential
deUvery procedtues is considered within the context of the theoretical model proposed by
Sundaresan (1991).
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CHAPTER V
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the tests appUed to the hypotheses described
in Chapter IV. As was the case in Chapter IV, these residts are separated into fotu major
sedions. The fust section of this chapter presents the results of tests that consider the
impad of reserve requuement changes on the magnitude of the TED and effedive TED
spread. The ntdl hypothesis tested here says that the mean daily TED spread before the
December 1990 removal in reserve requirements on EtuodoUars is greater than or equal to
the mean daUy TED spread after this removal. The second sedion provides the results of
the stationarity and cointegration tests used in analyzing the long-run relationship
between Treastuy biU and EurodoIIar futures prices, also known as the TED spread. The
ntdl hypothesis tested here says that the TED spread is non-stationary, The third section
presents the restdts of the stationarity and cointegration tests appUed to the yield
adjusted Treasury biU futures price and the EtuodoUar futures price, also known as the
effedive TED spread, The nuU hypothesis tested in this sedion states that the effective
TED spread is non-stationary. The focus of the tests in the second and third sections of
this chapter is on the long-nm equUibrium properties of Treasury biU and EurodoUar
futures prices. These hypotheses compare two competing theories of how the TED spread
should behave in pradice, The fírst theory tested is that of Li, Mathtu, Schwarz, and
Szakmary (1994). The second is the competing theory that is presented in Chapter ni of
this dissertation. The fínal sedion of this chapter presents the results of the tests of the
theory of Simdaresan (1991) and its impUcations for how the specifíc nature of the
EurodoUar futures settlement feattue shotdd effed the magnitude of the TED spread. The
ntdl hjrpothesis tested states that the fad that EurodoUar futtues settle in cash whUe
Treastuy biU futtues settle in deUvery should have a significant impad upon the
magnitude of the TED spread.
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Hvpothesis 1: Reserve Requirements
Before we can properly consider the long-nm eqtiUibrium properties of Treasury
biU and EurodoIIar futures prices, it is important to determine whether changes in reserve
requirements have a signifícant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread. Treasury
bills have not been reservable at any time during the existence of the TED spread (i.e.,
smce December 1981), Since the introdudion of the EurodoUar futures contrad there has
only been one reserve requirement change that applied to EtuodoUar securities. From 1981
untU December 17,1990, reserve requirements on EurodoUar CDs were 3%, Smce that time
reserve requirements on EtuodoUar CDs have been 0%.*" Note that while this reserve
requirement change occurred on December 17,1990, it was announced inthe Wall St reet
Journal on December 5,1990, Therefore, December 5,1990 is used as the 'event date' m aU
of the statistical tests in this dissertation that are used to analyze the reserve
requirement issue,
Chapter III provided a summary of the relevant literature on reserve requirement
changes and money market spreads, The literature in this area is generaUy in agreement
on the point that reserve requirements are a tax on the fínancial institutions that hold
these reservable securities which is passed on to their customers, However, there is some
disagreement in the literature about which group of customers the reserve requirement tax
is pcissed on to, The theory of Fabozzi émd Thurston (1986) suggests that the reserve
reqtdrement tax is passed on to investors in reservable money market instmments, in this
case EtuodoUar CDs, in the form of lower yields, Therefore during the period of the 3%
reserve requirement on EtuodoUar CDs, Fabozzi and Thtuston's theory wotdd indicate
that EtuodoUar CD yields wotdd be relatively lower and EurodoUar futtues prices wotdd
be relatively higher, therefore leadmg to a smaller TED spread holding all other factors

^''lt is important to note that these reserve reqtdrements are imposed ordy on U,S.
banks and not foreign banks.
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constant. Their theory indicates that the removal of this reserve requirement in
December of 1990, shotdd have increased the yield on EurodoUar CDs, causing the
EtuodoUar futures price to decUne and the inagnitude of the TED spread to widen, holding
aU other fadors constant,
Fama (1985), as weU as James (1987), provide empirical evidence that indicates
that the reserve requirement tax is not bome by investors in reservable money market
instmments, but is passed on to the borrowers of banks that issue these instmments, If this
is tme, the dwige in reserve requirements on EurodoUar CDs should have had no impad
upon EurodoUéir CD yields and therefore have no impact upon the EurodoUar futtues price
or the magnitude of the TED spread.
In order to determine the impact of the December 17,1990 reserve requirement
change on the magnitude of the TED spread, the foUowdng hypothesis was tested using a
t-test for difference in means. The critical date used in the hypothesis test is December 5,
1990 because this is the date that the announcement of this reserve requirement change
was published in the Wall Street Joumal.
The spedfíc hypotheses tested are:
Hl :

The mean of the daily TED spread in the 30 business days prior to December 5,
1990 is greater than or equal to the mean of the daUy TED spread in the 30
business days foUowing December 5,1990,

Hl •
ob'

The mean of the daily effedive TED spread in the 30 business days prior to
"^

December 5,1990 is greater than or equal to the mean of the daily effective
TED spread m the 30 busmess days foUowing December 5,1990,
Each hypothesis was tested tising perpetual futures price series vnth constant mattuity of
120 ,150 and 180 days, Additionally these hypotheses were appUed to raw futures price
series for the March, June, and September 1991 expirations, The purpose of applying the
same test to these sbc series is to determine if the restdts are robust to the type of rollover
method used in creating a series of futures prices.
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The assiunptions of the mean t-test are that the populations must be
approximately normally distributed, and we must know whether the poptdation
variances are equal or not in order to select the most appropriate formidation of the test,
Each of these series was fírst tested to see if the assiunption of normaUty was rejected,
This was done using the Jarque-Bera test, In each case we were tmable to rejed the nuU
hypothesis of normaUty for aU sixty observations, as well as the 30 observations before
the announcement date and the 30 observations after the aimouncement date. Next an Ftest was used to compare the variance in the period before the annoimcement v^th the
variance after the annotmcement in order to determine which formulation of the mean ttest was most appropriate for this data. In each series tested there was a signifícant
difference in the variance of the TED spread in the periods before and the periods after
the annotmcement date.
Based on this restdt, the series were then tested using a t-test for difference in
means assuming unequal variances. The results of the tests on the six perpetuéil series are
presented in Table 5.1, The results of the same tests appUed to the six raw series are
presented in Table 5,2, The test analyzes the null that the mean of the TED and effective
TED spread in the 30 business days prior to the announcement of the reserve requirement
change is greater than or equal to the mean of the two spreads in the 30 business days
foUowing the announcement.
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Table 5.1

Reserve Requirements - Perpetual Series

Each row presents the restdts for perpetual contrads of differing constant mattuities, The
mean before and after annotmcement columns provide the average spread for the 30
btisiness days before and after the annotmcement of the change in reserve requirements
respedively, The test statistic is obtained using a t-test for dWference in means assuming
unequal variances and considers the one-taUed ntdl hypothesis that the mean before the
annotmcement is greater than or equal to the mean after the annotmcement.
Series

Mean Before
Aimouncement

Mean After
Aimouncement

Test
Statistic

p-value

1EU120

1,29

1.23

1.56

0.9369

1EU150

1.29

1.24

1,48

0.9268

1EU180

1.31

1.26

1.52

0.9315

EFFTED120

1.18

1.14

1.21

0.8831

EFF TED150

1.19

1.15

1.14

0.8682

EFF TED180

1.21

1.17

1,19

0.8788

Table 5.2

Reserve Requirements - Raw Series

Each row presents the resuUs for the observed or 'raw' spread on contracts with differing
expiration dates. The mean before and after announcement columns provide the average
spread for the 30 business days before and after the announcement of the change in reserve
requirements respectively. The test statistic is obtained using a t-test for difference m
means and considers the one-taUed nuU hypothesis that the mean before the
annotmcement is greater than or equal to the mean after the aimouncement.
Mean 1 t u Betore
Aimouncement

MeanTEDAfter
Aimouncement

Test
Statistic

p-value

rEUMarch91

1,27

1,21

1.77

0,9574

TEDJtme91

1,35

1,26

2.60

0,9936

TEDSept91

1,43

1,29

4.34

1,0000

EFFTEUMar91

1.16

1.11

1.46

0,9238

EFFTEDJim91

1,25

1.17

2.27

0,9857

EFFTEUSep91

1,33

1.20

4,00

0,9999

Series
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Table 5,1 presents the results of the perpetual time series for both the TED spread
and effective TED spread. In all cases, the average TED spread and effedive TED spread
was greater in magnitude during the 30 days prior to the announcement date than it was in
the 30 days foUowing the announcement date, The test statistic and p-value assodated
with the one-tédled t-test for difference in means are presented for each test, In none of
these tests tising any conventional level of signifícance are we able to reject the ntdl
hypothesis that the magnitude of the spread in the period before the annotmcement date
was greater than or equal to the mean of the spread after the announcement date.
Table 5.2 presents the results of the t-tests on the raw individual contract price
series for both the TED spread and effedive TED spread. Again, the mean spread was
always larger during the 30 days prior to the announcement date than it was in the 30
days followdng the announcement date. Therefore, the nuU hypothesis was never rejected
using the raw data for the TED spread or effective TED spread, The simUarity and robtist
nature of these results across different spUdng methods is iUustrated by the simUarities
of the data shown in Figure 5,1 and Figiue 5,2, Figure 5,1 is a graphical representation of
the TED spread from the 120-day perpetual data set over the period of this event study
whUe Figure 5,2 presents the same data from the March 1991 data set, In each of these
figtues, the 30 business days before and after the annotmcement date are separated by a
thin solid Ime, WhUe the daily magnitude of the TED spread as weU as the mean before
and after the annotmcement date is differs between these two data sets, we see that
graphicaUy the series are very similar.
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The restdts of these tests are in clear contrast to the theory of Fabozzi and
Thtuston (1986), which predids that the removal of reserve reqtdrements on reservable
money maiket instmments wiU cause the yields on these instruments to increase, the
EtuodoUar futtues price to decline, and the magnitude of the TED spread to mcrease. If
the previous test was two-tailed, then we wotdd m fad fínd that the TED spread
exhibited the opposite behavior in most of the above series, in that it actuaUy decreased
in magnitude after the reserve requirement change.
The results of these tests are generaUy consistent with the theory and previous
results of Fama (1985) and James (1987), which mdicate that the change m reserve
requirements on money market instnunents shotdd have no impad upon the yield of those
instmments. Within the current context, this evidence is consistent with the idea that
removal of reserve requirements on Eurodollar CDs shotdd have no impad upon CD yields.
Since EurodoUar futures refled market partidpants' expedations about future EurodoUar
yields, reserve requirement changes should have no impad upon EurodoUar futtues prices,
and therefore no impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. These restdts suggest that
the reserve requirement tax is not passed on to EurodoUar CD investors, as impUed by the
theory of Fabozzi and Thurston. The theories of Fama (1985) and James (1987) would
predict that this tax is passed on to the borrowers of institutions that issue EurodoUar
CDs. The results of these tests are not inconsistent with their theory. However, it is
important to note that these results to not indicate whom the tax is passed on to; they
simply provide evidence that the tax is not passed on to CD investors. Proving who the
reserve requirement tax is passed on to is an issue that wdU be left for ftuther study.*^ The

*^The papers cited here all ignore the possibUity that the financial institutions
may not be able to 'pass' the tax on to either their borrowers or lenders, Wall Street
Journal artides about the December 1990 reserve requuement change noted that the Fed
expeded the relaxation of this tax to strengthen bank profítabiUty, If this observation is
corred then it would appear that finandal institutions were tmable to pass the entúe tax
on to theú customers and therefore when reqtdrements were relaxed, they m effed
'recaptured" a portion of the tax.
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important restdt here is that the removal of reserve requirements from EurodoUar CDs
does not cause a significant increase in the magnitude of the TED spread as predided by
Fabozzi and Thurston, Based upon this conclusion, the succeeding tests on the TED spread
were not adjusted to accotmt for changes in reserve reqtiirements,
Since the results presented m Table 5,1 and Table 5,2 are taken from tests that
focus only on the 30 days before and after December 5,1990, U is important to consider the
possibiUty that seasonal fadors may be driving these restdts, In order to address this
argument, the same tests were applied to the TED spread for the 30 busmess days before
and after December 5 in each year from 1982 to 1994. The data series used in these tests is
the 120-day perpetual set, The results of these tests have been summarized and are
presented in Table 5,3. The table provides a summary of the behavior of the mean and
variance of the TED spread for each of the years from 1982 to 1994, This is done by
compaiing the mean and variance in the 30 days before December 5, with the mean and
variance 30 days after December 5, in each year. With respect to the means summarized
here, an observation is placed in the No Difference row if there was no sigrúfícant
difference in the mean of the TED spread during a given year, If the restdts of the mean ttest indicated that the mean of the TED spread was significantly (at the 5% level)
greater in the 30 days before December 5, than it was in the 30 days after December 5, then
it is placed in the Before row, Similarly, if the mean TED spread after December 5, was
signifícantly greater than the mean after December 5, that observation was placed in the
After row, The same conventions are used to seled the variance coltunns, except an F-test
for differences in variances was used.
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Table 5.3

Summary of Seasonality Test ResuUs

In each year from 1982 to 1994 a t-test for difference in means and an F-test for difference
in variances was applied to the TED spread to compare the period 30 btisiness days prior
to December 5, with the 30 business days after December 5. The number in each ceU
indicates how many of the 13 years were found to have the corrosponding mean and
variance charaderistics. For example the 3 in upper left hand cell indicates that there
was no signifícant difference in the mean or variance before and after December 5 in three
of the years tested.
Variance

Means

No Difference

Difference

No Difference

3

2

Greater Before

2

2

Greater After

1

3

The summary of results presented in Table 5,3 does not indicate that there is a
strong seasonal pattem that would drive the results arotmd the 1990 reserve reqtiirement
change. As Tables 5.1 and 5,2 indicated, the mean of the TED spread decUned after
December 5,1991, whUe the variance was significantly different in the before and after
periods. A casual analysis of Table 5.3 indicates that the behavior of the mean and
variance in the 30 days before and after December 5, in each of the years from 1982-1994,
does not reveal any strong seasonal pattems in either area. Therefore we assume that the
previously discussed resuUs for Hypothesis 1 are not simply a reflection of a seasonal
pattem in the TED spread for this time of year.

Tests of Stationaritv
Before we may consider the second and third hypotheses presented in the
previous chapter, we must first examine the time series properties of the Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futures price series (TBF and EDF), as weU as that of the adjusted Treasuiy
biU futures price series (TBF'). The adjusted series represents Treastuy bUI futures prices.
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quoted on an add-on yield basis. The time series properties of these three series must be
considered in order to determine if the possibUity of cointegration between these series
exists. In order to for two series to be cointegrated, they must fust be integrated of the
same order, n. If this necessary condition is met then we may proceed wUh tests to
investigate whether two series are cointegrated.
The Augmented Dickey-FuUer (ADF) test was used to determme the order of
integration for each of the series tmder consideration. The ntdl hypothesis of the ADF
test is non-stationarity. If the ntdl is rejected for a series in level form, we say the series is
1(0). If the nuU is not rejected for a series in level form, but is rejeded for that series m
first difference form, we say the series is 1(1),
Each of the series, TBF, EDF, and TBF', were tested in six different sets. The first
three sets were perpetual futures price series of 120-, 150-, and 180-day constant maturity,
respedively. These series were constmcted using the method suggested in Geiss (1995),
The fotuth set is composed of the adual observed prices on the June 1987 maturity of the
Treaisury biU and EtuodoIIar futtues contracts.

This set is referred to here as the Jtme 87

Raw set, The fifth set is made up of daUy closing observations on the respective nearby
contrads, with an adjustment being made at the roUover point to remove any discrete
jtunps that may exist at the point where two different maturities are spliced together,
The adjustment used here is to shift aU subsequent prices up or dovm by a ctunulative
constant fador at each roUover point. Therefore, if there is a jump of 30 basis points at
the day of roUover between the March and Jtme maturities of a particular contract, then
aU prices on the June contrad will be shifted by 30 basis points in order to remove the
discrete jump at the roUover point, This procedure is appUed to each successive contract

^^The Jtme 87 maturity was seleded for individual consideration as the raw
contrad price set because these contrads provided the maximum number of synchronotis
observations for both the Treastuy bUI and Eurodollar futures contrads with a total of 470
observations included after adjusting for the endpomts.
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so that no discrete jumps are included in the price series. This set will be referred to here
as the Nearby Adjtisted set. The sixth set is also composed of daily dosing observations on
the respedive nearby contracts. This set differs from the Nearby Adjusted set because at
the roUover point, no mathematical adjtistment is made, This set wiU be referred to here
as the Nearby Unadjusted set.
In order to apply the ADF test to these series we must first dedde upon how many
lags to indude in the test.

Because the statistical software used in this study wiU rtm

the ADF test with a maximum of 24 lags, that wiU be the number of lags included in all
the ADF tests reported in this study.
Each of the three series of interest (TBF, EDF, and TBF') is considered within
each of the six sets for a total of 18 separate time series. Table 5.4 reports the ADF
statistics for the natural log of Treasuiy bUl, EurodoUar, and yield adjusted Treastuy bUl
futures prices within each of the sets under three different test assumptions.

These

assumptions refer to the terms included in the regression model used to estimate the ADF
test statistic. The results presented in Table 5.4 refer to regression models with these
three assumptions: only an intercept, an intercept and trend, and no intercept or trend.

^^The rtde of thumb for the appropriate number of lags according to Schwert (1987)
may be calctdated as
I„=Int{n(T/100)''"}
where I^ represents the number of lags to be induded in the unit root test, n is the ntunber of
periods per year, and T is the number of observations induded in the time series. Since the
data used in these tests represent daUy dosing observations over a fourteen year period, n
is set equal to 250 and T is approximately 3500, The mle-of-thumb measiue of Schwert
indicates the that appropriate number of lags is approximately 600 for all data sets
except for the Jtme 87 Raw, set where 373 lags would be suggested,
**The same tests were also appUed to each series in regtdar, non-log price form.
Since the resuUs of the natural log price series and the regtdar price series were very
simUar, only the results for the log price series are presented here. The restdts on the nonlog price series are avaUable upon request.
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Table 5,4

ADF Test Statistics on TBF, EDF, and TBF'

Each row provides the restdts of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for a given futtues
price series, TBF represents the nattual log of the Treasury biU futures price. EDF
represents the nattual log of the EurodoUar futures price. TBF' represents the natural log
of the yield adjusted Treasury biU futures price. The numbers reported are the estimated
ADF test statistics for a given data set, price series, and assumption about the equation
used to estimate the ADF test statistic.

TEST ASSUMPTIONS
Intercept

Intercept & Trend

Nolitt or Trend

Set

Series

Levels

Ist Diff.

Levels

Ist Diff

Levels

Ist Diff

120 Perp

TBF

-2.360

-11.239**

-2,310

-11,302**

1,044

-11.187**

EDF

-2.301

-11.207**

-2.394

-11.267**

1,093

-11.146**

TBF'

-2.384

-11.282**

-2.332

-11.346**

1,051

-11.230**

TBF

-2.356

-11,085**

-2,278

-11.154**

0.983

-11,039**

EDF

-2.297

-11.077**

-2,352

-11.141**

1,022

-11,023**

TBF'

-2.378

-11.127**

-2,297

-11.196**

0.991

-11,080**

TBF

-2.356

-10.932**

-2,245

-11.007**

0.927

-10,891**

EDF

-2.285

-10.963**

-2,342

-11.028**

0.973

-10,914**

TBF'

-2.378

-10.971**

-2,263

-11.047**

0.935

-10.929**

TBF

-1.901

-3.700**

-0,914

-3.989**

1.784

-3,339**

EDF

-2.141

-3.700**

-0.074

-4.259**

1,535

-3,442**

TBF'

-1.911

-3.700**

-0.910

-3.993**

1,791

-3,337**

TBF

-2.923*

-11.334**

-2.946

-11,475**

2.473

-11.042**

EDF

-2.506

-11,239**

-2,701

-11,359**

2.562

-10.908**

TBF'

-3.027*

-11,396**

-3.005

-11,548**

2,471

-11.107**

TBF

-2.391

-11,963**

-2,451

-12.010**

1.149

-11,906**

EDF

-2.389

-11.798**

-2,552

-11,849**

1,198

-11,731**

TBF'

-2.418

-12.002**

-2,475

-12,050**

1,154

-11,944**

150 Perp

180 Perp

Jn87Raw

Nrby Adj

Nrby Unadj

* and ** represent significance at the 5% and 1% levels, respedively.
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The first column of Table 5.4 indicates that the ntdl hypothesis of nonstationarity in levels may be rejeded only for the nearby adjusted TBF and TBF' series,
This is an indication that these two series are stationary in level form or 1(0), These
restdts do not aUow us to rejed stationarity in level form for the other 16 series, so we must
consider the first differences of the series in order to determine their time series
properties, The second coltimn in the table provides the ADF statistics for each series in
fust difference form, We see that the ntdl is rejeded for all 18 series at the 1%
significance level, Therefore, the evidence in the fírst two columns indicates that each of
the series is mtegrated of order one, with the exception of the nearljy adjusted TBF and
TBF' series which are fotmd to be 1(0) or stationary,
Columns three and four report the ADF test statistic tmder the assumption of an
intercept and trend, Columns five and six report the ADF test statistic under the
asstunption of no intercept or trend, Under both of these assumptions, the results indicate
that we cannot rejed non-stationarity for any of the 18 series when considered in level
form. Additionally, we find that the nuU hypothesis of non-stationarity is rejected at
the 1% level for all 18 series when considered in first difference form. These results
indicate that under these assumptions, all 18 series are 1(1) variables,
The finding that all of the perpetual series as well as the June 87 Raw and nearby
unadjusted series are 1(1) is important for two reasons. First, since each series is integrated
of the same order (I(l)),the possibiUty of cointegration between these series exists,
Second, previotis research in this area has generaUy conduded that both Treastuy biU
and EtuodoUar futures prices are mtegrated of order one, The restdts of Table 5,4 confum
previous findings and also provide new evidence that the yield adjusted Treastuy biU
futures price, TBF' is also an 1(1) variable,
One result that is not consistent with the other stationarity restdts or previous
work is that the nearby adjtisted TBF and TBF' series are stationary in level form when
the asstunption of intercept only is used m the ADF test, For each of these series, the
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constant term of the regression is significant at or near the 1% level. This is strong
evidence that the asstunption of induding an intercept term in this regression equation is
appropriate. This is a very interesting result for two reasons. First, the finding in the
nearby set that TBF and TBF' are 1(0) series whUe EDF is an 1(1) series means that it is
impossible for either of the nearby adjusted Treastuy biU futures series to be cointegrated
with the corresponding EtuodoUar futures series. This is because two series may be
considered for cointegration only in a case where they are integrated of the same order.
Since the nearby adjusted set of time series does not meet this criterion, we wiU remove
this series from further consideration in the foUowing sedions where cointegration
analysis is appUed. The second reason that this restdt is interesting is that historically,
finandal researchers have reUed heavily upon nearby series when considering the longrtm time series behavior of the Treasury biU and EtuodoUar futures contrads. This finding
that nearby unadjusted Treasuiy biU futtues prices are stationary would indicate that
previous studies that have tested for cointegration in this type of time series have
violated one of the necesséuy conditions in applying such a test.
In conclusion, the majority of the evidence provided here indicates that for aU
sets except the nearby adjusted set, the three series TBF, EDF, and TBF', behave as 1(1)
variables. Based on this finding, the nearby adjusted set was removed from further
consideration in the foUowing cointegration tests, Since the three series TBF, EDF, and
TBF' in the perpetual sets, June 1987 raw set, and nearby imadjtisted set, are fotmd to be
integrated of the same order, they are acceptable candidates for cointegration testing,
The next sedion presents the restdts of the second major hypothesis tested in this
dissertation.

Hypothesis 2: Stationaritv of the TED Spread
Given that the majority of the Treastuy biU and EurodoUar futiues series
considered in the previous tests of stationarity were found to be integrated of order one, we
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may now consider the stationarity of the TED spread. This is done by applying the ADF
test to the linear combination TBF - EDF, GeneraUy, a Unear combination of two 1(1)
variables is also 1(1), However, if the ADF test indicates that this linear combination is
1(0), then we wotdd say that TBF and EDF are cointegrated and the Imear combmation of
these two variables that is known as the TED spread, is stationary. The hypothesis
formally tested here is stated below.
H2^:

The linear combination TBF - EDF is non-stationary (i,e„ the TED spread is
non-stationary),

The ADF test was appUed to the series TBF - EDF for each of the five sets
presented in the previous section: 120-, 150-, 180-day perpetual series, June 87 Raw, and
Nearby Unadjusted.

As was the case in the previous tests of stationarity, these tests

were rtm under three separate assumptions. These éissumption are intercept only, intercept
and trend, no intercept or trend, The results of these tests are presented in Table 5,5,
The results of the ADF tests on the linear combination TBF - EDF, or the TED
spread, are remarkably simUar across data sets. In each data set, we find that the TED
spread is not stationary in level form, as we faU to reject the nuU hypothesis of nonstationarity when the ADF test appUed to the level series under aU three assumptions.
AU of the ADF tests on the first differenced series indicate that the hypothesis is almost
always rejeded at the 1% significance level for the TED spread, The exception to this
restdt is the Jtme 87 series, where the ntdl of non-stationarity of the first differenced series

^^Again these tests were also appUed to each series m regular, non-Iog price form.
WhUe the tests statistics differed sUghtly, the resuUs with resped to statistical
significance were identical to those presented in Table 5,4. The restdts on the non-log price
series are available upon request.
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Table 5,5

ADF Test Statistics on TED

Each row provides the restdts of the Augmented Dickey-Fidler test for the TED spread in
each of five data sets. The numbers reported are the estUnated ADF test statistics for a
givendataset and asstimption about the equation used to estimate the ADF test statistic.
Series = TEU

TEST ASSUMPTIONS
Intercept

Intercept & Trend

Nolnt orTrend

Set

Levels

Ist Diff.

Levels

Ist Diff

Levels

Ist Diff

120 Perpetual

-2,301

-12.411**

-3,090

-12.424**

-1,824

-12,374**

150 Perpetual

-2.281

-12.276**

-3,060

-12.290**

-1.740

-12,244**

180 Perpetual

-2.157

-12.251**

-3,014

-12,259**

-1.685

-12,217**

Jn87Raw

-1,633

-3.186*

0,840

-3.936*

-0.207

-3,191**

Nearby Unad j

-2,594

-13.219**

-3,318

-13.237**

-2.036

-13,186**

* and ** represent significance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

is rejeded at the 5% level. OveraU, the evidence of these data indicates that the TED
spread is not stationary in level form, but is stationary in first difference form.
Additionally these restdts are robust across the three different sets of assumptions
available with the ADF test.
Given the earUer findings that Treasury bUI and EurodoUar futures prices are 1(1)
series, the results in Table 5.5 also provide some information about the long relationship
between TBF and EDF. Previous studies have fotmd that TBF and EDF are cointegrated.
This means that at least one linear combination of the 1(1) variables TBF and EDF exists
that restdts in a series that is stationary, or 1(0), This evidence indicates that the linear
combination of TBF and EDF that is conunonly referred to as the TED spread is not one of
the Unear combinations of TBF and EDF that restdts m a stationary series.
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Cointegration Tests on TBF and EDF
In order to confirm previous findings of cointegration between TBF and EDF, as
weU as to determine what linear combination of these two variables results in a
stationary time series, the Johansen (1988) cointegration test is appUed to each of the sets
of Treastuy biU and EurodoUar futtues price series. The results of these cointegration tests
are presented in Table 5,6.
Table 5.6

Johansen Comtegration Test Restdts on TBF and EDF

Each row provides the restdts of the Johansen cointegration test for one of the five
different data sets considered here. The estimated cointegration equation is gjven for
each set in the middle column. TBF represents the natiual log of the Treastuy biU futures
price. EDF represents the natural log of the EtuodoUar futiues price. The UkeUhood
ratio column contains the test statistic for the null hypothesis that no cointegrating
equations exist between the two variables.
Set

Cointegrating Regression Equation

Likelihood Ratio

120 Perp

TBF = -0.709078 - 0.845619(EDF)

21,808*

150 Perp

TBF = -0.691124 - 0,849600(EDF)

20,659*

180 Perp

TBF = -0.654424 - 0,857700(EDF)

18.306

Jn 87 Raw

TBF = 2,688748 - 1,594560(EDF)

9,745

Nearby Unadj.

TBF = -0.732439 - 0.840446(EDF)

22,308*

* and ** represent significance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively. Critical values
are 19.96 and 24.60 at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

The restdts of Table 5,6 provide some interesting evidence about the long-nm
eqtiiUbrium relationship between Treastuy bUl and EtuodoUar futtues prices. First, we
note that we rejed the null hypothesis of non-cointegration for TBF and EDF for the 120-,
and 150-day perpetual series, but not for the 180-day perpetual series. Given the earlier
discussion about the proper method of spUcmg futures price series together, which set
should provide us with the most accurate series for monitoring the long-nm relationship
between these two variables?
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Since the restdts for the three different perpetual maturities are not in agreement
we refer back to theory in order to see which of these series shotdd most dosely represent
the actual long-nm behavior of these two price series, As was noted in the previous
chapter, the precedent implemented by Li, Mathur, Schwarz, and Szakmary (1994) is to
roU from the nearby contract price, mto the next-out contrad price on the 15th of the
month prior to the expiration month of the contrad, The data set that, by constmdion,
meets this criteria is the 120-day perpetual set, The foUowing example wUl be used to
illustrate why this is tme,
When buUding a 120-day perpetual futures price series, we must dedde how many
futtues prices wUl be used to create the index. Geiss (1995) indicates that the number of
contracts used does not usuaUy have a dramatic impact upon the value of the index.
Therefore, this dissertation uses two futtues prices to create each of the perpetual series
used in these statistical tests, This method was seleded because by using the nearby and
next out contracts at aU points in time, we are less Ukely to incorporate any iUiquidity
effects into the series,
When constmding a 120-day perpetual series U is important that the nearby
series used in the index must have less than 120 days to mattuity whUe the next out series
that is tised in the index must have more than 120 days to maturity so as to avoid any
negative weighting fadors in the index, Abiding by this condition when creatmg a
perpetual index price series, leads to a sort of 'natural' roUover date or more spedficaUy
a range of possible rollover dates. In the case of the 120-day series, this nattual roUover
range occtus very dose to the 15th of the month prior to the deUvery month in most cases.
For simpUdty's sake asstime that the Treasury bUI and EurodoUar futures contrads
always expire near the middle of the deUvery month. If this is tme, then on the 15th of
the month prior to the delivery month, the nearby contrad woidd have approximately 30
days left to maturity. Smce these contrad maturaties occtu quarterly, the next out
contrad wotdd have approximately 121 days left to mattuity at the same point m time
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(assuming the mattuities occur approximately 91 days apart on average). If we did not
roU into the next pair of nearby and next out contrads on or arotmd the time where the
nearby contract has 30 days to mattuity, we wotdd soon be using two contracts with less
than 120 days to maturity to calculate a perpetual index price with 120 days to maturity.
This violates the standard methodology of the perpetual series as described by Geiss
(1995), Therefore, when the constant maturity of a perpetual series is selected prior to the
selectíon of a roUover date, the range of usable roUover dates wiU be spedfied by the preseleded constant mattuity length. The reverse is also tme in that if we seled a roUover
date, there is only a certain range of constant matiuity lengths that wiU correspond with
that roUover date.
The point of this discussion is that by selecting a fixed length to be used in
creating a lengthy futtues price series, we are confining the range of roUover dates that
may be used, In general, this 'natural' roUover point will be a certain number of days prior
to the maturity of the contract that is equal to the fixed maturity of the perpetual price
series, less the average number of days between contrad maturities, In this spedfic case,
the 120-day series less the 90 or 91 days between contract maturities in these markets
indicates a 'nattual' rollover point of 30 days prior to maturity for the 120-day series.
Therefore, on average the nattue of the Treasury biU and EurodoIIar futtues maikets is
such that the 120-day perpetual series is assodated with a rollover date approximately
30 days before maturity of the contract, which is usually very dose to the 15th of the
month prior to the maturity month, Smce Li et al, (1994) state that this date is
theoreticaUy the most logical seledion for a roUover date, the 120-day perpetual price
series is theoretically superior to aU of the other splidng methods used in these tests,^46

^^Note that in order to keep this discussion relatively simple, the occurrence of
the natural roUover date assodated wdth a fixed-mattuity length was made to sotmd
more rigid than it is in practice, AduaUy, there is usuaUy a 'window' of five to ten days
that would serve as the roUover date vdthout violating the mles of constmctmg the
index, This allowed for more flexibiUty m seleding the roUover date, and in the case of
the 120-day series, allowed us to roUover on or wdthin a few days of the 15th of the month
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Given this discussion we see that the 150-day perpetual series nattual roUover
date occtirs on or near the 15th of the month which is two months prior to the expúation
month of the contrad (150 days to ntattuity less the average time between contract
mattuities of 91 days equals approximately two months or 59 days). The 180-day
perpetual natural roUover date occtus on the 15th of the month which is three months
prior to the expuation month of the contract. Therefore, there are two reasons why the
120-day perpetual series shotdd be preferred to the two series with longer constant
matiuities. First, the work of Li et al. (1994) in detennmmg when the trading of Treasury
bUl and EurodoUar futures contracts actually changes physical locatíon withm the
tradmg pits, dictates that this roUover date is corred, Second, as the length of the
constant maturity increases, the roUover date moves ftuther away from the maturity of
the contract, This may lead to the inclusion of Uliquid Treasury biU contract prices in the
weighted price index. The voltune in the EurodoUar contrad is such that UUquidity
within the first several years of maturities is most likely not an issue.
Perhaps the more important issue to recognize in these restdts is that even when
perpetual price index series are used, the length of the asstuned constant mattuity of the
price series can lead to different results in statisticéd tests. With these results in mind we
might say that the analysis of Geiss (1995) has provided a theoretical basis for why a
perpetual price index series should be preferred to nearby or raw series. However, the
problems identified by Ma, Mercer, and Walker (1992) still exist with perpetual series in
that an investigator's decision as to what the perpetual 'life' of the price series is,
influences the outcome of statistical tests, In this study, we have the benefit of a
theoretical precedent in seleding a roUover date, But in appUcations where theory does
not present a dear or reasonable suggestion about what the roUover date should be, U
becomes almost impossible to justify one length of constant maturity to another. While

prior to the expiration month in aU cases.
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the methodology issue of constmding lengthy futtues time series has progressed
significantly since the work of Ma, Mercer, and Walker (1992), there are dearly some
questions that stiU must be answered, This issue wUI be left for consideration in a later
study,
The restdts of Table 5,6 indicate that for the 120-day perpetual set, Treasury biU
and EurodoUar futtues prices are cointegrated at the 5% level. The 150-day perpetual set
also indicates that TBF and EDF are cointegrated at the 5% level. This means that for
these two sets the Treasury bUI and EtuodoUar futtues prices maintain a long-nm
equUibrium relationship instead of wandering apart randomly. These results are
consistent with previous research by Fung and Lo (1993) and Li et al. (1994) that has fotmd
that these two future price series are cointegrated. An important difference between this
study and previous work is that the method used in constmding the futures price series is
very different than the method used in most previous studies of the TED spread.
However, in an attempt to repUcate the restdts of previous studies, the nearby adjusted
and nearby tmadjusted series were also constmcted. The results of stationarity tests on the
nearby adjtisted series were not fotmd to be integrated of the same order, so the
cointegration test was appUed only to the nearby unadjusted set, The findings mdicate
that for the nearby tmadjusted data set, the ntdl hypothesis of non-comtegration is
rejeded for the TBF and EDF series at the 5% level,
We are tmable to reject the nuU hypothesis of non-cointegration for TBF and EDF
using the 180-day perpetual set or the raw June 1987 contrad prices, The theoretical
reasons for why this findmg ntight occtu when using the 180-day perpetual set were
discussed in the previous paragraphs, WUh resped to the raw June 1987 series, a possible
explanation for the faUure to rejed the hypothesis of non-cointegration is the Uquidity of
the Treasury biU futures contrad. This series is composed of 495 daUy observations of
closing business day prices. Therefore, the fírst observations in this set occur about two
years prior to the maturity of the contrad, Given the relative Uliquidity of contracts
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that are far from maturity relative to nearby contrads in both of these markets during the
1985-1987 period, whether the earUer observations in this series represent an efficient,
maiket deternúned price may be of some concem. While U is diffíctdt to prove that these
markets were so ilUquid as to not represent a competitive market determined price, this
issue may be one cause of the very different results for this data set. Another potential
problem here is that two years of daUy observations may not be long enough to be
acctuately classifíed as long-nm. Since cointegration is a long-nm equiUbrium
relationship, a necessary part of testing for cointegration must be a series that is
suffídently long as to represent the long-mn. It is impossible to determine the defínitive
length of time to be agreed upon by aU finance scholars as 'the long-rtm.' However, the
fad that aU but one of the longer sets resulted in rejedion of the nuU hypothesis may be
an indication that in this case, two years is not long enough to establish a long-nm
equUibrium relationship.
In summary, the results of the stationarity tests on the TED spread indicate that
it is not stationaiy over time. This finding indicates that the linear combination of TBF
and EDF that is known as the TED spread is not a stationary linear combination of these
two non-stationary vciriables. The Johansen cointegration test is used to determine if one
or more linear combinations of TBF and EDF exists that is a stationary representation of
these two non-stationary variables. The fíndings indicate that for the 120-day
perpetual, 150-day perpetual, and nearby tmadjusted sets, Treasury biU and EtuodoUar
futures prices are cointegrated. However, when the same series are considered within the
180-day perpetual and Jtme 87 Raw sets, we are tmable to reject the ntdl hypothesis of noncointegration at conventional levels of signifícance. This evidence is interesting since
previous work in this area has conduded that Treasury biU and EiuodoUar futures prices
are cointegrated. The evidence of this dissertation indicates that the method used in
creating a lengthy futures price series can mean the difference between rejection or failure
to rejed the hypothesis of non-comtegration.
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Hvpothesis 3: Stationaritv of the Effedive TED Spread
The third hypothesis tested in this dissertation considers the long-mn
relationship between the yield adjusted Treastuy bUI futures price (TBF') and the
EtuodoUar futures price (EDF). The linear combination TBF' mmus EDF was defíned
earUer m this dissertation as the effedive TED spread (TED'). The effedive TED spread
represents the TED spread after it is adjusted for the differential yield conventions. The
statistical tests appUed to TED' in this sedion allow us to see if the differential yield
conventions have a signifícant npact upon the magnitude of the TED spread predided by
the theory presented in Chapter in of this dissertation. This section presents the resuhs
of applying the ADF test to the foUowing nuU hypothesis.
H3^:

The Unear combination TBF' - EDF is non-stationary (i.e., the effective TED
spread is non-stationary).

The restdts of the previous stationarity tests indicated that both TBF' and EDF
are adequately characterized as being integrated of order one. The most strict version of
the theory presented in this dissertation states that if the portion of the TED spread that
is caused simply by the difference in yield conventions is an 1(1) variable, and all
remaining determinants of the TED spread, such as default risk, tax effects, etc, are
stationary or 1(0), then the linear combination defined as the effective TED spread should
be stationary. If this is tme then we may say that TBF' and EDF are cointegrated, and
the effedive TED spread is at least one of the linear combinations of these two 1(1)
variables that residts in a stationary time series.
The ADF test was used to test the strictest form of this theory by applying it to
the linear combination TBF' - EDF. The results of these tests are presented in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7

ADF Test Statistics on TED'

Each row provides the resuhs of the Augmented Dickey-FuUer test for the effedive TED
spread in each of fíve data sets. The numbers reported are the estimated ADF test
statistícs for a given data set and assumption about the equation used to estimate the
ADF test statistic.
Series = TEU'

TEST ASSUMPTIONS
Intercept

Nolnt or Trend

Intercept & Trend

Set

Levels

Ist Diff.

Levels

Ist Diff

Levels

Ist Diff

120 Perpetual

-2.308

-12.617**

-3.154

-12.622**

-1.725

-12.590**

150 Perpetual

-2.286

-12.493**

-3,129

-12.498**

-1.633

-12.468**

180 Perpetual

-2.134

-12,491**

-3,055

-12.492**

-1.565

-12.465**

Jn87Raw

-1.462

-3.140*

0,528

-3.811*

0.053

-3.134**

Nearby Unadj

-2.592

-13,444**

-3,368

-13.454**

-1.930

-13.420**

* and ** represent signifícance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

The results presented here are very similar to those on the stationarity of the
TED spread. The results in Table 5.7 uniformly fail to rejed the nuU hypothesis of nonstationarity in level form for each of the fíve effective TED spread series. This is
evidence that none of these series are stationary in level form. The restdts also uniformly
rejed the hypothesis of non-stationarity for each of the five effective TED spread series
in first difference form. This mdicates that each of these series are 1(1).
These restdts do not support the theory presented in this dissertation that says
that the impad of the differential yield conventions on the TED spread should be nonstationary, and that adjustmg the non-stationary TED spread for the differential yield
conventíons would produce a stationary linear combmation which we caU the effedive
TED spread. The findmg that the effedive TED spread is an 1(1) variable means that
whUe TBF' and EDF may be cointegrated, the strictest form of the theory presented in
this dissertation is not supported. Note that this finding does not nde out comtegration
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between these two series, only for the partictdar linear combination of these two series
which we have defined as the effedive TED spread.

Cointegration Tests on TBF' and EDF
In order to determme if any statíonary Unear combination of these two 1(1)
variables exists, we apply the Johansen (1988) cointegration test to the variables TBF'
and EDF. The restdts of these tests are presented in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8

Johansen Cointegration Test Restdts on TBF' and EDF

Each row provides the restdts of the Johansen cointegration test for one of fíve different
data sets, The estimated cointegration equation is given for each set in the middle
column. TBF' represents the nattual log of the yield adjusted Treasury biU futtues price,
EDF represents the natural log of the EtuodoUar futures price, The Ukelihood ratio
coltunn contains the test statistic for the null hypothesis that no cointegrating equations
exist between the two variables.
Cointegrating Regression Equation

Likelihood Ratio

120 Perp

TBF' = -0375629 - 0,874810(EDF)

22.364*

ISOPerp

TBF' = -0,553534 - 0,879705(EDF)

21.066*

180Perp

TBF' = -0,517824 - 0,887585(EDF)

18,628

Jn 87 Raw

TBF' = 2,174043 - 1.480964(EDF)

9.756

Nearby Unadj,

TBF' = -0,603450 - 0,868654(EDF)

22.808*

Set

* and ** represent significance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively. Critical values
are 19,96 and 24.60 at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

The resuUs of Table 5.8 are very simUar to the cointegration tests on TBF and EDF
with resped to rejedion of the nuU hypothesis of non-comtegration. Agam we see that
the null is rejeded for the 120-day and 150-day perpetual sets, as weU as the nearby
unadjusted series. However, we faU to rejed the nuU when using the 180-day perpetual
and June 1987 raw set. The possible reasons for fmding cointegration when using certain
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sets and not finding U when using others are the same for the effedive TED as they were
in the case of the TED spread itself, therefore, they wiU not be restated here.

Stationaritv of YC
At this point the primary theory presented m this dissertation has not received
enough empirical support to distinguish it from the theories presented in previous studies.
In each of the previous tests, there was almost no discemible difference between the
results of tests appUed to the TED spread and the effedive TED spread, Smce the theory
presented here states that the differential yield conventions have a signifícant impad
upon the magnitude of the TED spread, and that the impact should be non-stationary over
time, the restdts on the yield adjusted Treastuy bUl futtues price series and the effedive
TED spread require some additional consideration, Why is the effective TED spread not
stationary? Why are the cointegration results on the effective TED spread so similar to
those for the TED spread? There are several reasons why the effective TED spread may
not be stationary, One possibUity is that the determinant of the TED spread which we
have referred to here as the differential yield conventions is adually an 1(0) time series
variable, so that adjusting for the differential yield conventions does not have any
impad upon the long-mn equilibrium relationship between Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar
futures prices, The evidence to this point is consistent with this statement,
A second possibiUty is that the estimated meastue of the differential yield
convention's impad on the magnitude of the TED spread that has been developed in this
dissertatíon, is not accurately captiuing the tme time series nature of the series, Our
discussion of the yield convention variable in Chapter in indicated that the measure used
in this dissertation capttues the portion of the TED spread caused by the differential
yield conventions when the prices of the tmderlying deUverable assets are identical, This
portion of the TED spread was labeled YC2 and referred to as the 'pure yield convention'
effed. It was also noted that there shotdd be another element of the TED spread that is
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caused by the interadion of the defauh risk premium and any other relevant fadors, with
the differential yield convention, This portion of the yield convention effed was labeled
YC3 and should represent the impad of the differential yield conventions when the
underlying prices are different, It was dedded that the best theoretical estimate of the
yield convention variable is what we have referred to as the 'pure yield convention'
effed, It is possible that while every attempt has been made to obtain an acciuate
measure of the impact of the yield convention, that our meastue is biased dov^ward and
therefore does not behave as predicted by theory. If this is the case, then futtue research
should consider other methods of estunatmg the total impad of the differentíal yield
conventíons.
Another possibiUty is that one or more of the other determinants of the TED
spread, as described in Chapter III, are not stationary in level form. For example, it is
possible that the yield convention fador is an 1(1) variable as proposed in this
dissertation, but either the defatdt risk premium, or the impad of state income taxes, is
not stationary, but an 1(1) variable. If this was tme, then even after the Treasury biU
futures prices were adjusted for the difference in yield conventions, the adjusted Tre<istuy
bUI futures price would not be cointegrated with the EurodoUar futtues price,
In an effort to shed some light on the three possibUities presented above, the
yield convention time series was constmded by subtracting TBF' from TBF. This provides
us vnth the measure of the 'pure yield convention' effed or YC2 as described in Chapter
A7

in, The series YC was constmded for each of the six sets,

Each yield convention series

was then tested for a tmit root using the ADF test to determine if the impact of the
differential yield conventions on the magnitude of the TED spread is stationary. The
results of these tests under the assumptions of an mtercept, intercept and trend, and no

^^The nearby adjusted set, which was omitted from the cointegration tests, was
induded in these tests since they are not formaUy considering cointegration.
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intercept or trend, are presented in Table 5.9 below. In each case, the variable YC is
defined as given in equation (4.10), Note that this is also equivalent to the observed
Treasury biU futures price minus the yield adjusted Treasury bUI futures price.
Table 5.9

ADF Test Statistics on Yield Convention

Each row provides the results of the Augmented Dickey-FuUer test for the yield
convention variable in each of fíve data sets. The numbers reported are the estimated
ADF test statistics for a given data set and assumption about the equation used to
estimate the ADF test statistic.
Series = YC*

TEST ASSUMPTIONS
Intercept

Intercept & Trend

Nolnt or Trend

Set

Levels

Ist Diff.

Levels

Ist Diff

Levels

Ist Diff

120 Perpetual

-2,923*

-12,045**

-2,858

-12,129**

-2,620**

-11,985**

150 Perpetual

-2,880*

-11,867**

-2,778

-11,955**

-2,564*

-11,810**

180 Perpetual

-2,850

-11,670**

-2.714

-11.762**

-2,512*

-11.617**

June 87 Raw

-2,161

-3,732**

-0.835

-4.135**

-2.721*

-3.300**

Nearby Adj

-5.424**

-12,587**

-4.564**

-13.015**

-5.479**

-12.488**

Nearby Unadj

-3.009*

-12,714**

-3.034

-12.782**

-2.727**

-12.652**

* and ** represent signifícance at the 5% and 1% levels, respedively.
* The YC variable is derived here as the Treasury bUI futures price minus the yield
adjusted Treastuy biU futures price (TBF - TBF').

On first glance, Table 5,9 is difficult to interpret. One result that is dearly seen is
that the nuU hypothesis is rejeded at the 1% level for all series m first difference form,
regardless of the assumptions of the test. This is an mdication that each of the series is
integrated of an order no greater than one. TheresuUsof the ADF test on the level form of
YC vary widely across the three different test assumptions and data sets, Therefore we
must consider which set of test assumptíons is providmg us vnth a more acctuate measure
of this relationship, The standard t-statístics associated vnth the estUnated intercept
and trend variables under the first two assumptions can be considered in order to determine
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if an intercept or trend is shovm to be significant by these data. In the tests on the levels
of YC, where an intercept only is assumed, the estimated intercept term was never
significant at the 5% level. In the tests on the levels of YC, where an intercept and trend
are estimated, the intercept is only significant at the 5% in one case (nearby tmadjusted),
and the trend term is never signifícant at any conventional level,
Based on the lack of signifícance of the estimated parameters in these regression
equations, and the fact that YC is expeded to have a relatively stable mean and no trend,
the assumption that wdU be interpreted here is that of no intercept or trend. We see in the
levels column of the no intercept or trend group, that the nuU hypothesis of nonstationarity is rejected at the 5% level in all sbc series. Ftuthermore, U is rejected at the
1% level for the 120-day perpetual set, and both of the nearby sets. These results indicate
that the yield convention series is stationary in level form. This finding is at odds with
the primary prior conjectures of this dissertation. This conjecttue predicted that the yield
convention variable wotdd be an 1(1) variable. These results indicate that it is actually
an 1(0) variable,
Therefore we find that the impact of the differential yield conventions is not a
non-stationary variable as spedfied by our priors, but is adually a stationary, meanreverting variable, This fínding does not rtde out the possibility that the yield
conventions have a signifícant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread, but U does
indicate that the non-stationarity of the TED spread may not be removed by adjustmg for
the differential yield conventions, With respect to the issue of the impact of the yield
conventions on the magnitude of the TED spread, the restdts of this dissertation to this
point have not discemed between the TED and effedive TED spreads, The issue of
whether the differential yield conventions have a significant impact upon the magnitude
of the TED spread wiU be considered vsdthin an error corredion framework in the next
sedion. The goal of this analysis wUl be to determine if estimates of the TED spread that
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adjust for the differential yield conventions are superior to those that do not adjust for the
yield conventions.

Error Corredion Model
The theoretical chapter of this dissertation presented a discussion of the
difference in yield conventions used in quoting prices on Treasury biU and EtuodoUar
futures contracts. This theoretical discussion predided that the difference m yield
conventions between these two contracts shoidd have a signif icant impad upon the
magnitude of the TED spread. At this point we have no evidence to indicate that this is
the case, The tests of stationarity that were appUed to the TED and effective TED
spread did not distinguish between these two measures, Additionally, tests for
cointegration between yield adjusted Treasuiy biU futures prices and EtuodoUar futures
prices, produced no substantial difference in results when compared to similar tests
between Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices. Ftuthermore, the prior assertion that
the impact of the differential yield convention on the TED spread should be nonstationary over time was disproved in the previous section. Therefore we wish to
ascertain whether the differential yield conventions have any significant impact upon
the TED spread, even though it has been found to be stationary over time.
In a final attempt to distinguish between these two meastues within a long-mn
equiUbrium setting, an error corredion model was estimated for Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futures prices, An error corredion model was also estimated for yield adjusted
Treasury biU futtues prices and EurodoUar futures prices, In both cases, twenty-fotu lags
of each variable were included in the error correction model in order to maintain
consistency v^th previotis tests, The restdts of these error correction models are presented
in Tables 5.10 and 5.11.
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Table 5.10 Error Corredion Model estûnation for TBF and EDF
Equation A:
24

24

ATBFt = p^(RESIDt_i) + J^ a|ATBFt_i + J^ YjAEDFt.^ + e^
i=l

j=l

Equation B:
24

24

AEDFt = P'i(RESIDt_i)+ ^ a;ATBF^.j + "^ YjAEDF^.j + e{
h1

j=l

where RESID^.i =TBFt_i-0.852242(EDF^_^-14.60815
Equation

Pj

Standard Error

t-statistic

R^

A

0,014125

0,00667

2.11651

0.021532

B

0.022642

0.00734

3.08559

0,029815

Table 5.11 Error Correction Model estimation for TBF' and EDF
Equation C:
24

24

ATB F{ = Pi(RESIDt_i) + Y^ ajATBFt'_i + ^ Y]AEDFt_^ + e^
i=1

j=1

Equation D:
2A

ZA

AEDF^ = P'l(RESIDt_l)+ J^ a;ATBF-'_i + ^ YJAEDF^^j + t[
i=1

j=l

where RESID^_i =TBF^_i-0B79894(EDF^_.,)-11.93030
Equation

Pi

Standard Error

t-statistic

^"2

C

0.013521

0.00680

1.98944

0.035637

D

0.021500

0.00716

3.00237

0.043524

The fad that the estimated coefficient on the RESID term in all four regressions is
posUive and significant indicates several thmgs about the nature of the long-mn
equUibrium relationships that determine both the TED and effedive TED spreads. With
resped to the TED spread, the significant positive coefficient on RESID in equation A
indicates that when disequUibrium occurs it is caused by the Treasury biU futures price
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bemg to large relative to the EtuodoUar futures price. The estimated coeffident on RESID
in equation B indicates that when disequilibrium occtus, the EurodoUar futtues price
adjusts in order to maintain the long-mn equiUbrium relationship. This finding is
consistent with the work of Li et al, (1994), With respect to the effective TED spread,
equations C and D provide very simUar mformation in that the yield adjusted Treastuy
biU futtues price has a tendency to move out of equUibrium whUe the EurodoUar futures
price adjusts in order to maintain equiUbritun in the long-nm,
WUh resped to the predictive abUity or mformatíon content of the TED spread
verses the effective TED spread, these resuUs indicate that there is virtually no
difference between the two m the context of a long-mn equiUbrium relationship. A
comparison of these two tables indicates that there is virtuaUy no difference in the
magnitude and significance of the estimated coeffídent for RESID. AddUionalIy, the
explanatory power of the two error correction models as measured by the adjusted R^ is
virtually identical. Based on these restdts, we must conclude that there is no significant
difference between the TED and effedive TED spreads.

Stunmary of Stationarity, Cointegration. and Error Correction Models
We may summarize the primary findings of hypotheses 2 and 3 as foUows: (1) AU
of the individual contract series tested here, TBF, EDF, and TBF', are integrated of order
one, with the exception of the two nearby adjusted Treastuy biU futures series. (2) The
spedfic linear combination of Treasury bUl and EurodoUar futures prices that is known as
the TED spread, is not stationary, (3) Treasury biU and EurodoUar futtues prices are
cointegrated when using the 120-day perpetual, 150-day perpetual, or nearby tmadjusted
spUdng methods. (4) We cannot rejed the nuU hypothesis of cointegration between
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futiues prices when the 180-day perpetual and Jtme 87 Raw
spUdng methods are used. (5) The spedfíc Unear combination of yield adjusted Treastuy
biU futures prices and EiuodoUar futures prices defined here as the effedive TED spread,
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is not stationary. (6) Yield adjusted Treasiuy biU futtues prices are cointegrated with
EiuodoUar futures prices when using the 120-day perpetual, 150-day perpetual, or nearby
unadjusted splicing methods. (7) We cannot rejed the nidl hypothesis of cointegration
between Treasury bUl and EtuodoUar futtues prices when the 180-day perpetual and Jtme
87 Raw spUcing methods are used. (8) The yield convention variable defmed as the 'pure
yield convention' effed, is stationary m level form. (9) Estimating error corredion models
for the TED and effedive TED spread provided no evidence that the difference in yield
conventions between the Treastuy bUI and EtuodoUar futures contracts has a significant
impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread.

Hypothesis 4: Delivery versus Cash Sett ement
The fourth and fínal hypothesis presented here considers the testable proposition
of Stmdaresan (1991). The primary issue addressed by Stmdaresan is the impad of cash
settlement of EtuodoUar futures contracts on their prices. In Chapter III, Stmdaresan's
testable hypothesis was adjusted to represent the TED spread. With resped to the TED
spread we wish to know if this difference in settlement conventions between the Treasury
bUI and EurodoUar futures contrad has the impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread
that is predided by the theory of Stmdaresan,
In order to test the impUcations of Sundaresan's theory, we applied ordinary
least squares regression to equation (4,32). This equation was estûnated using two sets of
data. The first set is composed of quarterly observations taken three months prior to the
maturity of the futures contrad. The second set is composed of quarterly observations
taken six months prior to the maturity of the futures contract. Each of the quarterly
observations are daUy closing prices (or rates).
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The regression equation estimated here was presented in Chapter IV and is
reprinted here for convenience.
PV[ls(90).s] = a + ^ ( ^ )

(4.32)

The formal representation of the hypotheses tested here are presented below.
H4„:

a=0;p,=l

H4^:

P,=0

NtiU hypothesis 4a represents the most stringent test of the theory of Simdaresan.
Failure to rejed hypothesis 4a wotdd be consistent with the idea that the únpact of the
differential deUvery procedures on the magnitude of the TED spread, behaves exactly as
predided by Stmdaresan. Ftuthermore, such evidence would be consistent with
Stmdaresan's notion that the deUvery procedures in the Treasury biU futures market and
EurodoUar futures market necessitates that we characterize these futures rates in distinct
manners, Spedfícally, the Treasury bUl futtues rate may be characterized as an implied
forward rate when the impad of marking to market is controUed for, and the EurodoIIar
futures rate is not properly charaderized as an implied forward rate from the LIBOR
term stmdure in the traditional sense because of the previously discussed timing of the
associated cash flows,
If hypothesis 4a is rejected, then we have evidence that the impact of the
differential deUvery conventions in the Treasury biU and EurodoUar futtues markets does
not have the impad upon the TED spread that is predided by the theory of Stmdaresan.
Note that such a finding does not indicate that the theory of Stmdaresan is entirely
flawed and useless. A rejedion of the strid form of this theory sûnply provides evidence
that the impad of the differential yield conventions is not described perfedly by the
theory of Stmdaresan, If we do rejed hypothesis 4a, then we are interested m knowing if
there is information in the model of Stmdaresan, so an addUional test will be performed.
This additional test wUI consider hypothesis 4b.
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Ntdl hypothesis 4b represents a relaxed consideration of this theory, The ntdl
indicates that there is no relationship between the dependent and independent variables
as characterized in this testable proposition. FaUure to rejed hypothesis 4b is an
indication that the differential delivery conventions do not have any signifícant impact
upon the magnitude of the TED spread, If we are able to reject hypothesis 4b, then we
have evidence that there is significant information content in the theory of Sundaresan.
This means that the impact of the differential deUvery conventions has a signifícant
impact upon the TED spread. The results of applying OLS regression to equation 4,29 are
presented in Table 5.12 and 5.13.

Table 5.12 DeUvery Versus Cash Settlement - 3 Months Prior
The foUowing coeffícient estimates and assodated statistics were obtained by estimating
an OLS regression of equation (4,32) using observations taken 3 months prior to the
maturity date of the EtuodoUar futures contract
Coefficient

Estimate

Std. Error

t-statistic

p-value

a

0.031935

0.004490

7.111760

0.0000

Jj

0.033672

0.003408

9.880413

0.0000

The results of Table 5.12 indicate that there is a statisticaUy signifícant
relationship between Treasury bUl and EurodoUar futures rate and implied forward rates
from the Treastiry biU and LIBOR term stmcture. This evidence is consistent with the
relaxed form of the proposition as evaluated in hypothesis 4b. The resuUs of the second
data set are quUe similar to those presented in Table 5,13.
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Table 5.13 DeUvery Versus Cash Settlement - 6 Months Prior
The foUowing coeffícient estimates and assodated statistics were obtained by estimating
an OLS regression of equation (4.32) using observations taken 6 months prior to the
maturity date of the EtuodoUar futtues contrad
Coefficient

Estimate

Std. Error

t-statistic

p-value

a

0.035886

0.004802

7.472382

0.0000

Jj

0.026228

0.003510

7.472836

0.0000

Using the six- and nine-month forward rates had a negligible effed upon the
estimated regression coeffídents. In both cases the results indicate that there is a
signifícant relatiortôhip between futures rates and implied forward rates. This is an
indication that the differential deUvery procedures do have a significant impact upon
the magnitude of the TED spread, However, the relationship does not appear to be
strictly consistent v^th that hypothesized by Sundaresan. First, we see that the
intercept term in both models is significantly different from zero, This is an indication
that the strict form of the theory of Sundaresan provides a biased estimate of the impact
of the differential yield conventions upon the magnitude of the TED spread. At the same
tûne, the evidence presented in Tables 5.9 and 5.10 indicates that there is a statistically
signifícant relationship between the TED spread and únplied forward rates from the
Treasury bUI and EurodoUar term stmdtue since estimated slope coeffídent in equation
(4,32) is signifícantly different from zero. In terms of our stated hypotheses, this fmdmg
is provides support for the relaxed version of the proposition, but appears to be
inconsistent with the strid form of the theory.
In order to formaUy test the únpUcations of the strict form of the Sundaresan
theoiy as presented m hypothesis 4a, an F-test was applied to the estimated coeffidents.
The nuU here is that the intercept is equal to zero whUe the slope equals one, The results
of the F-tests for each data set are presented in Table 5.14,
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Table 5,14 F-test restdts on Coeffídent Restrictions
Data Set

NuU Hypothesis

F-statistic

p-value

3-monthsprior

a=0;^=l

158744,1

0.000000

6-months prior

a = 0;

152165,7

0,000000

fii=l

Table 5,14 formally tests the restrictions of hypothesis 4a, which we refer to as
the strict test of the theory of Stmdaresan (1991), The resuUs do not support the strict
version of the theory of Stmdaresan that the relationship between futtues and implied
forward rates are significantly impacted, on a one-to-one basis, by whether the futures
contract settles in delivery or to cash, Based on these results, we conclude that the data
do not support a strict interpretation of the theory in terms of the TED spread, However,
it is interesting to note that there is a significant relationship between the TED spread,
implied Treasury bill forward rates, and implied forward rates from the LIBOR term
stmcttue, which is interpreted as support for the relaxed theory,
Having considered both the strict and relaxed versions of this theoiy the
evidence is not consistent with the strict version of this theory, However, the evidence is
consistent with the relaxed form of the theory. This is an indication that the differential
deUvery conventions do have a signifícant impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread.
Given the evidence, it is difficult to say why the strict form theory is not
supported, but one reason may be that while investors in Treasury bUl futures have the
option of settUng their posUion in deUvery, the vast majority of them do not. This was
known prior to the testing of this theory. What was not known is if the marginal investor
settled in cash or in deUvery. This evidence might mdicate that for this sample, the
marginal investor in Treasury biU futtues settled in cash instead of deUvery.
Another possible explanation for the rejedion of the strict form of the theory is
that Stmdaresan charaderizes the Treasury bUI futtues rate as an implied forward rate
when maiking to market is ignored, As was stated earlier, considering this theory within
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the context of the TED spread aUows us to assume away the impad of marking to market.
However, another problem with characterizing the Treasury bUl futures rate as an
impUed forward rate exists. Previous research on the Treasury biU spot market has
consistently fotmd that a term premium exists in this market. The theory of Stmdaresan
impUdtly asstunes that there is no term premium in the Treastuy bUl spot maiket.
Therefore, future research might provide additional insight into this issue by adjustmg
the existing theoiy of Sundaresan to refled the term prenútim in the Treasury biU spot
market,
In conclusion, the theory of Sundaresan (1991) predids that the fact that
EurodoUar futures contrads settle in cash rather than delivery shoidd cause the price of
these futures contract to differ from what they would be if they settled in deUvery, This
dissertation adapts and tests this theory within the context of the TED spread. The
findings do not support the most strict version of Stmdaresan's theory which impUes that
the differential settlement conventions should have a very specific and significant
impact upon the magnitude of the TED spread. However, the results are consistent with
the relaxed form of this theory, This evidence indicates that while the TED spread, and
implied Treasury bill forward rate, contain significant predidive power with respect to
the 90-day LIBOR, that this predidive element is not of the predse nature implied by
Stmdaresan's theory. However, the finding that the TED spread and impUed Treasury
bUl forward rate have significant predidive power with respect to impUed forward rates
from the LIBOR term stmdiue is consistent v^th the relaxed form the theoiy of
Simdaresan. That is to say that the differential deUvery conventíons have a
statistically significant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread, but this impact is
much smaUer than predided by the theory of Sundaresan.
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Sununarv
This chapter has focused primarily upon the long-mn equiUbrium relationship of
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices, AdditionaUy, the impad of reserve
requirements and delivery versus cash settlement on the TED spread was analyzed, It is
first determined that reserve requirement changes do not have a significémt impact upon
the magnitude of the TED spread. This finding is consistent vsdth the previous woik of
Fama (1985) as weU as James (1987) who find similar restdts for money maiket spreads.
The results of this dissertation indicate that the theory of Fama (1985), which focuses on
money market spreads, is supported in the Treasury biU and EurodoUar futtues markets as
well.
Before two or more variables may be tested for cointegration, it is important to
know that each of the variables is integrated of the same order. This chapter finds that
all of the futures price series, induding Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures prices and
yield adjusted Treasury biU futures price are integrated or order 1. The sole exception to
this finding is in the nearby adjusted data set where the Treasury bUl and yield adjusted
Treasury biU futtues prices were fotmd to be stationary in level form or integrated of order
0. This data set was therefore removed from consideration as a candidate for
cointegration. In the case of the perpetual series v^th 120-, 150-, and 180-day constant
maturities, as well as the raw June 1987, and nearby tmadjusted data sets, all series were
found to be integrated of order 1.
Given that each of these series was found to be mtegrated of order one,
cointegration analysis was implemented m order to see if there is a long-nm equiUbrium
relationship between Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar futures prices. In particular, the
relationship known as the TED spread was considered in order to test the theory of Li,
Mathur, Schwarz, and Szakmary (1994), which impUes that the TED spread should be
stationary over time. This is equivalent to the statement that Treasury biU and
EurodoUar futures prices are comtegrated, vnth cointegrating vector [1, -1]. The strict test
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of this relationship does not support the idea that the TED spread is stationary. Further
analysis of the long-mn relationship between Treasury bill and EtuodoUar futtues prices
indicates that for the 120-day and 150-day perpetual data sets, as well as the nearby
unadjusted data set, Treasury bUl and EurodoUar futures prices are cointegrated. The 180day perpetual and raw Jtme 1987 data set indicated that Treasury bUI and EurodoUar
futures prices were not cointegrated.
The long-nm relationship between yield adjusted Treasury bUl futiues prices and
EtuodoUar futures prices was also analyzed. In particular, the theory of this dissertation
with respect to the differential yield conventions was considered. First, the strict
implications of the theory were investigated by testing the effedive TED spread for
stationarity. This is equivalent to testing for cointegration between the yield adjusted
Treasury biU futures price and EurodoUar futures price and fordng the cointegrating vector
to be [1, -IJ. The results of these tests indicated that the effective TED spread was not
stationaiy. Additionéd long-mn analysis was also applied to the yield adjusted Treéisury
biU futures and EurodoUar futures price series by testing for cointegration l?etween these
two series. The results from these cointegration tests indicate that using the 120-day and
150-day perpetual data set, as well as the nearby unadjusted data set, yield adjusted
Treasury biU futures and EurodoUéir futtues prices are cointegrated. The 180-day
perpetual and the raw June 1987 data sets could not reject the nuU hypothesis of noncointegration.
Since the results on the effective TED spread did not distinguish the theory
presented here from previously presented theories, the issue of the differential yield
conventions was explored in more detaU by taking the difference between the Treasury
bUI futures price and yield adjusted Treastuy biU futtues price for each data set in order to
constmd a series that represents the portion of the Treasury biU futtues price that is
solely a function of the differential yield conventions. Figure 5.3 provides a graphical
representation of the yield convention variable meastued in the 120-day perpetual data
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set. In this figure, the variable YC120 is equal to the difference between the Treastuy biU
futiues price, and the yield adjusted Treastuy bUl futures price, from the 120-day
perpetual maturity data set.
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Figtue 5.3 Yield Convention Variable: 120-day Perpetual Set

The yield convention variable, was tested for stationarity, within each data set
(120-, 150-, 180-day perpetual, etc). The theory of this dissertation predicted the yield
convention variable to be integrated of order one, while previous studies that ignore the
impact of the differential yield conventions únpUdtly predict that the yield convention
variable wdU be stationary. The results of the ADF tests on the yield convention variable
generaUy indicate that it is stationary in level form or integrated of order 0. This finding
along with the finding of non-stationary in the effedive TED spread provide strong
evidence that the difference in yield conventions is not the cause of non-stationarity in
the TED spread. Fiuther investigation of the impad of the differential yield conventions
within an error corredion framework indicated that adjtisting for the differential yield
conventions does not provide any addUional explanatory power over the TED spread.
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The final hypothesis test considered the impact of the differential settlement
conventions between the Treasury biU and EtuodoUar futures contracts within the context
of the theory of Stmdaresan (1991). The results of these tests indicate that the cash
settlement feattue of the EtuodoUar futures contrad does not have the impact on the TED
spread that the theory of Sundaresan predids, However, there is evidence that the
differential deUveiy conventions do have a significant impad upon the magnitude of the
TED spread. This impad is simply not found to be as large as predided by Simdaresan.
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CFLAPTERVI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation develops and empirically examines the relationship between
Treasiuy bUI and EurodoUar futtues prices and the impad of various contractual and
economic factors on the price spread between these two seciuities, Previous research has
investigated whether there is a stationary long-mn relationship between these two
futtues prices. Often this analysis was done vyrithout provicUng any formal theoretical
basis for why these two price series shotdd maintain a long-nm equiUbrium relationship.
This dissertation attempts to fill in previous gaps m the theory of the TED spread.
Previous studies attribute the existence of the TED spread, primarUy to a default
risk premium charged on EurodoIIar futures contracts. This cUssertation considers several
other contractual and economic factors that have the potential to impact the magnitude
of the TED spread. The contradual issues considered here are the cUfferential yield
conventions, delivery versus cash settlement, and differential expiration dates. The
economic issues considered here in addition to default risk, are tax effects, term premiums,
and reserve requirements. The primary cUfference between this cUssertation and previous
theories of the TED spread is that here the differential yield conventions are formally
accotmted for, The issue here is that Treasury biU futures prices are quoted on a discount
rate basis, whUe EurodoUar futures contrads are quoted on an add-on yield basis, This
dissertation precUcts that this cUfference in yield conventions between these two contracts
should have a significant impad upon the magnitude of the TED spread and the long-nm
eqtdlibrium relationship between Treasury bUl and EurodoUar futtues prices,
Other fadors of potential importance that are considered here, but not by
previotis studies indude tax effeds, reserve requirements, and the issue of deUvery versus
cash settlement. These new fadors are considered in conjimction v^th the default risk
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premium in order to further develop the theoretical relationship between Treasury biU
and EtuodoUar futures prices over time.
This dissertation indicates that as the general level of interest rates increases,
the impact of the differential yield conventions on the TED spread should also increase.
SimUarly, as the risk of default on the part of finandal institutions that issue EurodoUar
CD increases, the magnitude of the TED spread should mcrease. The theory of Fabozzi
and Thurston (1986) indicates that the exemption of Treastuy biU sectuities from state and
local income taxes should cause Treasury biU futtue rates to be lower and prices to be
higher, holcUng all else constant. Therefore, the greater the marginal state and local
income tax rate, the greater the magnitude of the TED spread, Fabozzi and Thurston also
state that reserve requirements are passed on to investors, and therefore wUl have a
significant impad upon the magnitude of spreads, where one instmment is reservable and
the other is not. This theory is in disagreement with the theoiy and empirical results of
both Fama (1985) and James (1987), who incUcate that the reserve requirement tax is
passed on to borrowers of finandal institutions that issue reservable securities. In order to
formaUy cUstinguish between these distinct theories, the issue of the impacrt of reserve
requirements on the TED spread is examined empiricaUy in this cUssertation.
AdditionaUy, the issue of deUvery versus cash settlement, as presented by Stmdaresan
(1991) is presented as a potential determinant of the TED spread, The issue here is that
EurodoUar futures contrads are always settled in cash, while Treastuy biU futtues
contrads allow the holder to accept deUvery of a Treastuy biU instmment upon maturity
of the futiues contrad, Stmdaresan provides a theoretical representation of how cash
settlement should impad the EurodoUar futtues price, This cUssertation adapts the
testable proposition of Sundaresan to refled the impact of the differential deUvery
conventions on the magnitude of the TED spread, Next this dissertation empirically tests
the theoiy of Stmdaresan (1991) within the context of the TED spread.
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Empirically this cUssertation investigates four separate hypotheses. First the
relationship between reserve requirements and the TED spread is considered. The
evidence provided here uicUcates that there is no need to adjust the TED spread when
Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar futtues are subjed to different reserve requirements. The
results of these tests support the theory of Fama (1985) and James (1987) because they find
that a change in reserve reqtiirements on EurodoUar CDs has no significant únpact upon
the magnitude of the TED spread. The theory of Fama (1985) and James (1987) would
interpret this evidence as indicating that the reserve requirement tax is passed on to bank
borrowers. However, this dissertation notes that another possible explanation for this
finding is that the reserve requirement tax is not fuUy passed on to bank borrowers, but is
absorbed by the finandal institutions themselves.
The second and third hypotheses consider the long-nm relationship between
Treasury biU and EurodoUar futtues prices, as weU éis yield adjusted Treastuy biU and
EtuodoUar futtues prices. The primary goal of these tests was to show that previous
examinatíons of the long-nm behavior of the TED spread were in error for several reasons.
First, the theoretical justification in previous studies for applying cointegration analysis
to Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar futures prices has been limited at best. The theory
developed here first assumes that Treasury bUl and EtuodoUar futures prices are nonstationary. Next it states that if the primary determinants of the spread between these
two non-stationary contrads are stationary, then the spread itself shotdd also be
statíonary. Assuming that the primary determinants of the TED spread are nonstationary, then we wotdd exped the TED spread to be non-stationary. Based upon otu
priors of what the primary determinants of the TED spread shotdd be and what the time
series properties of these fadors shotdd be, this dissertatíon predids that the TED spread
shotdd be non-stationary, Second, the faUtue to recognize and adjust for the difference m
\deld conventions between these two contrads has the potential to bias previous tests.
This dissertation formaUy analyzes and adjusts the TED spread for the differential yield
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conventions between the Treastuy biU and EtuodoUar futures prices. Th d, the issue of
how to properly constmct a lengthy tune series of futtues prices has vútually been ignored
in previous studies of the long-nm behavior of the TED spread. This dissertation uses a
method described by Geiss (1995) to create lengthy futures tune series. Each of these
issues is considered in detaU m the theory and methods presented in this dissertation.
The analysis of the long-nm behavior of these futures price series mdicated that,
in general, Treastuy biU, yield adjusted Treasury bUl, and EurodoUar futtues prices are
integrated of order one. The strict tests of stationarity on the TED spread and effective
TED spread indicate that both TED series are integrated of order one. This means that
whUe the price series that make up the TED and effective TED spreads may be
cointegrated, the spedfic Unear combinations of these 1(1) variables that we caU the TED
and effedive TED spread do not restdt in a stationary time series.
Further analysis of the long-mn relationship between Treastuy bUl and
EurodoIIar futures prices indicates that the abiUty to reject the ntdl hypothesis of noncointegration between these two series is dependent upon the method used in constmcting
the time series. The shorter maturity perpetual methods led to the fincUng of
cointegration between Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures. However, in the case of the
longer maturity perpetual set we were unable to rejed the nuU hypothesis of noncointegration. This finding is important because it indicates a need for additional work in
the area of selecting an appropriate constant mattuity length when using perpetual price
incUces. A possible explanation for this finding is that the longer mattuity perpetual
series indude Treastuy biU futures price that are far enough away from maturity that
they may not be Uquid enough to instue an tmbiased, market determined price. The
cointegration tests on Treastuy bUl and EtuodoUar futures prices also find that the nearby
unadjusted method of constmdmg lengthy futtues time series restdts m two comtegrated
series. However, v^th resped to the Jime 1987 raw futures prices where no 'spUdng' or
'roUover' method is used, we cannot rejed the nuU hypothesis of non<ointegration.
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These restdts are interesting because our priors regarding the nearby tmadjusted
series were that they wotdd be more Ukely to be comtegrated becatise of the discrete jumps
in the data at the rollover point. Indeed the evidence is consistent with this prior. The
'non-cointegration' finding when tising raw futtues prices is also mterestmg becatise U
agam brings up the questíon of the Uquidity of the Treastuy bUl futures maiket. Figures
6.1 through 6.4 plot the behavior of the Treasury bUl and EurodoUar futures prices as weU
as the TED spread for the nearby tmadjusted set and Jtme 1987 raw set, respectively.
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The results of the cointegration tests on yield adjusted Treasury bUl and
EurodoUar futures prices are also interesting for several reasons, First, they are surprising
because with respect to significance levels and rejedion of the null hypotheses, they are
generaUy identical to the results on the Treastuy biU and Eiuodollar futtues prices. The
effedive TED spread is found to be non-stationary in all cases. Also the same data sets
that produced cointegrated Treastuy biU and EiuodoUar futtues price series also produced
cointegrated yield adjtisted Treastuy biU and EurodoUar futures price series. This is
surprising, because the theory presented in this dissertation predids that by adjusting for
the differential yield conventions, the TED spread shotdd become stationary. These
results do not support this prior and the adcUtional stationarity tests on the yield
convention variable further tmdermine this proposition. However, the mathematicéd
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difference in the yield conventions stUl remains. Second, we see that the stationarity and
cointegration tests used in this cUssertation were not able to differentiate between the
linear combination known as the TED spread and the yield adiusted representation
referred to as the efíective TED spread. Additional consideration of the TED and
effedive TED spread within an error corredion framework provides no evidence that
adjustmg for the differential yield conventions provides any significant increase in
explanatory power v^th respect to the TED spread. So the evidence is consistent with the
idea that the cUfferential yield conventions are not priced by partidpants in the Treastuy
biU and EurodoUar futtues markets. Ftuther research in this area shotdd focus on why
this theoreticaUy important cUfference between these contracts is not priced by market
participants.
EtuodoUar futures contracts are always settled in cash at mattuity. Treasury biU
futtues contracts call for deUvery of a Treastuy bUl mstnunent at mattuity, This
difference is considered within a framework that is based upon the work of Stmdaresan
(1991), Stmdaresan states that prices of futures contracts that are settled in cash shotdd
behave cUfferently than those that are settled in delivery. The TED spread is used as a
tool to test this proposition. The restdts do not support the most stricí form of the theory
of Sundaresan. However, the relaxed form of the Sundaresan theory is supported in that
there is a statisticaUy signifícant relationship between the TED spread, and spread
between the implied forward rate fiom the Treastuy biU term stmdtue and Sundaresan's
charaderization of an impUed forward rate from the LIBOR term stmdtue. Therefore,
we condude that cash settlement of Etuodollar futtues prices has a statistically
signifícant impad upon the TED spread; however, the magnitude of this impact is fotmd
to be smaUer m than is predided by Simdaresan (1991),
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Suggestions for Further Research
The results of this cUssertation present several questions that deserve further
research. Some of these issues relate cUredly to the TED spread while others do not. One
issue that is not directly related to the TED spread has to do with reserve requuements
and the idea that finandal institutions pass this tax on to customers m one form or
another, The finding that reserve requuement changes do not have a signifícant impact
upon the magnitude of the TED spread is consistent with the theory of Fama (1985) and
James (1987) that states the reserve requûement tax is passed on to borrowers of fínandal
institutions that issue reservable securities, However, the Wall Street Joumal articles
surrounding the December 1990 reserve requirement change indicate that the Fed thought
that the relaxation of reserve requirements would bolster finandal institution
profítabUity. The impUcation here is that the Fed did not agree with Fabozzi and
Thtuston (1986), Fama (1985) or James (1987), that the reserve reqidrement tax was passed
on to either the borrowers or lenders of these finandal mstitutions. The Fed comments
about this change incUcate a belief that finandal institutions are not able to pass reserve
requirement taxes on, but are forced to bear them outright. This possibiUty should be
considered in futtue stucUes,
Another issue that is important for future studies of the TED spread as weU as
long-nm analysis of any futures contracts is the method of buUcUng lengthy futtues price
series. The work of Geiss (1995) presents convindng arguments as to why a perpetual price
index is a spUdng method that is superior to all other methods, However, the finding
that the length of the constant maturity used in these types of price series can have a
significant impad upon the restdts of statistical tests indicates that more consideration of
how these perpetual series are constmded is needed,
FinaUy, the issue of the impad of the differential yield conventions on the
magnitude of the TED spread deserves further consideration. While the priors of the
theory presented here are not supported in a long-rtm equiUbrium context, the fact that
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these two instmments are priced on a different quotation convention remains,
MathematicaUy this theory predicts that at higher interest rate levels, the magnitude
of the TED spread shotdd be greater. Further work in this area is needed in order to either
present a test that is powerftd enough to cUstinguish between the TED and effective TED
spread or identify the flaw or missing element of this theory that keeps it from finding
empirical support. One possibiUty for obtaining more condusive restdts on the impact of
the differential yield conventions might be to attempt to improve upon the estimate of
the yield convention variable used in the statistical tests of this cUssertation, WhUe this
dissertation provides an acctuate estimate of the 'ptue yield conventions' variable, there
may be ways of better incorporating the interaction term, which was identified here, but
not induded in the statistical tests because of the difficulty in separating the yield
convention effed from other effects, If ftuther consideration of the yield convention
variable does not resolve the current disagreement between theory and empirical results,
an attempt to explain why this difference is not priced would be benefidal.
Another area where adcUtional research is needed is the differential settlement
procedures, The results of this cUssertation find support for the relaxed version of the
Stmdaresan theory. It is possible that restmdtuing this theory with respect to the way
that the Treasury biU futtues contract is presented might aUow us to better determine the
impad of deUvery versus cash settlement. Numerous stucUes of the Treastuy bUl spot
market have foimd a term premium, Therefore it is possible that Stmdaresan's
charaderization of the Treasury bUl futures rate as an impUed forward rate from the
Treasury biU term stmdtue may be mtrodudng a bias mto the theory. By adjusting the
testable propositíon developed here for the term premium in the Treasury bUI market, we
may be able to more acctuately identify the impad of this issue on the magnitude of the
TED spread.
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APPENDDC A
DELIVERY OF TREASURY BILL FUTURES

Powers and Vogel (1984) outline the process of deUvery of Treastuy biU futtues in
the following steps:
1. On the notice day, the last tracUng day, notice must be made by the seUer to the
IMM Qearinghouse of intent to deliver.
2. 'Order to exped' instmctions are given to the bank of the seUer. The seller
instmcts his bank that he has sold bUIs through the exchange dearinghouse. He
also instmrts them to be ready to wire the Treasury BUls and to accept payment
from the clearinghouse via the Fed money wire.
3. The official settlement price on the exchange is converted to a discotmt yield and
from that an actual doUar price is calculated. For example,
settlement (index) price

= 94.00

100-94

= 6%

Invoice price

= $984,833.33

(6%, 91 days to maturity)

4. The exchange dearinghouse contacts the seller's bank to confirm the value of the
biUs being delivered.
5. DeUvery is made.
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APPENDDC B
TFIE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGES IN FUTURES INDEX
PRICES AND CONTRACT VALUES
Treasurv BUl Futures
Assume that initiaUy, the discount yield on the March 96 Treasury biU futures
contract is 5.00. Using equations (1.1) and (1.3), we may calculate the Treastuy bUl futiues
price index and impUed contract value, respectively.
TBF = 100 - 5.00
TBF = 95
and
Contract Value = $1,000,000

f
V

f
l

90 ^ l
360JJ

Contract Value = $X000,000(1 - 0.0125)
Confaract Value = $1,000,000(0.9875)
Contract Value = $987,500
Therefore, a discount yield of 5.00 implies a Treasury biU futtues index price of 95,
and a contrad value of $987,500. Now assume that the discount yield decUnes by one basis
point from 5.00 to 4.99. Again we may calculate the new Treasury bUl futures index price
and new contract value using equations (1.1) and (1,3).
TBF = 100 - 4.99
TBF = 95.01
and
f f
90 >'i
ContractValue = $1,000,000) 1 - 0.0499 X —
l - l0.012475) 360 j j
Contract Value = $1,000,000(1
ContractValue = $^000,000(0.987525)
ContradValue = $987,525
Therefore, a one basis point decrease in the discount yield leads to a one basis
point increase in the Treastuy biU futtues index price and a $25 increase in the value of
the contrad.
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EurodoUar Futures
Assume that initiaUy, the add-on yield on the March 96 EurodoUar futures
contract is 6.00. Using equations (1.4) and (1.6) we may calculate the EurodoUar futures
price index and únpUed contract value, respectively.
EDF = 100 - 6.00
EDF = 94
and

r

r

90 ^^

Contract Value = $1,000,000 1 - 0.0600 X
I,' 1,
360;j
Contract Value = $1,000,000(1-0.0150)
Contract Value = $1,000,000(0.985)
Contract Value = $985,000

Therefore, an add-on yield of 6.00 implies a EurodoUar futtues index price of 94,
and a contrad value of $985,000. Now assume that the add-on yield increases by one basis
point from 6,00 to 6,01. Again we may calculate the new EurodoIIar futures index price and
new contract value using equations (1.4) and (1.6).
EDF = 100 - 6.01
EDF = 93.99
and
(

/

Contract Value = $1,000,000 1 - 0.0601

l

l

90 ^^

360jj

Contíract Value = $1,000,000(1 - 0.015025)
ContradValue = $1,000,000(0.984975)
Contract Value = $984,975
Therefore, a one basis point increase in the add-on yield leads to a one basis point
decrease in the EtuodoUar futtues index price and a $25 decrease in the value of the
contrad.
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APPENDDC C
IMPACT OF THE DIFFERENTIAL YIELD CONVENTIONS

The foUowing mathematical example Ulustrates the fad that even when the
doUar price paid for the underlying Treasury biU and EurodoIIar spot market sectuities is
identical, the Treasury biU and EurodoUar futures index prices wUl be cUfferent due to the
differential yield conventions.
Asstime that the impUed dollar price paid, P, for the securities tmderlying
Treéisuiy biU and EtuodoUar futtues contracts expiring in the same month are identicaUy
equal to 98,00 (that is $980,000). Ftuther, assume that these contracts are identical in all
respects except for the Treasury biU futures index price is quoted based upon a discotmt
yield convention whUe the EtuodoUar futures index price is quoted based upon an add-on
yield convention. Given P, we may calculate TBF using equation (3.3). The cídculation of
TBF when P = 98.00 is presented below.
(

100-P^ 360\|oo)
u 100
'100-98 Y 360'
(100)
TBF = 100TBF = 100-

LI 100 A90j
TBF = 100- ^J.YM\ioo)"
100 90 / ^
TBF = 100-[(0.02X4)(100)]
TBF = 100-8
TBF = 92.00

Next we may calculate EDF when P = 98.0 usmg equation (3.6). These calculations
are presented below.
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EDF = 100 - •flOO^Y360\ioo)
\
LV P A 9 0 /
100-98Y 360^1
(100)
EDF = 100 98
A
9
0
,
LV
EDF = 100 -

ri.Y360\ioo)
Í98jt 90 /

[

EDF = 100 - [(0.020408X4X100)]
EDF = 100 - 8.163
EDF = 9133
This example shows that even when the doUar price of the underlying securities
are identical, the TED spread wiU be positive simply because of the cUfferential yield
conventions. In this case the TED spread is equal to 92.00 - 91.83 = .16 or 16 basis points
when P is equal to 98.
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